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Properties of the Higgs boson are measured in the two-photon final state using 36.1 fb−1 of proton–
proton collision data recorded at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV by the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider.
Cross-section measurements for the production of a Higgs boson through gluon–gluon fusion, vector-
boson fusion, and in association with a vector boson or a top-quark pair are reported. The signal strength,
defined as the ratio of the observed to the expected signal yield, is measured for each of these production
processes as well as inclusively. The global signal strength measurement of 0.99 0.14 improves on the
precision of the ATLAS measurement at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 and 8 TeV by a factor of two. Measurements of gluon–
gluon fusion and vector-boson fusion productions yield signal strengths compatible with the Standard
Model prediction. Measurements of simplified template cross sections, designed to quantify the different
Higgs boson production processes in specific regions of phase space, are reported. The cross section for the
production of the Higgs boson decaying to two isolated photons in a fiducial region closely matching the
experimental selection of the photons is measured to be 55 10 fb, which is in good agreement with
the Standard Model prediction of 64 2 fb. Furthermore, cross sections in fiducial regions enriched in
Higgs boson production in vector-boson fusion or in association with large missing transverse momentum,
leptons or top-quark pairs are reported. Differential and double-differential measurements are performed
for several variables related to the diphoton kinematics as well as the kinematics and multiplicity of the
jets produced in association with a Higgs boson. These differential cross sections are sensitive to higher
order QCD corrections and properties of the Higgs boson, such as its spin and CP quantum numbers.
No significant deviations from a wide array of Standard Model predictions are observed. Finally, the
strength and tensor structure of the Higgs boson interactions are investigated using an effective Lagrangian,
which introduces additional CP-even and CP-odd interactions. No significant new physics contributions
are observed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.98.052005
I. INTRODUCTION
In July 2012, the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] experiments
announced the discovery of a Higgs boson [3,4] using
proton–proton collisions collected at center-of-mass ener-
gies
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 TeV and 8 TeV at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC). Subsequent measurements of its properties
were found to be consistent with those expected for
the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson [5] with a mass
mH ¼ 125.09 0.21ðstatÞ  0.11ðsystÞ GeV [6].
Following the modifications of the LHC to provide
proton–proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy ofﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13TeV, the Higgs sector can be probed more deeply:
the data set collected in 2015 and 2016 allows inclusive
Higgs boson measurements to be repeated with about two
times better precision than to those done at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 and
8 TeV with the Run 1 data set. The increased center-of-
mass energy results in much larger cross sections for events
at high partonic center-of-mass energy. This implies
improved sensitivity to a variety of interesting physics
processes, such as Higgs bosons produced at high trans-
verse momentum or Higgs bosons produced in association
with a top–antitop quark pair. The Higgs boson decay into
two photons (H → γγ) is a particularly attractive way to
study the properties of the Higgs boson and to search for
deviations from the Standard Model predictions due to
beyond-Standard Model (BSM) processes. Despite the
small branching ratio, ð2.27 0.07Þ × 10−3 for mH ¼
125.09 GeV [7], a reasonably large signal yield can be
obtained thanks to the high photon reconstruction and
identification efficiency at the ATLAS experiment.
Furthermore, due to the excellent photon energy resolution
of the ATLAS calorimeter, the signal manifests itself as a
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narrow peak in the diphoton invariant mass (mγγ) spectrum
on top of a smoothly falling background, and the Higgs
boson signal yield can be measured using an appropriate fit
to the mγγ distribution of the selected events.
In this paper, the results of measurements of the Higgs
boson properties in the diphoton decay channel are pre-
sented using 36.1 fb−1 of pp collision data collected atﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV by the ATLAS detector in 2015 and 2016.
All the measurements are performed under the assumption
that the Higgs boson mass is 125.09 GeV, and are compared
to Standard Model predictions. Three types of measure-
ments are presented in this paper and are summarized in the
remainder of this section: (i) measurements of the total
Higgs boson production-mode cross sections and “signal
strengths”; (ii) cross sections using the SM production
modes as “templates” in simplified fiducial regions; and
(iii) measurements of integrated or differential cross sec-
tions in fiducial phase-space regions closely matched to the
experimental selection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief description of the ATLAS detector, and
Sec. III describes the selected data set. The generation of
simulated event samples is described in Sec. IV. Section V
gives an overview of the event reconstruction and selection,
and Sec. VI explains the signal and background modeling
used in the measurement. The sources of systematic
uncertainties are detailed in Sec. VII. Section VIII describes
the measurement of the total Higgs boson production-mode
cross sections, signal strengths, and simplified template
cross sections (STXS). Similarly, Sec. IX describes the
measurement of the fiducial and differential cross sections.
Section X concludes with a brief summary of the main
findings.
A. Higgs boson production-mode cross sections
and signal strengths
In this paper, cross sections times branching ratio of the
Higgs to two photons BðH → γγÞ are measured for
inclusive Higgs boson production, as well as for several
individual production processes: gluon–gluon fusion
(ggH), vector-boson fusion (VBF), Higgs boson production
in association with a vector boson (VH), and production of
a Higgs boson in association with a top–antitop quark pair
(tt¯H) or a single top quark (t-channel and W-associated,
respectively denoted as tHq and tHW, or in their sum as
“tH”). In the SM, gluon–gluon fusion is the dominant
production mechanism at the LHC, contributing to about
87% of the total cross section at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV [7]. Vector-
boson fusion and associated production with either a
vector boson, with a top–antitop quark pair or a bottom–
antibottom quark pair correspond to 6.8%, 4.0%, 0.9%, and
0.9%, respectively, of the total Higgs boson production
cross section.
The data are divided into 31 categories based on the
reconstructed event properties to maximize the sensitivity
to different production modes and the different regions of
the simplified template cross sections, which are further
described in Sec. I B. The categories are defined using the
expected properties of the different production mecha-
nisms: 10 categories aimed to measure gluon–gluon fusion
properties, 4 categories to measure vector-boson fusion, 8
categories that target associated production with vector
bosons with different final states, and 9 categories that
target associated production with a top–antitop quark pair
or a single top-quark. The definition of each category was
optimized using simulated events and a full summary of the
categories can be found in Sec. VIII. In the sequence of
the classification, priority is given to categories aimed at
selecting signal events from processes with smaller cross
sections.
In order to probe the production mechanisms independ-
ently of the H → γγ branching ratio, ratios of the different
production-mode cross sections normalized to gluon–
gluon fusion are also reported, with their full experimental
correlations. In addition, measurements of the signal
strength μ, which is the ratio of the measured cross section
to the SM prediction, are given for the different production
processes as well as for the inclusive production. Finally,
coupling-strength modifiers, which are scale factors of the
tree-level Higgs boson couplings to the different particles
or of the effective Higgs boson couplings to photons and
gluons from loop-induced processes, are reported.
B. Simplified template cross sections
The measurements of cross sections separated by the
production mode as presented in the previous section are
extended to measurements in specific regions of phase
space using the framework of the “simplified template cross
sections” introduced in Refs. [7,8]. These are reported as
cross section times BðH → γγÞ for a Higgs boson absolute
rapidity1 jyHj less than 2.5 and with further particle-level
requirements. The different production modes are separated
in a theoretically motivated way using the SM modes ggH,
VBF, VH and top-quark-associated production modes as
“templates.” The fiducial regions are defined in a “sim-
plified” way using the measured kinematics and topology
of the final state, defined by the Higgs boson, the hadronic
jets and the vector bosons or top quarks in the event, to
avoid large model-dependent extrapolations. The Higgs
1The ATLAS experiment uses a right-handed coordinate system
with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of
the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points
from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points
upward. Cylindrical coordinates ðr;ϕÞ are used in the transverse
plane, ϕ being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The
pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as
η ¼ −ln tanðθ=2Þ. When dealing with massive particles, the
rapidity y ¼ 1=2 ln½ðEþ pzÞ=ðE − pzÞ is used, where E is the
energy and pz is the z-component of the momentum. Angular
separation is expressed in terms of ΔR ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðΔηÞ2 þ ðΔϕÞ2
p
.
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boson is treated as a stable final-state particle, which allows
an easy combination with other decay channels. Similarly,
vector bosons or top quarks are treated as stable particles,
but the cases of leptonic and hadronic decays of the vector
boson are distinguished.
In this paper a merged version of the so-called “stage-1”
simplified template cross-section measurements are inves-
tigated. These measurements provide more information for
theoretical reinterpretation compared to the signal strength
measurements used in Run 1 and are defined to reduce the
theoretical uncertainties typically folded into the signal
strength results. In the full stage-1 proposal, template cross
sections would be measured in 31 regions of phase space
for jyHj < 2.5, where the latter requirement reflects the
experimental acceptance. The experimental categories used
in this study (the same as those used for the signal strength
measurements) have been optimized to provide the maxi-
mum sensitivity to such regions [7,8].
Since the current data set is not large enough to probe all
of the stage-1 cross sections with sufficiently small stat-
istical uncertainties, regions with poor sensitivity or with
large anticorrelations are merged together into ten regions:
Six regions probe gluon-fusion Higgs boson production
with zero, one, and two jets associated with them. Two
regions probe VBF Higgs boson production and Higgs
boson production associated with vector bosons that decay
hadronically. A dedicated cross section is measured for
Higgs boson production associated with vector bosons that
decay via leptonic modes. The final cross section measures
top-associated (tt¯H and tH) Higgs-boson production. To
retain sensitivity to beyond the Standard Model Higgs
boson production, the ≥1 jet, pHT > 200 GeV gluon–gluon
fusion and pjT > 200 GeV VBFþ VH regions are not
merged with other regions. Here pHT and p
j
T denote the
Higgs boson and leading jet transverse momenta, respec-
tively, where the leading jet is the highest transverse
momentum jet in a given event. However, due to their
large anti-correlation, only the cross section for the
summed yield of these two regions is quoted here, and
thus a total of nine kinematic regions are reported. The
experimental sensitivity to the difference in the yields of
these two regions is expected to be small, and the
corresponding result is treated as a nuisance parameter
rather than a measurement.
Table I summarizes the ten probes merged stage-1 cross
sections and details which of the full 31 stage-1 cross
sections were merged (middle and last column). A detailed
description of the full 31 cross section proposal can be
found in Appendix A.
C. Fiducial integrated and differential cross sections
Fiducial integrated and differential cross sections have
previously been measured at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV in the H → γγ
decay channel by both the ATLAS [9] and the CMS [10]
Collaborations. In this paper, fiducial cross sections are
determined in a variety of phase-space regions sensitive to
inclusive Higgs boson production and to explicit Higgs
boson production mechanisms. The measurement of these
cross sections provides an alternative way to study the
properties of the Higgs boson and to search for physics
beyond the Standard Model. For each fiducial region of an
integrated cross-section measurement or bin of a differ-
ential distribution, theH → γγ signal is extracted using a fit
to the corresponding diphoton invariant mass spectrum.
The cross sections are determined by correcting these
yields for experimental inefficiencies and resolution effects,
and by taking into account the integrated luminosity of the
data. No attempt is made to separate individual production
modes in favor of presenting fiducial regions enriched with
a given production mode.
The inclusive fiducial region is defined at the particle
level by two photons, not originating from the decay of a
hadron, that have absolute pseudorapidity jηj < 2.37,
excluding the region 1.37 < jηj < 1.52,2 with the leading
(subleading) photon transverse momentum greater than
35% (25%) of mγγ. The two photons are required to be
isolated from hadronic activity by imposing that the
summed transverse momentum of charged stable particles
(with a mean lifetime that satisfies cτ > 10 mm) with
pT > 1 GeV, within a cone of ΔR ¼ 0.2 centered on the
photon direction, be less than 5% of the photon transverse
momentum. This selection is applied to all the presented
fiducial integrated and differential cross section results and
the isolation criterion was tuned to mimic the detector level
selection. One additional cross section and three cross-
section limits are reported in smaller fiducial regions
sensitive to specific Higgs boson production mechanisms:
(i) a VBF-enhanced region with two jets with large
invariant mass and rapidity separation,
(ii) a region of events containing at least one charged
lepton,3
(iii) a region of events with large missing transverse
momentum,
(iv) and a region of events with a topology matching the
presence of a top–antitop quark pair.
The fiducial cross section for different jet multiplicities
are reported and compared to several predictions. Eleven
fiducial differential cross sections are reported, for events
belonging to the inclusive fiducial region as a function of
the following observables:
(i) pγγT and jyγγj, the transverse momentum and rapidity
of the diphoton system,
(ii) pj1T and jyj1 j, the transverse momentum and rapidity
of the leading jet,
2This pseudorapidity interval corresponds to the transition
region between the barrel and endcap sections of the ATLAS
electromagnetic calorimeter, see Sec. II.
3In this paper reconstructed charged leptons denote electrons
and muons.
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(iii) pj2T and jyj2 j, the transverse momentum and rapidity
of the subleading jet,
(iv) jcos θj, the cosine of the angle between the beam
axis and the diphoton system in the Collins–Soper
frame [11],
(v) Δϕjj and jΔyjjj, the difference in azimuthal angle and
in rapidity between the leading and subleading jets,
(vi) jΔϕγγ;jjj, the difference in azimuthal angle between
the dijet system formed by the leading and sublead-
ing jets and the diphoton system,
(vii) and mjj, the invariant mass of the leading and
subleading jets.
Seven additional variables are reported in Appendix C.
Inclusive Higgs boson production is dominated by gluon–
gluon fusion, for which the transverse momentum of the
Higgs boson is largely balanced by the emission of soft
gluons and quarks. Measuring pγγT probes the perturbative
QCD modeling of this production mechanism which is
mildly sensitive to the bottom and charm quark Yukawa
couplings of the Higgs boson [12]. The distribution at high
TABLE I. The particle-level kinematic regions of the stage-1 simplified template cross sections, along with the intermediate set of
regions used for the measurements presented in this paper. All regions require jyHj < 2.5. Jets are defined using the anti-kt algorithmwith
radius parameterR ¼ 0.4 and are required to havepT > 30 GeV. The leading jet and Higgs boson transverse momenta are denoted bypjT
and pHT , respectively. The transverse momentum of the Higgs boson and the leading and subleading jet is denoted as p
Hjj
T with the
subleading jet being the second highest momentum jet in a given event. Events are considered “VBF-like” if they contain at least two jets
with an invariant mass ofmjj > 400 GeV and a rapidity separation between the two jets of jΔyjjj > 2.8. Events are considered “VH-like”
if they contain at least two jets with an invariantmass of 60 GeV < mjj < 120 GeV.All qq0 → Hqq0 VBFandVH events (with the vector
bosonV decaying hadronically) which are neither VBF norVH-like are part of the “Rest” selection. For the pHT > 200 GeV gluon–gluon
fusion andpjT > 200 GeVVBFþ VH regions, only the sumof the corresponding cross sections is reportedwhile the difference of the two
is profiled in the fit. In total, the cross sections for nine kinematic regions aremeasured. The small contributions from bb¯H aremergedwith
ggH. The process gg → ZH refers only to box and loop processes dominated by top and bottom quarks (see Sec. IV for more details).
Process Measurement region Particle-level stage-1 region
ggHþ gg → Zð→ qqÞH 0-jet 0-jet
1-jet, pHT < 60 GeV 1-jet, p
H
T < 60 GeV
1-jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV 1-jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV
1-jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV 1-jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV
≥1-jet, pHT > 200 GeV 1-jet, p
H
T > 200 GeV
≥2-jet, pHT > 200 GeV
≥2-jet, pHT < 200 GeV or VBF-like ≥2-jet, pHT < 60 GeV
≥2-jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV
≥2-jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV
VBF-like, pHjjT < 25 GeV
VBF-like, pHjjT ≥ 25 GeV
qq0 → Hqq0 (VBF + VH) pjT < 200 GeV p
j
T < 200 GeV, VBF-like, p
Hjj
T < 25 GeV
pjT < 200 GeV, VBF-like, p
Hjj
T ≥ 25 GeV
pjT < 200 GeV, VH-like
pjT < 200 GeV, Rest
pjT > 200 GeV p
j
T > 200 GeV
VH (leptonic decays) VH leptonic qq¯ → ZH, pZT < 150 GeV
qq¯ → ZH, 150 < pZT < 250 GeV, 0-jet
qq¯ → ZH, 150 < pZT < 250 GeV, ≥ 1-jet
qq¯ → ZH, pZT > 250 GeV
qq¯ → WH, pWT < 150 GeV
qq¯ → WH, 150 < pWT < 250 GeV, 0-jet
qq¯ → WH, 150 < pWT < 250 GeV, ≥ 1-jet
qq¯ → WH, pWT > 250 GeV
gg → ZH, pZT < 150 GeV
gg → ZH, pZT > 150 GeV, 0-jet
gg → ZH, pZT > 150 GeV, ≥1-jet
Top-associated production top tt¯H
W-associated tH (tHW)
t-channel tH (tHq)
bb¯H merged w=ggH bb¯H
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transverse momentum is sensitive to new heavy particles
coupling to the Higgs boson and to the top quark Yukawa
coupling. The rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson is
also sensitive to the modeling of the gluon–gluon fusion
production mechanism, as well as to the parton distribution
functions (PDFs) of the colliding protons. The transverse
momentum and absolute rapidity of the leading and
subleading jets probe the perturbative QCD modeling
and are sensitive to the relative contributions of the different
Higgs production mechanisms. The angular variables
j cos θj and Δϕjj are sensitive to the spin and CP quantum
numbers of the Higgs boson. The dijet rapidity separation
jΔyjjj, the dijet mass mjj and the azimuthal difference
between the dijet and diphoton system jΔϕγγ;jjj are
sensitive to the VBF production mechanism. All fiducial
differential cross sections are reported with their full
statistical and experimental correlations and are compared
to several predictions.
The strength and tensor structure of the Higgs boson
interactions are investigated using an effective Lagrangian,
which introduces additional CP-even and CP-odd inter-
actions that can lead to deviations in the kinematic properties
and event rates of the Higgs boson and of the associated jets
from those in the Standard Model. This is done by a
simultaneous fit to five differential cross sections, which
are sensitive to theWilson coefficients of four dimension-six
CP-even or CP-odd operators of the strongly interacting
Light Higgs formulation [13]. A similar analysis was carried
out at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV by the ATLAS Collaboration [14].
II. ATLAS DETECTOR
The ATLAS detector [1] covers almost the entire solid
angle about the proton–proton interaction point. It consists
of an inner tracking detector, electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer.
Charged-particle tracks and interaction vertices are
reconstructed using information from the inner detector
(ID). The ID consists of a silicon pixel detector (including
the insertable B-layer [15] installed before the start of
Run 2), of a silicon microstrip detector, and of a transition
radiation tracker (TRT). The ID is immersed in a 2 T axial
magnetic field provided by a thin superconducting
solenoid. The silicon detectors provide precision tracking
over the pseudorapidity interval jηj < 2.5, while the TRT
offers additional tracking and substantial discrimination
between electrons and charged hadrons for jηj < 2.0.
The solenoid is surrounded by electromagnetic (EM) and
hadronic sampling calorimeters allowing energy measure-
ments of photons, electrons and hadronic jets and discrimi-
nation between the different particle types. The EM
calorimeter is a lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorim-
eter. It consists of a barrel section, covering the pseudor-
apidity region jηj < 1.475, and of two endcap sections,
covering 1.375 < jηj < 3.2. The EM calorimeter is divided
in three layers, longitudinally in depth, for jηj < 2.5, and in
two layers for 2.5 < jηj < 3.2. In the regions jηj < 1.4 and
1.5 < jηj < 2.4, the first layer has a fine η segmentation to
discriminate isolated photons from neutral hadrons
decaying to pairs of close-by photons. It also allows,
together with the information from the cluster barycenter
in the second layer, where most of the energy is collected, a
measurement of the shower direction without assumptions
on the photon production point. In the range of jηj < 1.8
a presampler layer allows corrections to be made for
energy losses upstream of the calorimeter. The hadronic
calorimeter reconstructs hadronic showers using steel
absorbers and scintillator tiles (jηj < 1.7), or either copper
(1.5 < jηj < 3.2) or copper–tungsten (3.1 < jηj < 4.9)
absorbers immersed in a LAr active medium.
A muon spectrometer surrounds the calorimeter. It
comprises separate trigger (jηj < 2.4) and precision
tracking chambers (jηj < 2.7) in the magnetic field pro-
vided by three large air-core toroids.
A two-level trigger system [16] was used during theﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV data-taking period. Dedicated hardware
implements the first-level (L1) trigger selection, using only
a subset of the detector information and reducing the
event rate to at most 100 kHz. Events satisfying the L1
requirements are processed by a high-level trigger execut-
ing, on a computer farm, algorithms similar to the offline
reconstruction software, in order to reduce the event rate to
approximately 1 kHz.
III. DATA SET
Events were selected using a diphoton trigger requiring the
presence in the EM calorimeter of two clusters of energy
depositionswith transverse energy above 35GeVand25GeV
for the leading (highest transverse energy) and subleading
(second highest transverse energy) cluster. In the high-level
trigger the shape of the energy deposition of both clusters was
required to be loosely consistent with that expected from an
electromagnetic shower initiated by a photon. The diphoton
trigger has an efficiency greater than 99% for events that
satisfy the final event selection described in Sec. V.
After the application of data quality requirements, the
data set amounts to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1,
of which 3.2 fb−1 were collected in 2015 and 32.9 fb−1
were collected in 2016. The mean number of proton–proton
interactions per bunch crossing is 14 in the 2015 data set
and 25 in the 2016 data set.
IV. EVENT SIMULATION
Signal samples were generated for the main Higgs boson
production modes using Monte Carlo event generators as
described in the following. The mass and width of the
Higgs boson were set in the simulation to mH ¼ 125 GeV
and ΓH ¼ 4.07 MeV [17], respectively. The samples are
normalized with the latest available theoretical calculations
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of the corresponding SM production cross sections, as
summarized in Ref. [7] and detailed below. The normali-
zation of all Higgs boson samples also accounts for the
H → γγ branching ratio of 0.227% calculated with HDECAY
[18,19] and PROPHECY4F [20–22].
Higgs boson production via ggH is simulated at
next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) accuracy in QCD
using the POWHEG NNLOPS program [23], with the
PDF4LHC15 PDF set [24]. The simulation achieves NNLO
accuracy for arbitrary inclusive gg → H observables
by reweighting the Higgs boson rapidity spectrum in
Hj-MiNLO [25] to that of HNNLO [26]. The transverse
momentum spectrum of the Higgs boson obtained
with this sample was found to be compatible with the
fixed-order HNNLO calculation [26] and the HRES 2.3
calculation [27,28] performing resummation at next-to-
next-to-leading-logarithm accuracy matched to a NNLO
fixed-order calculation (NNLLþ NNLO). The HRES
prediction includes the effects of the top and bottom
quark masses up to NLO precision in QCD and uses
dynamical renormalization (μR) and factorization (μF)
scales, μF¼μR¼0.5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m2HþðpHT Þ2
p
. The parton-level events
produced by the POWHEG NNLOPS program are passed to
PYTHIA8 [29] to provide parton showering, hadronization
and underlying event, using the AZNLO set of parameters
that are tuned to data [30]. The sample is normalized such that
it reproduces the total cross section predicted by a next-to-
next-to-next-to-leading-order (N3LO) QCD calculation with
NLO electroweak corrections applied [31–34].
Higgs boson production via VBF is generated at NLO
accuracy in QCD using the POWHEG-BOX program [35–38]
with the PDF4LHC15 PDF set. The parton-level events
are passed to PYTHIA8 to provide parton showering,
hadronization and the underlying event, using the
AZNLO parameter set. The VBF sample is normalized
with an approximate-NNLO QCD cross section with NLO
electroweak corrections applied [39–41].
Higgs boson production via VH is generated at NLO
accuracy in QCD through qq=qg-initiated production,
denoted as qq¯0 → VH, and through gg→ ZH production
using POWHEG-BOX [42] with the PDF4LHC15 PDF set.
Higgs boson production through gg→ ZH has two distinct
sources: a contribution with two additional partons,
gg → ZHqq¯, and a contribution without any additional
partons in the final state, including box and loop processes
dominated by top and bottom quarks. In the following, the
gg → ZH notation refers only to this latter contribution.
PYTHIA8 is used for parton showering, hadronization and
the underlying event using the AZNLO parameter set. The
samples are normalized with cross sections calculated at
NNLO in QCD and NLO electroweak corrections for
qq¯0 → VH and at NLO and next-to-leading-logarithm
accuracy in QCD for gg → ZH [43–45].
Higgs boson production via tt¯H is generated at NLO
accuracy in QCD using MG5_AMC@NLO [46] with the
NNPDF3.0 PDF set [47] and interfaced to PYTHIA8 to provide
parton showering, hadronization and the underlying event,
using the A14 parameter set [48]. The tt¯H sample is
normalized with a cross-section calculation accurate to
NLO in QCD with NLO electroweak corrections applied
[49–52].
Higgs boson production via bb¯H is simulated using
MG5_AMC@NLO [53] interfaced to PYTHIA8 with the CT10
PDF set [54], and is normalized with the cross-section
calculation obtained by matching, using the Santander
scheme, the five-flavor scheme cross section accurate to
NNLO in QCD with the four-flavor scheme cross section
accurate to NLO in QCD [55–57]. The sample includes the
effect of interference with the gluon–gluon fusion produc-
tion mechanism.
Associated production of a Higgs boson with a single
top-quark and a W-boson (tHW) is generated at NLO
accuracy, removing the overlap with the tt¯H sample
through a diagram regularization technique, using
MG5_AMC@NLO interfaced to HERWIG++ [58–60], with
the HERWIG++ UEEE5 parameter set for the underlying
event and the CT10 PDF set using the five-flavor scheme.
Simulated Higgs boson events in association with a single
top-quark, a b-quark and a light quark (tHq) are produced
at LO accuracy in QCD using MG5_AMC@NLO interfaced to
PYTHIA8 with the CT10 PDF set within the four-flavor
scheme and using the A14 parameter set. The tHW and
tHq samples are normalized with calculations accurate to
NLO in QCD [61].
The generated Higgs boson events are passed through a
GEANT4 [62] simulation of the ATLAS detector [63] and
reconstructed with the same analysis software used for
the data.
Background events from continuum γγ production and
Vγγ production are simulated using the SHERPA event
generator [64], with the CT10 PDF set and the SHERPA
default parameter set for the underlying-event activity. The
corresponding matrix elements for γγ and Vγγ are calcu-
lated at leading order (LO) in the strong coupling constant
αS with the real emission of up to three or two additional
partons, respectively, and are merged with the SHERPA
parton shower [65] using the MEPS@LO prescription [66].
The very large sample size required for the modeling of
the γγ background processes is obtained through a fast
parametric simulation of the ATLAS detector response
[67]. For Vγγ events the same full detector simulation as for
the signal samples is used.
Additional proton–proton interactions (pileup) are
included in the simulation for all generated events such
that the average number of interactions per bunch crossing
reproduces that observed in the data. The inelastic proton–
proton collisions were produced using PYTHIA8 with the
A2 parameter set [68] that are tuned to data and the
MSTW2008LO PDF set [69]. A summary of the used signal
and background samples is shown in Table II.
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V. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND SELECTION
A. Photon reconstruction and identification
The reconstruction of photon candidates is seeded by
energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter with a
size of Δη × Δϕ ¼ 0.075 × 0.125, with transverse energy
ET greater than 2.5 GeV [70]. The reconstruction is
designed to separate electron from photon candidates,
and to classify the latter as unconverted or converted
photon candidates. Converted photon candidates are asso-
ciated with the conversion of photons into electron–
positron pairs in the material upstream the electromagnetic
calorimeter. Conversion vertex candidates are reconstructed
from either two tracks consistent with originating from a
photon conversion, or one track that does not have any hits in
the innermost pixel layer. These tracks are required to induce
transition radiation signals in the TRT consistent with the
electron hypothesis, in order to suppress backgrounds from
nonelectron tracks. Clusters without any matching track
or conversion vertex are classified as unconverted photon
candidates, while clusterswith amatching conversionvertex
are classified as converted photon candidates. In the sim-
ulation, the average reconstruction efficiency for photons
with generated ET above 20 GeV and generated pseudor-
apidity jηj < 2.37 is 98%.
The energy from unconverted and converted photon
candidates is measured from an electromagnetic cluster of
size Δη × Δϕ ¼ 0.075 × 0.175 in the barrel region of the
calorimeter, and Δη × Δϕ ¼ 0.125 × 0.125 in the calorim-
eter endcaps. The cluster size is chosen sufficiently large to
optimize the collection of energy of the particles produced
in the photon conversion. The cluster electromagnetic
energy is corrected in four steps to obtain the calibrated
energy of the photon candidate, using a combination of
simulation-based and data-driven correction factors [71].
The simulation-based calibration procedure was re-opti-
mized for the 13 TeV data. Its performance is found to be
similar with that of Run 1 [71] in the full pseudorapidity
range, and is improved in the barrel–endcap transition
region, due to the use of information from additional
scintillation detectors in this region [72]. The uniformity
corrections and the intercalibration of the longitudinal
calorimeter layers are unchanged compared to Run 1
[71], and the data-driven calibration factors used to set
the absolute energy scale are determined from Z → eþe−
events in the full 2015 and 2016 data set. The energy
response resolution is corrected in the simulation to match
the resolution observed in data. This correction is derived
simultaneously with the energy calibration factors using
Z → eþe− events by adjusting the electron energy reso-
lution such that the width of the reconstructed Z boson peak
in the simulation matches the width observed in data [72].
Photon candidates are required to satisfy a set of
identification criteria to reduce the contamination from
the background, primarily associated with neutral hadrons
in jets decaying into photon pairs, based on the lateral and
longitudinal shape of the electromagnetic shower in the
calorimeter [73]. Photon candidates are required to deposit
only a small fraction of their energy in the hadronic
calorimeter, and to have a lateral shower shape consistent
with that expected from a single electromagnetic shower.
Two working points are used: a loose criterion, primarily
used for triggering and preselection purposes, and a tight
criterion. The tight selection requirements are tuned sep-
arately for unconverted and converted photon candidates.
Corrections are applied to the electromagnetic shower
shape variables of simulated photons, to account for small
differences observed between data and simulation. The
variation of the photon identification efficiency associated
with the different reconstruction of converted photons in
TABLE II. Summary of the event generators and PDF sets used to model the signal and the main background processes. The SM cross
sections σ for the Higgs production processes with mH ¼ 125.09 GeV are also given separately for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV, together with the
orders of the calculations corresponding to the quoted cross sections, which are used to normalize the samples, after multiplication by
the Higgs boson branching ratio to diphotons, 0.227%. The following versions were used: PYTHIA8 version 8.212 (processes) and 8.186
(pile-up overlay); HERWIG++ version 2.7.1; POWHEG-BOX version 2; MG5_AMC@NLO version 2.4.3; SHERPA version 2.2.1.
σ [pb]
Process Generator Showering PDF set
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV Order of calculation of σ
ggH POWHEG NNLOPS PYTHIA8 PDF4LHC15 48.52 N3LOðQCDÞ þ NLOðEWÞ
VBF POWHEG-BOX PYTHIA8 PDF4LHC15 3.78 NNLOðQCDÞ þ NLOðEWÞ
WH POWHEG-BOX PYTHIA8 PDF4LHC15 1.37 NNLOðQCDÞ þ NLOðEWÞ
qq¯0 → ZH POWHEG-BOX PYTHIA8 PDF4LHC15 0.76 NNLOðQCDÞ þ NLOðEWÞ
gg → ZH POWHEG-BOX PYTHIA8 PDF4LHC15 0.12 NLOþ NLLðQCDÞ
tt¯H MG5_AMC@NLO PYTHIA8 NNPDF3.0 0.51 NLOðQCDÞ þ NLOðEWÞ
bb¯H MG5_AMC@NLO PYTHIA8 CT10 0.49 5FSðNNLOÞ þ 4FSðNLOÞ
t-channel tH MG5_AMC@NLO PYTHIA8 CT10 0.07 4FS(LO)
W-associated tH MG5_AMC@NLO HERWIG++ CT10 0.02 5FS(NLO)
γγ SHERPA SHERPA CT10
Vγγ SHERPA SHERPA CT10
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the 2015 and 2016 data sets, due to the different TRT gas
composition, has been studied with simulated samples and
shown to be small. The efficiency of the tight identification
criteria ranges from 84% to 94% (87% to 98%) for
unconverted (converted) photons with transverse energy
between 25 GeV and 200 GeV.
To reject the hadronic jet background, photon candidates
are required to be isolated from any other activity in the
calorimeter and the tracking detectors. The calorimeter
isolation is computed as the sum of the transverse energies
of positive-energy topological clusters [74] in the calorim-
eter within a cone of ΔR ¼ 0.2 centered around the photon
candidate. The transverse energy of the photon candidate is
removed. The contributions of the underlying event and
pileup are subtracted according to the method suggested in
Ref. [75]. Candidates with a calorimeter isolation larger
than 6.5% of the photon transverse energy are rejected. The
track isolation is computed as the scalar sum of the
transverse momenta of all tracks in a cone of ΔR ¼ 0.2
with pT > 1 GeV which satisfy some loose track-quality
criteria and originate from the diphoton primary vertex, i.e.,
the most likely production vertex of the diphoton pair (see
Sec. V B). For converted photon candidates, the tracks
associated with the conversion are removed. Candidates
with a track isolation larger than 5% of the photon trans-
verse energy are rejected.
B. Event selection and selection of the diphoton
primary vertex
Events are preselected by requiring at least two photon
candidates with ET > 25 GeV and jηj < 2.37 (excluding
the transition region between the barrel and endcap
calorimeters of 1.37 < jηj < 1.52) that fulfill the loose
photon identification criteria [70]. The two photon candi-
dates with the highest ET are chosen as the diphoton
candidate, and used to identify the diphoton primary vertex
among all reconstructed vertices, using a neural-network
algorithm based on track and primary vertex information,
as well as the directions of the two photons measured in the
calorimeter and inner detector [76]. The neural-network
algorithm selects a diphoton vertex within 0.3 mm of the
true H → γγ production vertex in 79% of simulated gluon–
gluon fusion events. For the other Higgs production modes
this fraction ranges from 84% to 97%, increasing with jet
activity or the presence of charged leptons. The perfor-
mance of the diphoton primary vertex neural-network
algorithm is validated using Z → eþe− events in data
and simulation, by ignoring the tracks associated with
the electron candidates and treating them as photon
candidates. Sufficient agreement between the data and
the simulation is found. The diphoton primary vertex is
used to redefine the direction of the photon candidates,
resulting in an improved diphoton invariant mass resolu-
tion. The invariant mass of the two photons is given by
mγγ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2E1E2ð1 − cos αÞ
p
, where E1 and E2 are the
energies of the leading and subleading photons and α is
the opening angle of the two photons with respect to the
selected production vertex.
Following the identification of the diphoton primary
vertex, the leading and subleading photon candidates in
the diphoton candidate are respectively required to have
ET=mγγ > 0.35 and 0.25, and to both satisfy the tight
identification criteria as well as the calorimeter and track
isolation requirements. Figure 1 compares the simulated per-
event efficiency of the track- and calorimeter-based isolation
requirement as a function of the number of primary vertex
candidates with the per-event efficiency of the Run 1
algorithm described in Ref. [76], by using a MC sample
of Higgs bosons produced by gluon-gluon fusion and
decaying into two photons. The reoptimization of the thresh-
olds applied to the transverse energy sum of the calorimeter
energy deposits and to the transverse momentum scalar sum
of the tracks in the isolation cone, as well as the reduction
of the size of the isolation cone for the calorimeter-based
isolation, greatly reduces the degradation of the efficiency as
the number of reconstructed primary vertices increases in
comparison to the Run 1 algorithm.
In total 332030 events are selected with diphoton
candidates with invariant mass mγγ between 105 GeV
and 160 GeV. The predicted signal efficiency, assuming
the SM and including the acceptance of the kinematic
selection, is 42% (with the acceptance of the kinematic
selection being 52%).
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FIG. 1. Efficiency for both photons to fulfill the isolation
requirement as a function of the number of primary vertex
candidates in each event, determined with a sample of simulated
Higgs bosons with mH ¼ 125 GeV, produced in gluon–gluon
fusion and decaying into two photons. Events are required to
satisfy the kinematic selection described in Sec. V B for the
8 TeV (violet squares) and 13 TeV (blue circles) simulated
sample. The error bars show the statistical uncertainty of the
generated samples. The Run 2 (Run 1) isolation requirement is
based on the transverse energy deposited in the calorimeter in a
ΔR ¼ 0.2 (ΔR ¼ 0.4) cone around the photon candidates. Both
the Run 1 and Run 2 algorithms also use tracking information in a
ΔR ¼ 0.2 cone around the photon candidates.
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C. Reconstruction and selection of hadronic jets, b-jets,
leptons and missing transverse momentum
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [77]
with a radius parameter of 0.4 via the FASTJET package
[78,79]. The inputs to the algorithm are three-dimensional
topological clusters of energy deposits in the calorimeter
cells [74]. Jets are corrected on an event-by-event basis for
energy deposits originating from pileup [80], then cali-
brated using a combination of simulation-based and data-
driven correction factors, which correct for different
responses to electromagnetic and hadronic showers of
the calorimeter and inactive regions of the calorimeter
[81,82]. Jets are required to have pT > 25 GeV for
jηj < 2.4. The jet selection is tightened to pT > 30 GeV
within jyj < 4.4 for most event reconstruction categories
and the measurement of fiducial integrated and differential
cross sections (with exceptions noted in Secs. VIII A and
IX C). Jets that do not originate from the diphoton primary
vertex are rejected, for jηj < 2.4, using the jet vertex
tagging algorithm (JVT) [83], which combines tracking
information into a multivariate likelihood. For jets with
pT < 60 GeV and jηj < 2.4 a medium working point is
used, with an efficiency greater than 92% for nonpileup jets
with pT > 30 GeV. The efficiency of the JVT algorithm is
corrected in the simulation to match that observed in the
data. Jets are discarded if they are within ΔR ¼ 0.4 of an
isolated photon candidate, or within ΔR ¼ 0.2 of an
isolated electron candidate.
Jets consistent with the decay of a b-hadron are identified
using a multivariate discriminant, having as input informa-
tion from track impact parameters and secondary vertices
[84,85]. The chosen identification criterion has an effi-
ciency of 70% for identifying jets originating from a
b-quark. The efficiency is determined using a tt¯ control
region, with rejection factors of about 12 and 380 for jets
originating from c-quarks and light quarks, respectively.
Data-driven correction factors are applied to the simulation
such that the b-tagging efficiencies of jets originating from
b-quarks, c-quarks and light quarks are consistent with the
ones observed in the data.
The reconstruction and calibration of electron candidates
proceeds similarly as for photon candidates. Electromagnetic
calorimeter clusters with a matching track in the inner
detector are reconstructed as electron candidates and cali-
brated using dedicated corrections from the simulation and
from data control samples. Electron candidates are required
to have pT > 10 GeV and jηj < 2.47, excluding the region
1.37 < jηj < 1.52. Electrons must satisfy medium identifi-
cation criteria [86] using a likelihood-based discriminant.
Muon candidates are primarily built from tracks recon-
structed in the inner detector and themuon spectrometer, but
are complemented by candidates reconstructed only in the
muon spectrometer that are compatible with originating
from the interaction point [87]. Muon candidates are
required to have pT > 10 GeV and jηj < 2.7, and satisfy
medium identification criteria based on the number of hits in
the silicon detectors, in the TRT and in the muon spectrom-
eter. For the measurements of fiducial cross sections the
electron andmuon selections are tightened topT > 15 GeV.
Lepton candidates are discarded if they are within ΔR ¼
0.4 of an isolated photon candidate or a jet. Isolation
requirements are applied to all lepton candidates. Electron
candidates are required to satisfy loose criteria for the
calorimeter and track isolation, aimed at a combined
efficiency of 99% independently of the candidate transverse
momentum. Muon candidates are similarly required to
satisfy loose criteria for the calorimeter and track isolation,
in this case depending on the candidate transverse momen-
tum, and aimed at a combined efficiency ranging from
95–97% at pT ¼ 10–60 GeV to 99% for pT > 60 GeV.
Tracks associated with both the electron and muon
candidates are required to be consistent with originating
from the diphoton primary vertex by requiring their
longitudinal impact parameter z0 to satisfy jz0 sin θj <
0.5 mm and their unsigned transverse impact parameter
jd0j relative to the beam axis to be respectively smaller than
five or three times its uncertainty.
The lepton efficiency as well as energy/momentum scale
and resolution are determined using the decays of Z bosons
and J=ψ mesons in the full 2015 and 2016 data set using
the methods described in Refs. [86,87]. Lepton efficiency
correction factors are applied to the simulation to improve
the agreement with the data.
The magnitude of the missing transverse momentum
EmissT is measured from the negative vectorial sum of the
transverse momenta of all photon, electron, and muon
candidates and of all hadronic jets after accounting for
overlaps between jets, photons, electrons, and muons, as
well as an estimate of soft contributions based on tracks
originating from the diphoton vertex which satisfy a set of
quality criteria. A full description of this algorithm can be
found in Refs. [88,89]. The EmissT significance is defined as
EmissT =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃP
ET
p
, where
P
ET is the sum of the transverse
energies of all particles and jets used in the estimation of the
missing transverse momentum in units of GeV.
VI. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND MODELING
OF DIPHOTON MASS SPECTRUM
The Higgs boson signal yield is measured through an
unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the diphoton invariant
mass spectrum in the range 105 GeV < mγγ < 160 GeV
for each event reconstruction category, fiducial region,
or each bin of a fiducial differential cross section, as further
discussed in Secs. VIII and IX. The mass range is chosen
to be large enough to allow a reliable determination of
the background from the data, and at the same time small
enough to avoid large uncertainties from the choice of
the background parametrization. The signal and back-
ground shapes are modeled as described below, and the
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background model parameters are freely floated in the fit to
the mγγ spectra.
A. Signal model
The Higgs boson signal manifests itself as a narrow
peak in the mγγ spectrum. The signal distribution is
empirically modeled as a double-sided Crystal Ball
function, consisting of a Gaussian central part and
power-law tails on both sides. The Gaussian core of the
Crystal Ball function is parameterized by the peak position
(mH þ ΔμCB) and the width ðσCBÞ. The non-Gaussian
contributions to the mass resolution arise mostly from
converted photons γ → eþe− with at least one electron
losing a significant fraction of its energy through brems-
strahlung in the inner detector material. The parametric
form for a given reconstructed category or bin i of a
fiducial cross section measurement, for a Higgs boson
mass mH, can be written as:
fsigi ðmγγ;ΔμCB;i; σCB;i; αCB;i; nCB;iÞ ¼ N c
8>>>><
>>>>:
e−t
2=2 −α−CB;i ≤ t ≤ α
þ
CB;i
n−CB;i
jα−CB;ij

n−CB;i
e−jα
−
CB;ij2=2

n−CB;i
α−CB;i
− α−CB;i − t

−n−CB;i
t < −α−CB;i

nþCB;i
jαþCB;ij
nþCB;i
e−jα
þ
CB;ij2=2

nþCB;i
αþCB;i
− αþCB;i − t
−nþCB;i
t > αþCB;i
;
where t ¼ ðmγγ −mH − ΔμCB;iÞ=σCB;i, and N c is a nor-
malization factor. The non-Gaussian parts are parametrized
by αCB;i and n

CB;i separately for the low- (−) and high-mass
(þ) tails.
The parameters of the model that define the shape of the
signal distribution are determined through fits to the simu-
lated signal samples. The parametrization is derived sepa-
rately for each reconstructed category or fiducial region of
the integrated or differential cross-section measurement.
Figure 2 shows an example for two categories with different
mass resolution: the improved mass resolution in the central
region of the detector (defined by requiring jηj ≤ 0.95 for
both selected photons) with respect to the forward region
(defined by requiring one photon with jηj ≤ 0.95 and one
photon with 0.95 < jηj < 2.37) results in better discrimi-
nating power against the non-resonant background and in
turn in a smaller statistical error of the extractedHiggs boson
signal yield. The effective signal mass resolution of the two
categories, defined as half the width containing 68% (90%)
of the signal events, is 1.6 (2.7) GeV and 2.1 (3.8) GeV,
respectively, and the mass resolution for all used categories
can be found in Appendix E.
B. Background composition and model
The diphoton invariant mass model for the background
used to fit the data is determined from studies of the bias in
the signal yield in signalþ background fits to large control
samples of data or simulated background events.
Continuum γγ production is simulated with the SHERPA
event generator as explained in Sec. IV, neglecting any
interference effects with the H → γγ signal. The γj and jj
backgrounds are obtained by reweighting this sample using
an mγγ dependent linear correction function obtained from
the fraction of γγ to γj and γγ to jj background events in
data, respectively.
For very low rate categories targeting tt¯H or tH events, in
which the background simulation suffers from very large
statistical uncertainties, various background-enriched con-
trol samples are directly obtained from the data by either
reversing photon identification or isolation criteria, or by
loosening or removing completely b-tagging identification
requirements on the jets, and normalizing to the data in the
mγγ sidebands of the events satisfying the nominal selection.
For low rate categories targeting associated vector boson
production, background control samples are obtained by
summing the distributions from the main background
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FIG. 2. The diphoton mass signal shapes of two gluon–gluon
fusion categories that are later introduced in Sec. VIII A are shown:
ggH 0J Fwd aims to select gluon–gluon fusion events with no
additional jet and at least one photon in the pseudorapidity region
jηj > 0.95; ggH0JCen applies a similar selection, but requires both
photons to have jηj ≤ 0.95 in order to have a better energy
resolution. The simulated sample (labeled as MC) is compared
to the fit model and contains simulated events from all Higgs boson
production processes described in Sec. IV with mH ¼ 125 GeV.
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processes: those of γγ and Vγγ events are obtained directly
from the simulation, while themγγ distributions of γj and jj
events are obtained from data control samples in which the
nominal selection is applied except that at least one (for γj)
or both (for jj) of the two photon candidates fail to meet
either the identification or isolation criteria. Except for the
Vγγ component, which is normalized with its theoretical
cross section, the other contributions are normalized accord-
ing to their relative fractions determined in data as described
in the following.
The measurement of the background fractions in data is
performed for each category or fiducial region. The relative
fractions of γγ, γj and jj background events are determined
using a double two-dimensional sideband method [90,91].
The nominal identification and isolation requirement are
loosened for both photon candidates, and the data are split
into 16 orthogonal regions defined by diphoton pairs in
which one or both photons satisfy or fail to meet identi-
fication and/or isolation requirements. The region in which
both photons satisfy the nominal identification and iso-
lation requirements corresponds to the nominal selection of
Sec. V, while the other 15 regions provide control regions,
whose γγ, γj, and jj yields are related to those in the signal
region via the efficiencies for photons and for hadronic jets
to satisfy the photon identification and isolation require-
ments. The γγ, γj, and jj yields in the signal region are thus
obtained, together with the efficiencies for hadronic jets, by
solving a linear system of equations using as inputs the
observed yields in the 16 regions and the photon efficien-
cies predicted by the simulation. In the VH categories, a
small extra contribution from Vγγ events with an electron
originating from the decay of the vector boson V which is
incorrectly reconstructed as a photon, is also estimated
from the simulation and subtracted before applying the
two-dimensional sideband method. The dominant system-
atic uncertainties in the measured background fractions are
due to the definition of the background control regions. The
yields and relative fractions of the γγ, γj, and jj back-
grounds are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of mγγ for the
selected events. The fractions of these background sources
in the inclusive diphoton sample are ð78.7þ1.8−5.2Þ%,
ð18.6þ4.2−1.6Þ%, and ð2.6þ0.5−0.4Þ%, respectively. The uncertain-
ties in the measured background fractions are systemati-
cally dominated. These results are comparable to previous
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FIG. 3. The data-driven determination of (a) event yields and (b) event fractions for γγ, γj, and jj events as a function of mγγ after the
final selection outlined in Sec. V. The event fractions for two differential observables, (c) pγγT and (d) Njet defined for jets with a
pT > 30 GeV are shown as well. The shaded regions show the total uncertainty of the measured yield and fraction, and the error bars
show the statistical uncertainties.
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results at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 and 8 TeV [9,76]. In addition the purity is
shown as a function of the pT of the diphoton system, and
the number of reconstructed jets with pT > 30 GeV.
The functional form used to model the background mγγ
distribution in the fit to the data is chosen, in each region,
to ensure a small bias in the extracted signal yield relative
to its experimental precision, following the procedure
described in Ref. [3]. The potential bias (spurious signal)
is estimated as the maximum of the absolute value of the
fitted signal yield, using a signal model with mass between
121 and 129 GeV, in fits to the background control regions
described before.
The spurious signal is required, at 95% confidence level
(CL), to be less than 10% of the expected SM signal yield
or less than 20% of the expected statistical uncertainty in
the SM signal yield. In the case when two or more functions
satisfy those requirements, the background model with the
least number of parameters is chosen.
Prior to the final fit to the data, the selectedmodel is tested
against a model from the same family of functions but with
one more degree of freedom (d.o.f.) (for instance, the
exponential of a second-order polynomial is tested against
an exponential of a third-order polynomial) to check, using
only events in the diphoton invariant mass sidebands (i.e.,
excluding the range 121 GeV < mγγ < 129 GeV), if the
data favors a more complex model. A test statistic is built
from the χ2 values and number of d.o.f. of two binned fits to
the data with the two background models. The expected
distribution of the test statistic is built from pseudo-data
assuming that the function with fewer d.o.f. is the true
underlying model. The value of the test statistic obtained in
the data is compared to such distribution, and the simpler
model is rejected in favor of the more complex one if the
p-value of such comparison is lower than 5%. The back-
grounddistribution of all regions is found to bewellmodeled
by at least one of the following functions: an exponential of a
first- or second-order polynomial, a power law, or a third-
order Bernstein polynomial.
C. Statistical model
The data are interpreted following the statistical pro-
cedure summarized in Ref. [92] and described in detail in
Ref. [93]. An extended likelihood function is built from the
number of observed events and invariant diphoton mass
values of the observed events using the analytic functions
describing the distributions of mγγ in the range 105–
160 GeV for the signal and the background.
The likelihood for a given reconstructed category,
fiducial region, or differential bin i of the integrated or
differential cross-section measurement is a marked Poisson
probability distribution,
Li ¼ PoisðnijNiðθÞÞ ·
Yni
j¼1
fiðmγγj; θÞ ·GðθÞ;
where ni (Ni) is the observed (expected) number of
selected candidates, fiðmγγjÞ is the value of the proba-
bility density function (pdf) of the invariant mass dis-
tribution evaluated for each candidate j, θ are nuisance
parameters and GðθÞ is a set of unit Gaussian constraints
on a subset of the nuisance parameters, as described in
the following. The likelihood for the measurements of the
total Higgs boson production-mode cross sections
and signal strengths is given by the product of the
likelihood functions of each event reconstruction cat-
egory. For the fiducial integrated and differential cross-
section measurements the likelihood of all bins i in a
spectrum is taken.
The number of expected candidates is the sum of the
signal and background yields, denoted by Nsigi and N
bkg
i ,
and the fitted spurious signal yield, Nspuri · θ
spur
i ,
Ni ¼ Nsigi þ Nbkgi þ Nspuri · θspuri :
In more detail, the invariant mass distribution for each
category has signal and background components,
fiðmjγγÞ ¼ ½ðNsigi þ Nspuri · θspuri Þ · fsigi ðmjγγ; θsigi Þ
þ Nbkgi · fbkgi ðmjγγ; θbkgi Þ=Ni;
where θsigi and θ
bkg
i are nuisance parameters associated
with systematic uncertainties affecting the resolutions and
positions (Sec. VII A) of the invariant mass distributions
of the signal fsigi (further detailed in Sec. VI A) or the
shape of the background fbkgi (as explained in Sec. VI B),
respectively.
Systematic uncertainties are incorporated into the like-
lihood function by multiplying the relevant parameter of
the statistical model by a factor
FGðσ; θÞ ¼ ð1þ σ · θÞ
in the case of a Gaussian pdf for the effect of an uncertainty
of size σ or, for cases where a negative model parameter
does not make physical sense (e.g., the uncertainty in the
integrated luminosity), by a factor
FLNðσ; θÞ ¼ e
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lnð1þσ2Þ
p
θ
for a log-normal pdf. In both cases the corresponding
component of the constraint product GðθÞ is a unit
Gaussian centered at zero for the nuisance parameter θ.
The systematic uncertainties affecting the yield and mass
resolution use the log-normal form while a Gaussian form
is used for all others. When two uncertainties are consid-
ered fully correlated they share the same nuisance param-
eter. Systematic uncertainties with partial correlations are
decomposed into their uncorrelated and fully correlated
components before being assigned to nuisance parameters.
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All measured Higgs boson signal yields are determined
with the profile likelihood ratio test statistic
ΛðνÞ ¼ −2 lnLðν; θˆνÞ
Lðνˆ; θˆÞ ; ð1Þ
where νˆ and θˆ are the values of the parameter of interest
(e.g., a signal strength or a simplified template cross
section) and nuisance parameters that unconditionally
maximize the likelihood while θˆν are the values of the
nuisance parameters that maximize the likelihood on the
condition that the parameter of interest is held fixed to a
given value ν. In the asymptotic approximation, which is
valid for all the results presented here, ΛðνÞ may be
interpreted as an increase in χ2 from its minimum value
[92] such that approximate confidence intervals are easily
constructed. The total uncertainty in ν is thus obtained from
the ν values such that ΛðνÞ ¼ 1 with all other parameters
“profiled” (i.e., set to the values that maximize the like-
lihood for those values of ν). Theory uncertainties in the
parameters of interest are found by fixing the nuisance
parameters associated with experimental uncertainties and
subtracting in quadrature the statistical uncertainty. The
statistical uncertainty is similarly determined, by fixing all
nuisance parameters to their best-fit values, except for those
describing the background shape and normalization. The
experimental uncertainty is found by subtracting in quad-
rature the theory and the statistical uncertainties from the
total uncertainty.
D. Limit setting in the absence of a signal
In the absence of a significant signal yield in the
measured production process categories or fiducial regions,
upper limits on the corresponding signal strength or cross
section are placed. For production-mode measurements,
the limit is set by treating all other parameters of the fit as
nuisance parameters. For the fiducial regions, each meas-
urement is split into two orthogonal categories, one of
which contains the events in the specified fiducial region
and one that contains the events that are outside of it. The
diphoton spectrum in both sets of events are simultaneously
analyzed to extract the desired limit.
For category-based measurements the 95% CL upper
limit on the parameter of interest ν is determined using the
CLs prescription [94]. For this, the agreement between data
and the expected yield for the hypothesized value of the
parameter of interest ν is quantified by the test statistic, qν,
defined as
qν ¼
ΛðνÞ 0 < νˆ ≤ ν
0 ν < νˆ
; ð2Þ
where νˆ ≥ 0 is the fitted parameter of interest. The
observed value of the test statistic, qobs, is determined
from the ratio of the likelihood obtained by fixing the
number of signal events to that predicted for a given value
of the parameter of interest, to the likelihood normalized
by allowing the number of signal events to float in the fit.
The asymptotic behavior of Eq. (2) is well known [92].
For fiducial measurements the 95% CL upper limit are
determined using a one-sided Gaussian interpretation of
the observed cross section.
VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Several sources of systematic uncertainty are consid-
ered in this measurement. They can be grouped into three
categories: (i) uncertainties associated with the parameter-
ization of the signal and background when fitting the mγγ
spectrum, (ii) experimental uncertainties arising either
from the extraction of the signal in a given category or
from migrations between categories, and (iii) theoretical
and modeling uncertainties in each category, causing
migrations between categories, or affect the fiducial
acceptance.
The origin of the uncertainties and their treatment are
discussed in detail below and summarized in Table III.4
The analysis based on event reconstruction categories
and those of fiducial cross sections treat yield and migra-
tion uncertainties differently: whereas the former incor-
porate them directly into the likelihood function
(cf. Sec. VI C), the latter incorporate them at a later stage
as part of the correction factor (introduced in Sec. IX B) or
the luminosity. Modeling uncertainties were also esti-
mated with different approaches as discussed further in
Secs. VII C and VII D. A summary of the impact of the
uncertainties on the measurement is given in Secs. VIII B 2
and IX E 6.
A. Systematic uncertainties in the signal
and background modeling from
fitting the mγγ spectrum
Systematic uncertainties associated with the signal and
background parametrizations are treated in a similar way
for all the measurements. These include systematic uncer-
tainties in the photon energy scale and resolution, and
the uncertainties due to the specific choice of back-
ground model.
The fit to the mγγ spectra is performed for a Higgs boson
mass of mH ¼ 125.09 0.24 GeV [6]. The uncertainties
in the photon energy scale and resolution impact the signal
model, as the photon energy scale shifts the position of the
peak and the assumed energy resolution broadens or
narrows the signal peak relative to its nominal width.
Uncertainties in the photon energy scale are included as
4The breakdown of uncertainties differs from those used in the
Run 1 measurement Ref. [76] as more updated recommendations
for experimental and theory uncertainties are used.
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nuisance parameters associated with Gaussian constraint
terms in the likelihood functions. Uncertainties in the
photon energy resolution are included as nuisance param-
eters, and are typically among the dominant sources of
systematic uncertainty in the measurement. The system-
atic uncertainties in the photon energy resolution and
scale follow those in Refs. [71,72]. The overall energy
scale factors and their uncertainties have been determined
using Z → eþe− events collected during 2015 and 2016.
Compared to Ref. [72], several systematic uncertainties
were re-evaluated with the 13 TeV data, including
uncertainties related to the observed LAr cell nonlinearity,
the material simulation, the intercalibration of the first
and second layer of the calorimeter, and the pedestal
corrections. The typical impact of the photon energy scale
uncertainties is to shift the peak position by between
0.21% and 0.36% of the nominal peak position,
whereas the typical impact of the photon energy reso-
lution uncertainty is to change the width of the signal
distribution by between 6% and 13% of the nominal
width. The size of both uncertainties is dependent on the
energy, rapidity and jet activity of the selected photon
pair.
An additional uncertainty in the signal peak position is
added as a nuisance parameter in the fit, reflecting the
uncertainty in the measurement of the Higgs boson mass of
0.24 GeV [6]. The uncertainty in the Higgs boson mass is
dominated by the statistical component, and the systematic
component has contributions from both the ATLAS and the
CMS muon momentum and electromagnetic energy scale
TABLE III. Summary of the sources of systematic uncertainties for results based on event reconstruction categories or fiducial
integrated and differential cross sections. The columns labels “Category Likelihood” and “Fiducial Likelihood” provide an
overview about which terms are part of the Likelihood (✓) or incorporated at a later stage (  ). Both sets of results incorporate
uncertainties associated with the Higgs boson mass, photon energy scale and resolution, and uncertainties associated with the
choice of the background function into the likelihood function, either using log normal (FLNðσi; θiÞ) or Gaussian constraints
(FGðσi; θiÞ) with σi denoting the systematic uncertainty (i is the index to each of the unique nuisance parameters θ). When acting
on NtotS the uncertainty value is the same for all processes, whereas the uncertainty has a different value for each signal process
for the case denoted NpS. The number of nuisance parameters, NNP, for the spurious signal uncertainty varies, e.g., for the
category-based results 31 independent error sources are present and for the differential measurements one source per measured
bin is included.
Systematic uncertainty source NNP Constraint Category likelihood Fiducial likelihood
Theory ggH QCD 9 NggHS FLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Missing higher orders (non-ggH) 6 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
BðH → γγÞ 1 NtotS FLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
PDF 30 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
αS 1 N
p
SFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
UE=PS 5 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Experimental Yield Heavy flavor content 1 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Luminosity 1 NtotS FLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Trigger 1 NtotS FLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Photon identification 1 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Photon isolation 2 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Migration Flavor tagging 14 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Jet 20 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Jet flavor composition 7 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Jet flavor response 7 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Electron 3 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Muon 11 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Missing transverse momentum 3 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Pileup 1 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Photon energy scale 40 NpSFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓   
Mass ATLAS-CMS mH 1 μCBFGðσi; θiÞ ✓ ✓
Photon energy scale 40 μCBFGðσi; θiÞ ✓ ✓
Photon energy resolution 9 σCBFLNðσi; θiÞ ✓ ✓
Background Spurious signal Varies Nspur;cθspur;c ✓ ✓
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uncertainties. Therefore, the correlation between this uncer-
tainty and the photon energy scale uncertainty in the
measurements presented here is considered negligible.
A variation of the signal mass by 0.24 GeV (without
including this uncertainty in the fit) is found to impact the
measured global signal strength or the diphoton fiducial
cross section by less than 0.1%.
The uncertainty due to the choice of background
function is taken to be the spurious signal yield obtained
when fitting the mγγ spectrum reconstructed from back-
ground-only simulated samples (or signal-suppressed con-
trol regions in data), as discussed in Section VI.
B. Experimental systematic uncertainties
affecting the expected event yields
There are two categories of uncertainties: (1) those in the
expected overall signal yield and (2) those that cause
migrations of events between categories and bins, as well
as into and out of the photon fiducial selection.
The sources of uncertainties in the expected signal yield
consist of:
(i) The luminosity delivered to the ATLAS experiment.
The uncertainty in the combined 2015þ 2016 in-
tegrated luminosity is 3.2%. It is derived, following
a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [95],
from a calibration of the luminosity scale using x–y
beam-separation scans performed in August 2015
and May 2016.
(ii) The efficiency of the diphoton trigger. Its uncertainty
is estimated to be 0.4% by comparing the trigger
efficiencies determined using a bootstrap method
[16] in data and simulation.
(iii) The photon identification efficiency. Its uncertainty
is estimated to be 1.6% and is obtained by
varying the efficiency scale factors within their
uncertainties, derived from control samples of
photons from radiative Z boson decays and from
inclusive γ events, and of electrons from Z → eþe−
decays.
(iv) The photon track isolation efficiency. Its uncertainty
is estimated to be 0.8% and is derived from
measurements of the efficiency correction factors
using inclusive photon control samples.
(v) The photon calorimeter isolation efficiency. Its
uncertainty is estimated to be 0.1% and is obtained
from the difference between applying and not
applying corrections derived from inclusive photon
events to the calorimeter isolation variable in the
simulation.
Uncertainties which affect the calibration of photons, jets,
and leptons cause migrations between categories and bins,
as well as migrations into and out of the fiducial accep-
tance. These include:
(i) The modeling of pileup in the simulation. The
corresponding uncertainty is derived by varying
the average number of pileup events in the simu-
lation by an amount consistent with data. The typical
size ranges from 1.4% up to 5.6% depending on the
category or fiducial cross section bin.
(ii) Uncertainties in the photon energy scale and reso-
lution. These uncertainties cause migrations into and
out of the fiducial volume or between the event
reconstruction categories and impact the expected
number of events. The calibration of the absolute
energy scale is derived using Z → eþe− decays. The
impact of the corresponding uncertainties is small,
however, for all measurements, and ranges for
instance between 0.2% for events with a low
diphoton pT up to 1.9% for events with a high
diphoton pT.
(iii) Uncertainties in the jet energy calibration and the jet
energy resolution. Uncertainties in the jet energy
scale and resolution are estimated by varying the jet
energies by an amount commensurate with the
differences observed between 13 TeV data and
simulation in the transverse momentum balance in
dijet, γ þ jet and Z þ jet events [81,82,96]. The
typical size of this uncertainty ranges from 2.8%
to 15%.
(iv) Uncertainties due to the efficiency of the jet vertex
tagger. Such uncertainties are estimated by shifting
the associated corrections applied to the simulation
by an amount allowed by the data. For the meas-
urement of the fiducial integrated and differential
cross sections, uncertainties associated with the
modeling of pileup jets in the simulation are esti-
mated by recalculating the correction factor after
removing 20% of pileup jets at random, which is
commensurate with the observed differences in data
and simulation for jets tagged as low-JVT (pileup)
and high-JVT (hard scatter). Its typical size ranges
from nil to 0.3%.
(v) Uncertainties associated with the efficiency of the
b-tagging algorithm. They have been estimated to
be typically of the order of 3% and are deter-
mined using tt¯ events in 13 TeV data for jets
containing the decay of a b-quark, using the
method outlined in Ref. [97]. The corresponding
uncertainties in the identification of jets originat-
ing from c-quarks, light quarks and gluons are
taken directly from Run 1 studies [97], with
additional uncertainties to cover the extrapolation
to Run 2 conditions.
(vi) Uncertainties in the electron [86] and muon [87]
reconstruction, identification and isolation efficien-
cies. They have been obtained from dilepton decays
of Z bosons and J=ψ mesons collected in Run 2,
using a tag-and-probe technique. The typical size of
these uncertainties is about 0.6% for electrons and
about 0.5% for muons in the relevant categories or
fiducial regions.
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(vii) Uncertainties in the electron [98] and muon [87]
energy and momentum scale and resolution.
They are determined from comparisons between
the reconstructed invariant mass in data and
simulation of dileptons from decays of Z bosons
or J=ψ mesons. The impact is negligible for all
measurements.
(viii) Uncertainties associated with energy scales and
resolutions of photons, jets and leptons are propa-
gated to the EmissT uncertainty, together with the
uncertainty in the contribution to EmissT from
charged-particle tracks not associated with high-
pT leptons, jets, or photon conversions [89]. This
results in a typical migration uncertainties ranging
from 4.0% to 4.8% for relevant categories or fiducial
regions.
C. Theoretical and modeling uncertainties for
results based on event reconstruction categories
The overall theoretical cross-section uncertainties affect
the signal strength measurements, which are ratios of the
observed to predicted event yields, but not the cross-section
measurements which do not rely on absolute predictions.
Modeling uncertainties that alter the kinematic properties
of the events, such as the Higgs boson transverse momen-
tum or the jet multiplicity, have an impact on both types of
measurements.
The theoretical modeling uncertainties in the per-
category acceptance of each production process affect
the measurement of production-mode cross sections and
signal strengths. Uncertainties due to the choice of parton
distribution functions and the value of αS are estimated
using the PDF4LHC15 recommendations [24] with the
nominal PDF4LHC_nlo_30_as PDF set. Samples using the
CT10 PDF set are reweighted to PDF4LHC15 to estimate these
uncertainties. For the gluon–gluon fusion process, the total
production-mode cross section has been calculated at
N3LO precision in QCD and has an uncertainty of
3.9%, as determined by QCD-scale variations and includ-
ing top, bottom, and charm quark mass effect uncertainties.
However, the perturbative uncertainty becomes signifi-
cantly larger in different kinematic regions, e.g. when
requiring additional jets or high Higgs boson pT. To take
this effect into account nine uncertainty sources are
included:
(i) Four sources [7] account for uncertainties in the jet
multiplicities due to missing higher-order correc-
tions: two accounting for yield uncertainties (with
uncertainties up to 8.9% in each STXS region) and
two accounting for migrations between jet multi-
plicity bins (with uncertainties up to 18% in each
STXS region), using the STWZ [99] and BLPTW
[99–101] predictions as an input. For more details
see Table 20 of Ref. [7].
(ii) Three uncertainty sources parameterize modeling
uncertainties in the Higgs boson pT. The first two
encapsulate the migration uncertainty between the
intermediate and high pT region with events with
at least one jet. The third uncertainty parameter-
izes top-quark mass effects in the gluon–gluon
fusion loop, where the difference between the LO
and NLO predictions is taken as an uncertainty
due to missing higher-order corrections. This
introduces a negligible uncertainty at low Higgs
boson pT and a sizable uncertainty of the order of
30% at pT > 500 GeV.
(iii) Two sources account for the uncertainty in the
acceptance of gluon–gluon fusion events in the
VBF categories, due to missing QCD higher-orders
in the calculation. Such uncertainties are estimated
by variations of the renormalization and factoriza-
tion scales in MCFM [102] by a factor of two around
the nominal scale of μr ¼ μf ¼ mH. The two
sources account for the uncertainty in the overall
normalization of H þ 2jet and H þ ≥3jet events as
well as for the uncertainty due to the multivariate
requirement on jΔϕγγ;jjj (cf. Sec. VIII A 4), which
suppresses additional jet activity. The uncertainty
estimation uses an extension of the Stewart–
Tackmann method [103,104] and typically ranges
between 20% and 32%.
The applicability of these uncertainties to POWHEG
NNLOPS was tested by comparing the STWZ+BLPTW
and the MCFM cross section predictions in variables
relevant for the definition of the simplified cross-section
bins, and reasonable agreement was found. In addition,
the ggH acceptance of POWHEG NNLOPS of all categories
based on BDT classifiers is compared to the acce-
ptance derived from the MG5_AMC@NLO prediction or
Refs. [46,105] which includes up to two jets at NLO
accuracy using the FXFX merging scheme [106].
Sufficient agreement was found for all categories and
no additional modeling uncertainties are assigned based
on these comparisons.5
Finally, in the categories targeting production in
association with top quarks, the normalization of each
5Recent measurements of QCD and electroweak (VBF)
Z-boson production in association with two jets in Ref. [107]
show large deviations between the data and the predictions for
the QCD Zjj background at large mjj. These differences are
significantly larger than the 30–40% uncertainties assigned
here to the ggH background in the experimental categories
targeting VBF Higgs boson production. Increasing this un-
certainty to 100% results in an increase in the theory
uncertainty in the VBF signal strengths or simplified template
cross sections by a factor of about two, while the increase in
the total uncertainty is about 10%, as it is dominated by the
statistical component.
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of the ggH, VBF, and VH production mechanisms is
assigned an uncertainty of 100%, motivated by compar-
isons of data with simulation in tt¯bb¯ [108] and Vb
[109,110] productions, but this has little impact on the
final results.
The uncertainty in the modeling of the parton shower,
underlying event and hadronization affects all measure-
ments (labeled as “UE/PS” in the following). It is
estimated by taking the relative difference in acceptance
at particle level after switching the parton showering
algorithm from PYTHIA8 to HERWIG7 in the ggH, VBF,
and VH samples and from HERWIG++ to PYTHIA8 in the
tt¯H sample, respectively. These differences are treated
as four independent uncertainty sources. Additionally,
for ggH the effect of the eigenvector tunes from the
AZNLO set are merged to provide one additional
uncertainty component.
The theoretical modeling uncertainties in the meas-
urement of signal strengths include all of the sources
that affect the measurement of the production-mode
cross sections, plus additional uncertainties in the
overall normalization of each production mechanism.
Uncertainties in the overall normalization of each pro-
duction process from missing higher-order QCD effects
and the choice of parton distribution function are speci-
fied as part of the theoretical calculations used to
normalize the simulated samples. The normalization
uncertainty from the H → γγ branching ratio is taken
from HDECAY and PROPHECY4F.
D. Theoretical and modeling uncertainties
for fiducial integrated and differential results
The theoretical modeling uncertainty in the detector
correction factor (introduced in Sec. IX B) used to
measure the fiducial integrated and differential cross
sections is taken to be the envelope of the following
three sources:
(1) The uncertainty in the relative contributions of the
different Higgs boson production mechanisms.
This uncertainty is estimated by varying the
fraction of the ggH, VBF, VH and tt¯H processes
by an amount commensurate with the 68% con-
fidence levels of the measured production mode
cross-section ratios [5]. The variations of each
production mechanism are carried out simultane-
ously and include the known correlations between
the measured production mode cross-section ra-
tios. These uncertainties range from 0.1% to 31%,
depending on the fiducial region or differential
variable, increasing typically in bins and regions
sensitive to tt¯H-production.
(2) The uncertainty in the detector correction factor
due to a possible mismodeling of the Higgs
boson transverse momentum and rapidity distribu-
tions is estimated by reweighting the Higgs boson
distributions in simulation to match those observed
in the data. The resulting uncertainties range from
0.1% to 4.5%, increasing in fiducial regions and bins
with high jet multiplicities.
(3) The uncertainty in the modeling of the parton
shower, underlying event, and hadronization. This
uncertainty is derived as described in Sec. VII C
and the size of this uncertainty ranges from from
0.1% up to 30%, with the highest uncertainties in
fiducial regions with large missing transverse
energy.
Typically differential measurements involving only the
photon kinematics are less affected by these model
uncertainties than measurements using selections on
jets or missing transverse momentum.
E. Illustration of model errors for simplified
template cross section and fiducial
cross section measurements
To illustrate the difference between the two approaches
of assigning theory and model errors used for category
based results and the fiducial cross section results, the
theoretical modeling uncertainties in the corresponding
zero-jet ggF-dominated and VBF-dominated regions are
compared.
The simplified template cross section defined as gg → H
events with jyHj < 2.5 and no jets derives its sensitivity
from the two categories requiring no jet and either one or
both photons reconstructed in the barrel region of the
electromagnetic calorimeter (defined by jηj ≤ 0.95). The
total theory uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in
the choice of parton distribution functions (1.5%), in the
value of αS (1.4%), and in the modeling of the parton
shower, underlying event, and hadronization (1.7%), and
amounts to a relative uncertainty of 2.7%. The fiducial
zero-jet cross section, in contrast, has only a modeling
uncertainty of 0.1%, dominated by the possible mismodel-
ing of the Higgs boson transverse momentum and rapidity
distributions.
The simplified template cross section defined as qq →
Hqq events with jyHj < 2.5 and no jets with pjT <
200 GeV derives its sensitivity from four VBF categories
employing multivariate methods to distinguish VBF
events from background processes. The total theory
uncertainty is dominated by the modeling uncertainties
in the parton shower, underlying event, and hadronization
(9%) and in the remaining ggH contamination (5%), and
amounts to a relative uncertainty of 13%. In contrast, the
fiducial VBF cross section, defined by a dijet mass mjj of
at least 400 GeV, a large rapidity separation jΔyjjj > 2.8,
and an azimuthal difference between the Higgs boson
and the dijet pair of jΔϕγγ;jjj > 2.6, has only a modeling
uncertainty of 4.5%, dominated by the composition
variation of the fractions of the ggH, VBF, VH and
tt¯H processes (4.5%).
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VIII. MEASUREMENT OF TOTAL
PRODUCTION-MODE CROSS SECTIONS,
SIGNAL STRENGTHS, AND STXS
A. Event categorization
The events satisfying the diphoton selection discussed in
Sec. V B are classified, in accord with the reconstructed
event kinematics and topology, into 31 exclusive categories
that are optimized for the best separation of the Higgs
boson production processes and for the maximum sensi-
tivity to the phase space regions defined by the stage 1 of
the simplified template cross-section framework. A com-
bined fit to the event reconstruction categories is then
performed to determine nine simplified template cross
sections (with jyHj < 2.5), as well as production-mode
cross sections and signal strength interpretations of the
data. The categorization proceeds from the production
modes with the smallest expected cross sections to the
production modes with largest expected cross sections, in
the order described below. In categories with definitions
based on jet properties, jets with transverse momenta
greater than 30 GeV are used, unless explicitly stated
otherwise.
1. tt¯H and tH enriched categories
Nine categories enriched in events produced in asso-
ciation with a top quark are defined to target the tt¯H, tHq,
and tHW production modes. These categories are sepa-
rated into a hadronic channel, where top quarks in the
event decay to hadrons via t → Wb→ qq0b; and a
leptonic channel, where at least one top quark decays
to a charged lepton via t → Wb→ lνb. The single top
quark categories are optimized for sensitivity to SM tH
production, and are expected to provide additional sensi-
tivity to anomalous values of the top quark Yukawa
coupling.
Three categories target the leptonic channel by requir-
ing the presence of at least one prompt lepton and at
least one b-tagged jet with transverse momentum greater
than 25 GeV. Two of these categories target tH
production while the third one is optimized for tt¯H
events. Both tH categories veto events with more than
one prompt lepton. The first of these categories (“tH lep
0fwd”) contains events with at most three central jets
(jηj < 2.5) and a veto on forward jets (jηj > 2.5). The
second tH category (“tH lep 1fwd”) is defined by events
with at most four central jets and at least 1 forward jet.
The “ttH lep” category includes events with at least two
central jets, while no requirement is applied to the
forward jets. To suppress ZH events with Z → ll,
same-flavor dilepton candidates with an invariant mass
within 10 GeV of the Z boson mass are vetoed.
Six categories target the hadronic decay channel by
selecting events with no prompt leptons and at least
three jets, of which at least one is b-tagged. Four of
these categories (“ttH had BDT1” to “ttH had BDT4”)
are defined by means of a boosted decision tree (BDT)
trained to identify tt¯H signal against ggH and multijet
background. The BDT exploits five kinematic variables:
HT, the scalar sum of jet transverse momenta, mall jets,
the mass of all jets, as well as the number of all jets,
central jets (jηj < 2.5), and b-tagged jets. The training
uses tt¯H and ggH simulated events and a data-driven
multijet background sample defined by diphoton events
with at least three jets and in which at least one photon
fails to meet either identification or isolation require-
ments. Using the BDT response as a discriminating
variable, events are separated into four categories with
an expected fraction of tt¯H events (among all Higgs
boson events in this category) of 95%, 89%, 86%, and
79%, respectively. Two additional hadronic categories
enhanced in tH production (“tH had 4j1b” and “tH had
4j2b”) are included, defined by events with exactly four
jets with transverse momentum greater than 25 GeV and
split by events with exactly one or two b-tagged jets,
respectively. The distributions of two of the discrimi-
nating variables are shown in Fig. 4.
2. VH leptonic enriched categories
Five categories are enriched in Higgs boson production
in association with a vector boson, based on different
decays of the vector bosons.
The VH dilepton category (“VH dilep”) targets ZH
production with Z → ll by requiring the presence of
two same-flavor opposite-sign leptons with an invariant
mass between 70 GeV and 110 GeV. Two additional VH
one-lepton categories target WH production with
W → lν. Events are requested to contain exactly one
selected electron or muon. To suppress ZH events with
Z bosons decaying to ee, in which an electron is
misidentified as a photon, a veto is applied to events
in which the invariant mass of the selected electron and
any of the two signal photons is between 84 GeV and
94 GeV. Events are then split into two regions, where
the pT of the leptonþ EmissT system is higher (“VH lep
High”) or lower (“VH lep Low”) than 150 GeV. An
additional requirement on the EmissT significance, defined
as ETmiss=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃP
ET
p
, of at least 1.0 is applied to events in
the low lepton + EmissT pT category.
Two VH missing transverse momentum categories target
ZH production with Z → νν andW → lν where the lepton
was not reconstructed or failed to meet the selection
criteria. One category (“VH MET Low”) requires
80 GeV < EmissT < 150 GeV and E
miss
T significance greater
than 8. The other category (“VH MET High”) requires
EmissT > 150 GeV and E
miss
T significance greater than 9,
or EmissT > 250 GeV.
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3. BSM enriched and VH hadronic categories
To provide sensitivity to potential beyond SM contribu-
tions, a category (“jet BSM”) defined by events with a
leading jet with transverse momentum greater than
200 GeV is included in the event selection. This category
includes SM events in the typical VBF topology, boosted
Vð→ jjÞH production where the vector boson is recon-
structed as a single jet, as well as events produced in gluon–
gluon fusion with an energetic jet.
Two VH hadronic categories target VH production with a
hadronically decaying vector boson. Events are required to
have at least two jets with 60 < mjj < 120 GeV. A BDT
classifies the events using the following information: the dijet
invariant mass, the component pγγTt of the diphoton p⃗T
transverse to its thrust axis in the transverse plane, the
rapidity difference between the dijet and the diphoton system,
and the cosine cos θγγ;jj where θ

γγ;jj is the angle between the
diphoton systems momentum and the direction of motion of
the diphoton–dijet system in the Collins–Soper frame. The
training usesVH events as signal, and amixture of simulated
signals (everything except VH events), simulated γγ events,
and γj and jj data control samples as background. Using the
BDT response as a discriminating variable, events are
classified into two categories (“VH had tight” and “VH
had loose”) with an expected fraction of signal events due to
VH production of 42% and 25%, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the distributions of mjj and p
γγ
Tt in signal
and background events and in events selected in data from
the mγγ sidebands. The variables show good separation
between VH events and both the other signal events and
background events.
4. VBF enriched categories
Four categories are defined to enhance the sensitivity to
vector boson fusion production. Events are required to
contain at least two hadronic jets, and the selections
applied are based on the two leading jets (j1, j2) in the
event. The pseudorapidity separation jΔηjjj between the
two leading jets is required to be greater than 2. In addition
jηγγ − 0.5ðηj1 þ ηj2Þj is required to be less than 5, with ηγγ
denoting the pseudorapidity of the diphoton system. The
events are first split into two regions based on the value of the
transversemomentumpHjjT of the vector sumof themomenta
of the reconstructed Higgs boson and of the two leading jets.
This variable is highly correlated with the pT of the third jet
due tomomentum balance. The signal in thepγγjjT < 25 GeV
“low pHjjT ” region is dominated by exclusive two-jetlike
events, while the signal in the pγγjjT > 25 GeV “high p
Hjj
T ”
region is dominated by inclusive ≥3-jet like events. This
choice minimizes the otherwise large ggH jet-migration
uncertainties in this phase space and is similar to a central-
jet veto that separates contributions from ggH and VBF.
A BDT is then used to classify events in each region,
using six kinematic variables: mjj, jΔηjjj, pγγTt, the absolute
azimuthal difference of the diphoton and the dijet
system jΔϕγγ;jjj, the minimum angular separation between
either of the two signal photons and either of the two
leading jets ΔRminγj , and jηγγ − 0.5ðηj1 þ ηj2Þj. A require-
ment of jΔϕγγ;jjj to be near π effectively vetoes additional
jets in the event by restricting the phase space for additional
emissions and, to avoid large theoretical uncertainties, the
BDT does not use shape information for events with
jΔϕγγ;jjj > 2.94 by merging these events into one bin.
The training of the BDT uses VBF events as signal, and a
mixture of simulated gluon–gluon fusion and γγ events and
of γj and jj data control samples as background. Four
exclusive categories are defined with “loose” and “tight”
requirements on the BDT classifier in the two pHjjT regions.
The “tight” category in the pHjjT > 25 GeV region has an
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FIG. 4. The normalized distributions for the expected background of two kinematic variables used for the selection of the hadronic tt¯H
categories: (a)HT and (b)mall jets for events after the first step of the selection (see text) for simulatedH → γγ events produced via tt¯H (blue)
and gluon–gluon fusion (red), for the expectedbackgroundderived from the data control region (green) described in the text and events from
data with 105 GeV < mγγ < 120 GeV or 130 GeV < mγγ < 160 GeV (black dots with error bars showing the statistical uncertainty).
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expected fraction of VBF events among all Higgs boson
events in this category of 49%, while the “loose” category
has an expected fraction of VBF events of 20%. In the
pHjjT < 25 GeV region the “tight” category has an expected
fraction of VBF events of 85%, whereas the “loose”
category has an expected fraction of 61%.
Figure 6 shows the distributions of jΔηjjj and jΔϕγγ;jjj in
simulated H → γγ events, background events from simu-
lated diphotons and data control samples of γj and jj events,
and events selected from the mγγ sidebands in data. The
variables show good separation between VBF events and
both gluon–gluon fusion events and background events.
5. Untagged categories
The remaining “untagged” events are dominated by
events produced through gluon–gluon fusion and they
are further split into ten categories. The untagged events
are first separated by jet multiplicity into events with zero
jets, exactly one jet, or at least two jets. The zero-jet events
are split into two categories with either two photons in the
“central” pseudorapidity region jηj < 0.95, in which the
energy resolution is better (“ggH 0J Cen”), or with at least
one photon in the “forward” region jηj > 0.95 which has
worse energy resolution (“ggH 0J FWD”). The exclusive
one-jet (“ggH 1J”) and inclusive two-jet (“ggH 2J”)
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FIG. 6. The normalized distributions for the expected background of two kinematic variables used for the selection of the VBF
categories: (a) jΔηjjj and (b) jΔϕγγ;jjj for events after the first step of the selection (see text) for simulated H → γγ events produced via
vector-boson fusion (blue) and gluon–gluon fusion (red), for the expected background from data (γj, jj) and simulation (γγ) control
samples (green), and for events from data with 105 GeV < mγγ < 120 GeV or 130 GeV < mγγ < 160 GeV (black dots with error bars
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categories are further split into regions of diphoton trans-
verse momentum with pγγT ∈ ½0; 60Þ (“Low”), [60, 120)
(“Med”), [120, 200) (“High”) or >200 GeV (“BSM”), the
latter of which is particularly sensitive to the presence of
BSM physics in the loop diagrams associated with the
gluon–gluon fusion production mode.
6. Categorization summary
A summary of the selection requirements defining each
category is provided in Table IV. The predicted signal
efficiencies times acceptance and the event fractions per
production mode for each category are given in Table V. The
fractions of signal events in each reconstructed category
originating from a given simplified template cross-section
region are shown in Fig. 7. The defined ggH categories
exhibit high purities as they are defined with a near one-to-
one correspondence with the STXS regions despite small
contaminations arising primarily from pileup and selection
inefficiencies. The qq → Hqq bins are more ambiguous
however still retain much of the diagonal structure. On the
other hand, the VH leptonic and top categories are not
sensitive to all of the STXS regions of interest, necessitating
a merging. Finally, the fractions of signal events in each
category from a given production mode are shown in
Figure 8.
TABLE IV. Shorthand label and event selection defining each of the 31 event reconstruction categories for the measurement of the
signal strengths and simplified template cross sections. The labels denote the predominant production process or kinematic properties
the category targets. Jets are required to have pT > 30 GeV unless otherwise noted. The categories are mutually exclusive and the
criteria are applied in descending order of the shown categories.
Category Selection
tH lep 0fwd Nlep ¼ 1, Ncenjets ≤ 3, Nb-tag ≥ 1, Nfwdjets ¼ 0 (pjetT > 25 GeV)
tH lep 1fwd Nlep ¼ 1, Ncenjets ≤ 4, Nb-tag ≥ 1, Nfwdjets ≥ 1 (pjetT > 25 GeV)
ttH lep Nlep ≥ 1, Ncenjets ≥ 2, Nb-tag ≥ 1, Zll veto (p
jet
T > 25 GeV)
ttH had BDT1 Nlep ¼ 0, Njets ≥ 3, Nb-tag ≥ 1, BDTttH > 0.92
ttH had BDT2 Nlep ¼ 0, Njets ≥ 3, Nb-tag ≥ 1, 0.83 < BDTttH < 0.92
ttH had BDT3 Nlep ¼ 0, Njets ≥ 3, Nb-tag ≥ 1, 0.79 < BDTttH < 0.83
ttH had BDT4 Nlep ¼ 0, Njets ≥ 3, Nb-tag ≥ 1, 0.52 < BDTttH < 0.79
tH had 4j1b Nlep ¼ 0, Ncenjets ¼ 4, Nb-tag ¼ 1 (pjetT > 25 GeV)
tH had 4j2b Nlep ¼ 0, Ncenjets ¼ 4, Nb-tag ≥ 2 (pjetT > 25 GeV)
VH dilep Nlep ≥ 2, 70 GeV ≤ mll ≤ 110 GeV
VH lep High Nlep ¼ 1, jmeγ − 89 GeVj > 5 GeV, plþE
miss
T
T > 150 GeV
VH lep Low Nlep ¼ 1, jmeγ − 89 GeVj > 5 GeV, plþE
miss
T
T < 150 GeV, E
miss
T significance > 1
VH MET High 150 GeV < EmissT < 250 GeV, E
miss
T significance > 9 or E
miss
T > 250 GeV
VH MET Low 80 GeV < EmissT < 150 GeV, E
miss
T significance > 8
jet BSM pT;j1 > 200 GeV
VH had tight 60 GeV < mjj < 120 GeV, BDTVH > 0.78
VH had loose 60 GeV < mjj < 120 GeV, 0.35 < BDTVH < 0.78
VBF tight, high pHjjT jΔηjjj > 2, jηγγ − 0.5ðηj1 þ ηj2Þj < 5, pHjjT > 25 GeV, BDTVBF > 0.47
VBF loose, high pHjjT jΔηjjj > 2, jηγγ − 0.5ðηj1 þ ηj2Þj < 5, pHjjT > 25 GeV, −0.32 < BDTVBF < 0.47
VBF tight, low pHjjT jΔηjjj > 2, jηγγ − 0.5ðηj1 þ ηj2Þj < 5, pHjjT < 25 GeV, BDTVBF > 0.87
VBF loose, low pHjjT jΔηjjj > 2, jηγγ − 0.5ðηj1 þ ηj2Þj < 5, pHjjT < 25 GeV, 0.26 < BDTVBF < 0.87
ggH 2J BSM ≥2 jets, pγγT ≥200 GeV
ggH 2J High ≥2 jets, pγγT ∈ ½120; 200 GeV
ggH 2J Med ≥2 jets, pγγT ∈ ½60; 120 GeV
ggH 2J Low ≥2 jets, pγγT ∈ ½0; 60 GeV
ggH 1J BSM ¼ 1 jet, pγγT ≥200 GeV
ggH 1J High ¼ 1 jet, pγγT ∈ ½120; 200 GeV
ggH 1J Med ¼ 1 jet, pγγT ∈ ½60; 120 GeV
ggH 1J Low ¼ 1 jet, pγγT ∈ ½0; 60 GeV
ggH 0J Fwd ¼ 0 jets, one photon with jηj > 0.95
ggH 0J Cen ¼ 0 jets, two photons with jηj ≤ 0.95
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More information about the number of background
events, the purity and the SM signal composition can be
found in Tables XXVII and XXVIII in Appendix E.
B. Production mode measurements
Using the 31 categories, total and production mode
specific signal strength measurements are carried out.
Measurements of total production cross sections and
simplified template cross sections are reported. The sim-
plified template cross sections are measured in a merged
scheme introduced in Sec. I B and summarized in
Table I. In addition, the result of coupling-strength fits
are reported.
1. Observed data
The observed invariant mass distribution of the selected
diphoton pairs of all categories as defined in Table IV, is
shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows the invariant mass
distributions for the sums of the categories most sensitive
to the different productionmodes. In all cases, for illustration
purposes, events in each category are weighted according to
the expected signal (S90) to background (B90) ratio in a mγγ
region containing 90% of the expected signal yield, using a
weight of the form ln ð1þ S90=B90Þ. The results of signal-
plus-background fits to these spectra, displaying both the
total sum and the background-only components, are shown,
as well as the residuals between the data and the background
TABLE V. Signal efficiencies times acceptance, ϵ, and expected signal event fractions per production mode, f, in each category forﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV and mH ¼ 125.09 GeV. The second-to-last row shows the total efficiency per production process summed over the
categories. Values labeled as “nil” correspond to efficiencies or fractions that are smaller than 0.05%. The total number of expected
signal events, NS, in the last row corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1.
ggH VBF WH ZH ttH bb¯H tHq tHW All
Category ϵ½% f½% ϵ½% f½% ϵ½% f½% ϵ½% f½% ϵ½% f½% ϵ½% f½% ϵ½% f½% ϵ½% f½% NS
ggH 0J Cen 8.9 97.3 1.2 1.1 1.4 0.4 1.9 0.4 nil nil 8.2 0.9 nil nil nil nil 333.5
ggH 0J Fwd 15.5 97.0 2.4 1.2 3.0 0.5 3.7 0.4 nil nil 14.7 0.9 0.2 nil 0.1 nil 579.5
ggH 1J Low 7.2 90.5 5.7 5.7 5.0 1.7 4.4 1.0 0.1 nil 9.1 1.1 0.5 nil 0.2 nil 289.9
ggH 1J Med 3.6 83.5 6.4 11.7 4.2 2.6 4.1 1.6 0.1 nil 1.9 0.4 0.6 nil 0.3 nil 156.2
ggH 1J High 0.7 76.0 1.9 17.5 1.1 3.4 1.4 2.7 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 nil 0.1 nil 31.5
ggH 1J BSM nil 72.4 0.1 16.9 0.1 6.0 0.2 4.2 nil 0.3 nil nil nil 0.1 nil nil 2.2
ggH 2J Low 1.8 79.1 2.7 9.6 3.7 4.5 4.1 3.1 2.2 1.1 5.4 2.3 3.9 0.3 1.9 nil 81.1
ggH 2J Med 1.5 77.6 3.1 12.2 3.2 4.4 3.8 3.2 2.6 1.5 1.6 0.7 4.5 0.4 2.4 nil 72.4
ggH 2J High 0.6 75.8 1.3 12.8 1.4 4.9 1.9 4.0 1.4 2.0 0.1 0.1 2.2 0.4 1.6 0.1 29.2
ggH 2J BSM 0.2 76.2 0.3 10.3 0.4 4.9 0.6 4.6 0.6 3.0 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.6 1.3 0.2 7.6
VBF Hjj Low loose 0.2 32.3 4.5 66.7 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 nil nil 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 nil nil 19.4
VBF Hjj Low tight nil 12.9 4.2 86.7 nil 0.1 nil 0.1 nil nil nil nil 0.3 0.1 nil nil 13.8
VBF Hjj High loose 0.3 69.9 1.4 23.8 0.4 2.2 0.5 1.8 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.7 1.8 0.6 0.5 nil 16.5
VBF Hjj High tight 0.3 47.0 3.4 48.2 0.2 1.2 0.4 1.3 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.3 4.4 1.2 0.6 nil 20.2
VHhad loose 0.3 67.2 0.3 4.9 2.4 14.6 2.9 11.0 0.6 1.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.1 16.5
VHhad tight 0.2 52.4 0.1 3.4 3.0 23.8 3.5 18.0 0.6 1.9 nil 0.1 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.1 12.3
jet BSM 0.4 59.9 2.4 25.8 1.6 5.9 1.9 4.4 2.0 3.0 0.1 0.1 3.1 0.6 5.1 0.2 26.7
VHMET Low nil 11.9 nil 0.4 0.1 23.4 0.6 63.2 nil 0.5 nil 0.3 nil 0.2 nil nil 0.6
VHMET High nil 1.3 nil 0.1 0.3 22.8 1.4 66.2 0.3 8.3 nil nil 0.1 0.6 0.8 0.7 1.3
VHlep Low nil 11.4 nil 1.1 4.4 68.0 0.8 8.1 1.3 8.5 0.2 0.9 1.8 1.6 2.2 0.4 6.4
VHlep High nil 0.2 nil nil 1.2 76.5 0.1 4.6 0.6 16.2 nil nil 0.3 1.2 1.6 1.3 1.5
VHdilep nil nil nil nil nil nil 1.4 95.8 0.1 4.0 nil nil nil nil 0.1 0.2 0.9
tHhad 4j2b nil 23.8 nil 2.8 nil 1.6 0.1 13.5 0.6 39.0 0.1 8.2 1.2 10.5 0.3 0.6 0.6
tHhad 4j1b nil 35.4 nil 4.0 0.1 4.3 0.3 7.9 2.2 36.3 0.2 2.2 3.8 8.5 2.6 1.3 2.5
ttHhadBDT4 nil 7.0 nil 0.8 nil 1.4 0.2 4.5 4.8 79.4 nil 0.3 1.9 4.3 4.7 2.4 2.5
ttHhadBDT3 nil 3.5 nil 0.5 nil 1.0 nil 3.1 1.3 86.1 nil 0.5 0.3 3.1 1.1 2.2 0.6
ttHhadBDT2 nil 3.6 nil 0.3 nil 0.8 nil 1.6 3.8 89.3 nil 0.2 0.6 1.8 3.4 2.4 1.8
ttHhadBDT1 nil 1.2 nil 0.1 nil 0.1 nil 0.7 3.4 95.0 nil 0.1 0.2 0.7 2.5 2.1 1.4
ttHlep nil nil nil nil nil 0.2 nil 0.1 5.6 96.0 nil 0.1 0.4 1.0 5.0 2.6 2.4
tHlep 1fwd nil 1.8 nil 0.2 nil 1.4 nil 0.9 2.1 79.4 nil 0.2 2.6 13.5 2.3 2.6 1.1
tHlep 0fwd nil 4.1 nil 0.2 0.1 5.6 nil 2.8 1.9 75.7 nil 0.9 1.5 8.2 2.1 2.5 1.0
Total ϵ½% 41.8    41.3    37.6    40.5    39.1    42.8    38.9    44.5    41.8
Events 1518.4 119.1 37.1 25.2 16.0 14.8 2.2 0.5 1733.2
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component. Both the signal-plus-background and back-
ground-only distributions shown are obtained from the
sumof the individual distributions in each categoryweighted
in the sameway as the data points. In the fit of Fig. 9 a single
signal strength μ affecting simultaneously all production
modes has been assumed, while in the fits of Fig. 10 the four
signal strengths μggH, μVBF, μVH and μttHþtH are allowed to
vary separately, as described in the following section. The
observedmass peak of the Higgs boson, constrained in the fit
asmH ¼ 125.09 0.24 GeV, is well within 68% CL of the
Run 1 ATLASþ CMS combined measurement.
2. Signal strengths
The signal strengths, i.e., the ratios of the measured
Higgs boson production-mode cross sections times dipho-
ton branching ratio to the SM predictions for each pro-
duction mode, are measured with the extended likelihood
analysis described in Sec. VI C. In the likelihood the signal
yield Nisig;m in each category i for a particular production
mode m is expressed as the product of the integrated
luminosity
R
Ldt, the signal strength μm for that production
mode, the expected SM Higgs boson production mode
cross section times branching ratio to diphotons, and the
acceptance times efficiency ϵ (Table V) for signal events
from that production mode in the selected category
(Nisig;m ¼ μm ×
R
Ldt × σSMm × BðH → γγÞ × ϵim).
A global signal strength μ is measured assuming the
ratios between different production processes to be as
predicted by the SM. The profile of the negative log-
likelihood ratio λðμÞ of the global signal strength of all
Higgs processes μ for mH ¼ 125.09 0.24 GeV is shown
in Fig. 11.
The measured central value and 68% CL interval for μ is
found to be
μ ¼ 0.99þ0.15−0.14 ¼ 0.99 0.12ðstatÞþ0.06−0.05ðexpÞþ0.07−0.05ðtheoÞ;
well compatible with the SM prediction (μ ¼ 1). This result
confirms the ATLAS Run-1 diphoton signal strength meas-
urement of μ ¼ 1.17 0.23ðstatÞþ0.10−0.08ðexpÞþ0.12−0.08ðtheoÞwith
around a factor of two improvement in each component of
the uncertainty. The Run-1 result was obtained using the
NNLOSMprediction for ggHproduction [17,111], which is
about 10% lower than the N3LO calculation used here (see
Sec. IV). The impact of the main sources of systematic
uncertainty (presented in Table III and Sec. VII) in the
measured global signal strength is summarized in Table VI.
The distinction between yield and migration uncertainties
adopted in Table III is used and the uncertainties are grouped
into theory uncertainties, experimental uncertainties, mass
resolution and scale, background shape, and luminosity.
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 250 GeV)≥VT Hll (p→qq
 < 150 GeV)VT Hll (p→gg
 150 GeV)≥VT Hll (0-jet, p→gg
 150 GeV)≥VT 1-jet, p≥ Hll (→gg
ttH
tHq
tHW
bbH
ATLAS Simulation  GeV = 125.09
H
, mγγ→H
FIG. 7. The fraction of signal events assigned to each reconstructed category (x axis and listed in Table IV) and originating from a
given region (listed in Table I) of the stage-1 simplified template cross section framework (y axis). The black lines separate the tt¯H and
tH, VH leptonic, VH hadronic and VBF enriched, and untagged categories, along with the simplified template cross-section regions
they are most sensitive to. The color shows the purity of the region per category.
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In addition to the global signal strength, the signal
strengths of the primary production processes are
evaluated by exploiting the sensitivities of the analysis
categories of Table IV to specific production processes.
The measured signal strengths are shown together with
the global signal strengths discussed above in Fig. 12 and
found to be
μggH ¼ 0.81þ0.19−0.18 ¼ 0.81 0.16ðstatÞþ0.07−0.06ðexpÞþ0.07−0.05ðtheoÞ
μVBF ¼ 2.0þ0.6−0.5 ¼ 2.0 0.5ðstatÞþ0.3−0.2ðexpÞþ0.3−0.2ðtheoÞ
μVH ¼ 0.7þ0.9−0.8 ¼ 0.7 0.8ðstatÞþ0.2−0.2ðexpÞþ0.2−0.1ðtheoÞ
μtop ¼ 0.5þ0.6−0.6 ¼ 0.5þ0.6−0.5ðstatÞþ0.1−0.1ðexpÞþ0.1−0.0ðtheoÞ
For Higgs boson production via VH the signal strength
is assumed to be scaled by a single parameter (i.e.,
μVH ¼ μZH ¼ μWH). The bb¯H contributions are scaled
with ggH (i.e., μbbH ¼ μggH), and the tH and tt¯H produc-
tions are measured together rather than separately
(i.e., μtop ¼ μttHþtH).
The ggH signal strength is 1σ below the Standard Model
prediction, while the VBF signal strength is 2.2σ above the
prediction. The expected and observed significances Z0 of
VBF production are reported in Table VII: the significance
of the observed VBF signal is close to 5σ.
Since no significant evidence is observed for VH and
top-associated Higgs boson production, upper limits at
95% CL are reported for their signal strengths, as shown in
Table VIII and Fig. 13. The accuracy of the asymptotic
approximation was validated using ensembles of pseu-
doexperiments. Appendix F provides separate limits on μZH
and μWH, and Appendix G 1 shows the expected uncer-
tainties for the inclusive and production-mode specific
signal strengths reported in Fig. 12.
Fraction of Signal Process / Category
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
ggH 0J CEN
ggH 0J FWD
ggH 1J LOW
ggH 1J MED
ggH 1J HIGH
ggH 1J BSM
ggH 2J LOW
ggH 2J MED
ggH 2J HIGH
ggH 2J BSM
Hjj
TVBF loose, low p
Hjj
TVBF tight, low p
Hjj
TVBF loose, high p
Hjj
TVBF tight, high p
VH had loose
VH had tight
jet BSM
VH MET LOW
VH MET HIGH
VH lep LOW
VH lep HIGH
VH dilep
tH had 4j2b
tH had 4j1b
ttH had BDT4
ttH had BDT3
ttH had BDT2
ttH had BDT1
ttH lep
tH lep 1fwd
tH lep 0fwd
ATLAS Simulation  GeV = 125.09
H
,  mγγH →
ggH VBF WH ZH ggZH ttH bbH tHq tHW
FIG. 8. The expected composition of the selected Higgs boson events, in terms of the different production modes, for each
reconstructed category.
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3. Production-mode cross sections
The production-mode cross sections for mH ¼ 125.09
0.24 GeV in a region with Higgs-boson rapidity jyHj < 2.5,
multiplied by the branching ratio of the Higgs boson decay
to diphotons, are evaluated in the following way. The fitted
value of σtop corresponds to the sum of tt¯H, tHq, and tHW
production-mode cross sections under the assumption that
their relative ratios are as predicted by the SM. The VH
production-mode cross section value is fitted under the
assumption that the ratio of the WH and ZH production
mode cross sections is as predicted by the SM and includes
both production from quark and gluon initial states. Such
results are obtained through signalþ background fits to the
diphoton invariant mass distribution in each category by
expressing, in the likelihood, the signal yield Nisig;m in each
category i for a particular production mode m as Nsig;m ¼R
Ldt × σSMm × BSMðH → γγÞ × ϵim using the same notation
as in Sec. VIII B 2.
The production-mode cross sections are summarized in
Fig. 14 and Table IX.
The 68% and 95% CL two-dimensional contours of
σggH × BðH → γγÞ and σVBF × BðH → γγÞ are shown in
Fig. 15, profiling σVH × BðH → γγÞ and σtop×BðH → γγÞ
in the fits. The SM expectation of σggH×BðH → γγÞ vs
σVBF×BðH → γγÞ is within the 95% CL contour of this
measurement.
To remove the impact of possible deviations in the
H → γγ branching ratio, ratios of the production-mode
cross sections to the ggH cross section are also extracted.
Such ratios, normalized for convenience of presentation to
the central values of their SM predictions, are6
σVBF=σggH
ðσVBF=σggHÞSM
¼ 2.5þ1.3−0.9 ¼ 2.5þ1.1−0.8ðstatÞþ0.5−0.3ðexpÞþ0.5−0.3ðtheoÞ
σVH=σggH
ðσVH=σggHÞSM
¼ 0.9þ1.3−1.0 ¼ 0.9þ1.2−0.9ðstatÞþ0.3−0.3ðexpÞþ0.2−0.1ðtheoÞ
σtop=σggH
ðσtop=σggHÞSM
¼ 0.7þ0.8−0.7 ¼ 0.7þ0.8−0.7ðstatÞþ0.2−0.1ðexpÞþ0.2−0.0ðtheoÞ
The ratios are also given in Table X, along with their
statistical, experimental and theoretical uncertainties with-
out the normalization to the central values of the SM
predictions. Both the measurements of the ggH and VBF
production modes and the evaluations of the VH and top
production modes agree within 1 − 2σ with the SM
expectations. Appendix G 2 provides the expected uncer-
tainties for the production mode cross sections.
4. Simplified template cross sections
As the current data are not yet sensitive to all of the 31
regions with jyHj < 2.5 (assuming SM acceptance) of the
“stage-1” scheme of the simplified template cross-section
framework, simplified template cross sections are reported
for 10 phase space regions obtained from merging the
initial 31 as described in Sec. I B and Table I. To retain
sensitivity to BSM Higgs boson production, the pHT >
200 GeV gluon–gluon fusion and pjT > 200 GeV VBF
regions are not merged with other regions. This scheme
has been chosen to reduce strong anti-correlations
between the measured cross sections and to keep
measurements near or below 100% total uncertainty.
In the likelihood, the signal yield Nisig in each category i
is the sum over the yields Nisig;r expected from each of
the 9 regions r of phase space, where Nisig;r ¼
R
Ldt ×
σSMr × BSMðH → γγÞ × ϵir and the additional region cor-
responds to the difference of the cross sections for the
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FIG. 9. Weighted diphoton invariant mass spectrum observed in
the 2015 and 2016 data at 13 TeV. Each event is weighted by the
lnð1þ S90=B90Þ ratio of the expected signal (S90) and background
(B90) of the 90% signal quantile in the category towhich it belongs
to. The values of S90 and B90 used for each category are shown in
Table XXVII of Appendix E. The error bars represent 68% con-
fidence intervals of the weighted sums. The solid red curve shows
the fitted signal-plus-background model when the Higgs boson
mass is constrained to be 125.09 0.24 GeV. The background
component of the fit is shown with the dotted blue curve. The
signal component of the fit is shown with the solid black curve.
Both the signal-plus-background and background-only curves
reported here are obtained from the sum of the individual curves in
each category weighted by the logarithm of unity plus the signal-
to-background ratio. The bottom plot shows the residuals between
the data and the background component of the fitted model.
6The quoted theory uncertainty only accounts for the uncer-
tainty in the acceptance. The production cross-section uncertain-
ties are not included in the uncertainty budget. Uncertainties
smaller than 0.05 are displayed as 0.0.
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FIG. 10. Weighted diphoton invariant mass spectra observed in the 13 TeV data for events belonging to: (a) “untagged”
categories and the “jet BSM” category, in which the expected signal is produced mainly through gluon–gluon fusion, (b) VBF
categories, (c) VH categories and (d) tt¯H categories. Each event is weighted by the lnð1þ S90=B90Þ ratio of the expected signal
(S90) and background (B90) of the 90% signal quantile in the category it belongs to. The values of S90 and B90 used for each
category are shown in Table XXVII of Appendix E. The error bars represent 68% confidence intervals of the weighted sums. The
solid red curve shows the fitted signal-plus-background model when the Higgs boson mass is constrained to be
125.09 0.24 GeV. The background component of the fit is shown with the dotted blue curve. The signal component of
the fit is shown with the solid black curve. Both the signal-plus-background and background-only curves reported here
are obtained from the sum of the individual curves in each category weighted by the logarithm of unity plus the
signal-to-background ratio. The bottom plot shows the residuals between the data and the background component of the
fitted model.
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pHT > 200 GeV gluon–gluon fusion and p
j
T > 200 GeV
VBF regions. The observed cross sections are reported in
Table XI. These measurements have been defined to
minimize theoretical uncertainties and are strongly domi-
nated by experimental uncertainty, hence only the total
systematic uncertainty is reported.
The evaluated cross sections including their correla-
tions are summarized in Figs. 16 and 17. The expected
Standard Model correlations can be found in Appendix H.
All observed cross sections are in agreement with the
Standard Model values. The Standard Model prediction is
determined using the generators in Sec. IV and the theory
uncertainties due to missing higher-order corrections and
due to the chosen PDF set are constructed as described in
Sec. VII C. The largest deviation (1.7σ) from the SM
prediction is found in the ggH, 0 jet bin. The difference of
μ
0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
Λ
1
2
3
4
5
6
σ1
σ2
 ATLAS
 = 125.09 GeV 
=13 TeV, 36.1 fbs
Hm,γγ→H
 Total  Theo.  Stat.
FIG. 11. Observed negative log-profile likelihood Λ of the
global signal strength μ. The three likelihood contours shown
correspond to all theory and experimental nuisance parameters
fixed (Stat.), all experimental nuisance parameters fixed (Theo.),
and with all nuisance parameters floating (Total). The intersec-
tions of the solid curves and horizontal lines at Λ ¼ 1 and Λ ¼ 4
indicate the 1 and 2σ confidence intervals of the corresponding
result.
TABLE VI. Main systematic uncertainties σsystμ in the combined
signal strength parameter μ. The values for each group of
uncertainties are determined by subtracting in quadrature from
the total uncertainty the change in the 68% CL range of μ when
the corresponding nuisance parameters are fixed to their best fit
values. The experimental uncertainty in the yield does not include
the luminosity contribution, which is accounted for separately.
The uncertainties correspond to the sources detailed in Table III.
Uncertainty group σsystμ
Theory (QCD) 0.041
Theory (BðH → γγÞ) 0.028
Theory (PDFþ αS) 0.021
Theory (UE=PS) 0.026
Luminosity 0.031
Experimental (yield) 0.017
Experimental (migrations) 0.015
Mass resolution 0.029
Mass scale 0.006
Background shape 0.027
Signal strength
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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μ
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μ
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FIG. 12. Summary of the signal strengths measured for the
different production processes (ggH, VBF, VH and top) and
globally (μRun−2), compared to the global signal strength mea-
sured at 7 and 8 TeV (μRun−1) [76]. The black and orange error
bars show the total and statistical uncertainties. The signal
strength μRun−1 was derived assuming the Higgs production-
mode cross section based on Refs. [17,111]. Uncertainties
smaller than 0.05 are displayed as 0.0. In the more recent
theoretical predictions used in this analysis [7,32], the gluon–
gluon fusion production-mode cross section is larger by approx-
imately 10%. In this measurement, the bb¯H contributions are
scaled with ggH (μbbH ¼ μggH), and the tH and tt¯H productions
are measured together (μtop ¼ μttHþtH). Associated production
with Z or W bosons is assumed to be scaled by a single signal
strength parameter (μVH ¼ μZH ¼ μWH).
TABLE VII. Expected and observed significances of the VBF,
VH and top quark associated production mode signal strengths.
Measurement Expected Z0 Observed Z0
μVBF 2.6σ 4.9σ
μVH 1.4σ 0.8σ
μtop 1.8σ 1.0σ
TABLE VIII. Observed and expected upper limits at 95% CL
on the signal strengths μVH and μtop. The median expected limits
are given for either the case when the true value of the signal
strength under study is the SM value (μi ¼ 1) or zero. The 1σ
and 2σ intervals for the expected upper limit in the case μi ¼ 0
are also reported.
Measurement Observed
Expected
Limit
(μi ¼ 1)
Expected
Limit
(μi ¼ 0) þ2σ þ1σ −1σ −2σ
μVH 2.3 2.5 1.5 3.1 2.2 1.1 0.8
μtop 1.7 2.3 1.2 2.6 1.8 0.9 0.6
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the cross sections for the pHT > 200 GeV ggH and p
j
T >
200 GeV VBF regions is found to be 4.8þ2.9−2.7 fb.
Limits at 95% CL on the ggHþ qq → Hqq BSM-like
(pjT > 200 GeV) bin are set, profiling all other parameters,
as shown in Table XII. Appendix G 3 provides the expected
uncertainties for all quoted simplified template cross
sections.
In Appendix B additional measurements are reported for
a “minimally merged” set of 15 cross sections of kinematic
regions defined by the requirement that the fits to expected
event yields be stable even in the presence of large
uncertainties or correlations.
5. Coupling-strength fits
Following the tree-level-motivated framework and
benchmark models recommended in Ref. [17], measure-
ments of Higgs boson coupling-strength modifiers κj are
implemented. In the narrow width approximation for the
Higgs boson, the cross section σði → H → γγÞ can be
parametrized as
Upper Limits 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
top
μ
VH
μ
ATLAS
-1
 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs
 1 ±=0) 
i
μExpected (
 2 ±=0) 
i
μExpected (
=1)
i
μSM Expected (
Observed = 125.09 GeV Hm,γγ→H
FIG. 13. Summary of asymptotic limits for the signal strengths
of the associated production processes (VH and top).
 B normalized to SM×σMeasured
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
top
VH
VBF
ggH
ATLAS
-1
=13 TeV, 36.1 fbs
=125.09 GeV 
H
,  mγγ→ H 
SM prediction
FIG. 14. Summary plot of the measured production-mode cross
sections times the Higgs to diphoton branching ratio. For
illustration purposes the central values have been divided by
their SM expectations but no additional theory uncertainties have
been added to the uncertainty of the ratio. The uncertainties in the
predicted SM cross sections are shown in gray bands in the plot.
The fitted value of σtop corresponds to the sum of tt¯H, tHq,
and tHW production-mode cross sections under the assumption
that their relative ratios are as predicted by the SM. The VH
production mode cross-section values are determined under the
assumption that the ratio of the WH and ZH production-mode
cross sections is as predicted by the SM and includes production
from both the quark and gluon initial states. The bb¯H contribu-
tions are merged with ggH.
TABLE IX. Best-fit values and uncertainties of the
production-mode cross sections times branching ratio. The SM
predictions [7] with their uncertainties are shown for
each production process. Uncertainties smaller than 0.05 are
displayed as 0.0.
Uncertainty [fb]
Process
(jyHj<2.5)
Result
[fb] Total
Statis-
tical
Experi-
mental
Theore-
tical
SM
prediction
[fb]
ggH 82 þ19−18 (16 þ7−6 þ5−4) 102þ5−7
VBF 16 þ5−4 (4 2 þ3−2) 8.0 0.2
VH 3 4 (þ4−3 1 þ1−0) 4.5 0.2
Top 0.7 þ0.9−0.7 (
þ0.8
−0.7
þ0.2
−0.1
þ0.2
−0.0) 1.3 0.1
) [fb]γγ→ B(H ×ggHσ
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
) [f
b]
γγ
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FIG. 15. Likelihood contours in the (σggH × BðH → γγÞ,
σVBF × BðH → γγÞ) plane, compared to the Standard Model
prediction (red cross) for a Higgs boson massmH ¼ 125.09 GeV.
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σði → H → γγÞ ¼ σiðκ⃗ÞΓ
γγðκ⃗Þ
ΓH
;
where ΓH is the total width of the Higgs boson and Γγγ is
the partial decay width to two photons. A set of coupling-
strength modifiers, κ⃗, is introduced to parametrize possible
deviations from the SM predictions of the Higgs boson
coupling to SM bosons and fermions. For a given pro-
duction process or decay mode j, a coupling-strength
modifier κj is defined such that:
κ2j ¼ σj=σj;SM or κ2γ ¼ Γγγ=ΓγγSM;
where all κj values equal unity in the SM. Here, by
construction, the SM cross sections and branching ratio
include the best available higher-order QCD and EW
corrections. This higher-order accuracy is not necessarily
preserved for κj values different from unity, but the
dominant higher-order QCD corrections factorize to a large
extent from any rescaling of the coupling strengths and are
therefore assumed to remain valid over the entire range of
κj values considered.
 B normalized to SM×σMeasured
0.5− 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
top
VH (leptonic)
 Hqq (BSM-like)→ggH + qq 
 < 200 GeV)j
T
 Hqq (p→qq
 2 jet)≥ggH (
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 p≤ggH (1 jet, 120 
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ggH (1 jet, p
ggH (0 jet)
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H
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FIG. 16. Summary plot of the measured simplified template
cross sections times the Higgs to diphoton branching ratio.
For illustration purposes the central values have been divided
by their SM expectations but no additional theory uncertainties
have been included in the uncertainty of the ratio due to this.
The uncertainties in the predicted SM cross sections are
shown in gray in the plot. The definition of the measured
regions can be found in Table I. The fitted value of σðtopÞ
corresponds to the sum of tt¯H and tH production-mode cross
sections under the assumption that their relative ratios are as
predicted by the SM. The σðVH; leptonicÞ cross-section
values are determined under the assumption that the ratio
of the WH and ZH production mode cross sections is as
predicted by the SM and includes production from both the
quark and gluon initial states. The bb¯H contributions are
merged with ggH.
TABLE X. Ratios of the production-mode cross sections with
respect to the ggH cross section and uncertainties are shown. The
SM predictions [7] with their uncertainties are shown for each
production process.
Uncertainty
Process
(jyHj<2.5) Result Total
Statis-
tical
Experi-
mental
Theore-
tical
SM
prediction
σVBF=σggH 0.20 þ0.10−0.07 (
þ0.09
−0.06
þ0.04
−0.02
þ0.04
−0.02) 0.078
þ0.005−0.006
σVH=σggH 0.04 þ0.06−0.05 (
þ0.06
−0.04
þ0.01
−0.01
þ0.01
−0.01) 0.045
þ0.004−0.005
σtop=σggH 0.009 þ0.010−0.009 (
þ0.010
−0.009
þ0.002
−0.001
þ0.002
−0.001) 0.012
þ0.001−0.002
TABLE XI. Best-fit values and uncertainties of the simplified template cross sections times branching ratio. The SM predictions [7]
are shown for each region.
Uncertainty
Measurement region (jyHj<2.5) Result Total Statistical Systematic SM prediction
ggH, 0 jet 37 þ16−15 (14 þ6−5) fb 63 5 fb
ggH, 1 jet, pHT < 60 GeV 13 þ13−12 (12 þ5−4) fb 15 2 fb
ggH, 1 jet, 60≤pHT <120GeV 5 6 (6 þ2−1) fb 10 2 fb
ggH, 1 jet 120≤pHT <200GeV 2.8 þ1.7−1.6 (
þ1.6
−1.5
þ0.7
−0.5) fb 1.70.3 fb
ggH, ≥2 jet 20 þ9−8 (8 þ4−3) fb 11 2 fb
qq → Hqq, pjT < 200 GeV 15
þ6
−5 (5 þ3−2) fb 10 0.5 fb
ggHþ qq → Hqq, BSM-like 2.0 1.4 (1.3 0.6) fb 1.80.4 fb
VH, leptonic 0.7 þ1.4−1.3 (
þ1.4
−1.2
þ0.4
−0.3) fb 1.4 0.1 fb
Top 0.7 þ0.8−0.7 (
þ0.8
−0.7
þ0.2
−0.1) fb 1.3 0.1 fb
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Individual coupling-strength modifiers corresponding to
tree-level Higgs boson couplings to different particles are
introduced as well as two effective coupling-strength
modifiers, κg and κγ, which describe the loop processes
for ggH production and H → γγ decay. This is possible
because BSM particles that might be present in these loops
are not expected to appreciably change the kinematics of
the corresponding process. The gg→ H and H → γγ loop
processes can thus be studied through these effective
coupling-strength modifiers, providing sensitivity to poten-
tial BSM particles in the loops. In contrast, the gg → ZH
process, which occurs at LO through box and triangular
loop diagrams, is always taken into account by resolving
the loop in terms of the corresponding coupling-strength
modifiers (κZ and κt). No decays to particles other than
those predicted in the SM are assumed to take place. These
considerations and the limited sensitivity of the data
available in this analysis lead to introducing two distinct
models.
In the first model, the two parameters κg and κγ
introduced above are tested assuming that all other cou-
plings are as in the SM. The 68% and 95% CL two-
dimensional contours of both effective couplings are shown
in Fig. 18(a) and the best fit values and uncertainties are
κg ¼ 0.76þ0.17−0.14 and κγ ¼ 1.16þ0.14−0.14 .
In a second model, universal coupling-strength modi-
fiers, κF (for all fermions) and κV (for all bosons), are
defined that resolve the gg → H and H → γγ loops:
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FIG. 17. Observed correlations between the measured simplified template cross sections, including both the statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The color indicates the size of the correlation.
TABLE XII. Observed and expected upper limits at 95% CL on the simplified template cross section times the Higgs to diphoton
branching ratio in the BSM sensitive phase space with pjT > 200 GeV. The median expected limits are given for either the case when the
true value of the cross section under study is SM-like (σ ¼ σSM) or zero. The 1σ and 2σ intervals for the expected upper limit
(σ ¼ 0 fb) are also reported.
Measurement Observed Expected Limit (σ ¼ σSM) Expected Limit (σ ¼ 0 fb) þ2σ þ1σ −1σ −2σ
ggH þ qq → Hqq, BSM-like 4.4 fb 4.3 fb 2.7 fb 5.3 fb 3.8 fb 2.0 fb 1.5 fb
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κF ¼ κt ¼ κb ¼ κτ ¼ κμ;
κV ¼ κW ¼ κZ:
The 68% and 95% CL two-dimensional contours of both
parameters are shown in Fig. 18(b) and the best fit values
and uncertainties are κF ¼ 0.64þ0.18−0.14 and κV ¼ 0.92þ0.08−0.07 .
Due to the very limited sensitivity to κb, κτ and κμ, the
shown CLs would not change if these coupling-strength
modifiers would be fixed to the SM expectation.
The SM prediction is found within the 68% CL contour
for the first model and within the 95% CL contour for the
second model.
Finally, a set of three ratios is constructed to probe the
loop vertices (κg, κγ), total width (κH), and the vector and
top couplings (κt and κV respectively): κgγ ¼ κgκγ=κH,
λVg ¼ κV=κg, and λtg ¼ κt=κg. The parameter λtg is allowed
to be negative to exploit the sensitivity to the relative sign
from the tH and gg → ZH processes. The expected and
observed sensitivities to the relative sign are illustrated in
Fig. 19. The bottom quark Yukawa coupling strength is
kept fixed to the top quark Yukawa coupling strength
(λbg ¼ λtg); this contribution is irrelevant to the λtg meas-
urement as there is no sensitivity to bb¯H in the analysis.
All other parameters are assumed to be positive without
losing generality. The inclusion of κH in the parametriza-
tion allows for non-SM decays of the Higgs boson, but this
parameter is not determined directly. The best fit values of
these coupling ratios are summarized in Table XIII.
IX. MEASUREMENT OF FIDUCIAL INTEGRATED
AND DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
The measurement of fiducial integrated and differential
cross sections provides an alternative way to study the pro-
perties of the Higgs boson and to search for physics beyond
the Standard Model. The fiducial volumes are defined to
closely mimic the detector-level photon and object selections
described in Sec. V. This reduces the model-dependence of
the quoted cross sections in contrast to the per production
mode simplified template cross-section measurements of
Sec.VIII B 4.The cross sections aredeterminedbycorrecting
measured signal yields for experimental inefficiencies and
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FIG. 18. Likelihood contours in (a) the ðκg; κγÞ plane, and (b) the ðκV; κFÞ plane, compared to the Standard Model prediction (red star)
for a Higgs boson mass mH ¼ 125.09 GeV. In (a), all coupling-strength modifiers other than κg and κγ are fixed to their SM value. In
(b), the gg → H and H → γγ loops are resolved in terms of two universal coupling-strength modifiers κF and κV , under the assumption
that κV ¼ κW ¼ κZ and κF ¼ κt ¼ κb ¼ κτ ¼ κμ.
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FIG. 19. The profile of negative log-likelihoodΛ of the observed
and expected coupling-strength modifier ratio λtg ¼ κt=κg. The
parameters κgγ and λVg are also profiled within the fit. The
intersections of the solid and dashed curves with the horizontal
dashed line at Λ ¼ 1 and Λ ¼ 4 indicate the 1 and 2σ confidence
intervals of the observed and expected results, respectively.
TABLE XIII. Best-fit values and uncertainties of κgγ , λVg,
and λtg.
Uncertainty
Parameter Result Total Statistical Experimental Theoretical
κgγ 0.90 0.10 (0.09 0.04 þ0.04−0.03)
λVg 1.41 þ0.31−0.26 (
þ0.28
−0.23
þ0.10
−0.07
þ0.04
−0.03)
λtg 0.8 þ0.4−0.6 (
þ0.4
−0.6 0.1 þ0.1−0.0)
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resolution effects, and by taking into account the integrated
luminosity of the data. Rather than separating individual
productionmodes, fiducial regions are defined such that they
are enriched with a given production mode: Fiducial cross
sections are measured in a variety of phase space regions,
sensitive to for instance gluon–gluon fusion Higgs boson
production, vector-boson fusion production, but also to
production of the Higgs boson in association with charged
leptons, top quarks, and neutrinos. Differential and double-
differential cross sections are reported for variables related to
the diphoton kinematics and the jet activity produced in the
Higgs boson events. The observed signal yields are corrected
for detector effects resulting in cross sections measured at the
particle level. The full statistical and systematic correlations
between measured distributions are determined and are
available in HEPDATA along with the central values of the
measured fiducial and differential cross sections to allow
future comparisons and interpretations.
A. Particle-level fiducial definition of the Higgs boson
diphoton cross sections
The fiducial volume at particle level is defined using
particles with a mean lifetime cτ > 10 mm. Only photons
and leptons which do not originate from the decay of
hadrons are considered.7 The two highest-pT photons with
jηj < 2.37—excluding 1.37 < jηj < 1.52—are selected as
the diphoton system. The leading (subleading) photon is
required to satisfy pT=mγγ>0.35ð0.25Þ, wheremγγ ¼mH ¼
125.09GeV. Furthermore, for each photon the scalar
pT -sum of charged particles with pT > 1 GeV within a
cone of ΔR ¼ 0.2 around the photon is required to be less
than 5% of the photon pT. The lepton four-momentum is
defined as the combination of an electron (or muon) and all
nearby photons within ΔR < 0.1 that do not originate from
the decay of a hadron. Muons are required to have pT >
15 GeV and jηj < 2.7. Electrons are required to have
pT > 15 GeV and jηj < 2.47, excluding the region
1.37 < jηj < 1.52, and are rejected if the distance ΔR to
a photon with pT > 15 GeV is less than 0.4. Jets are
reconstructed from all particles, excluding muons and
neutrinos, using the anti-kt algorithm with a radius param-
eter of 0.4. Unless stated otherwise, jets are required to have
pT > 30 GeV, jyj < 4.4 and to be well separated from
photons with pT > 15 GeV (ΔR > 0.4) and electrons
(ΔR > 0.2). The acceptance for the VBF-enhanced fiducial
region (introduced in Sec. IX B) is increased by loosening
the pT cut to 25 GeV. Jets are considered to originate from a
b-hadron if there is a b-hadron with pT > 5 GeV within a
cone of size ΔR ¼ 0.4 around the jet.
The missing transverse momentum is defined as the
vector sum of neutrino transverse momenta, for neutrinos
that do not originate from the decay of a hadron. The
particle-level fiducial definition is summarized inTableXIV.
B. Fiducial integrated and differential cross sections
The cross section (σi) in a fiducial integrated region, and
the differential cross section (dσi=dx) in a bin of variable x,
are given by
σi ¼
Nsigi
ci
R
Ldt
and
dσi
dx
¼ N
sig
i
ciΔxi
R
Ldt
;
where Nsigi is the number of signal events as introduced in
Sec. VI C,
R
Ldt is the integrated luminosity of the data set,
ci is a correction factor that accounts for detector ineffi-
ciency and resolution, and Δxi is the bin width. The
correction factors are determined using the simulated
samples discussed in Sec. IV. This bin-by-bin method
TABLE XIV. Summary of the particle-level definitions of the five fiducial integrated regions described in the text. The photon
isolation piso;0.2T is defined analogously to the reconstructed-level track isolation as the transverse momentum of the system of charged
particles within ΔR < 0.2 of the photon.
Objects Definition
Photons jηj < 1.37 or 1.52 < jηj < 2.37, piso;0.2T =pγT < 0.05
Jets anti-kt, R ¼ 0.4, pT > 30 GeV, jyj < 4.4
Leptons, l e or μ, pT > 15 GeV, jηj < 2.47 for e (excluding 1.37 < jηj < 1.52) and jηj < 2.7 for μ
Fiducial region Definition
Diphoton fiducial Nγ ≥ 2, p
γ1
T > 0.35mγγ ¼ 43.8 GeV, pγ2T > 0.25mγγ ¼ 31.3 GeV
VBF-enhanced Diphoton fiducial, Nj ≥ 2 with p
jet
T > 25 GeV,
mjj > 400 GeV, jΔyjjj > 2.8, jΔϕγγ;jjj > 2.6
Nlepton ≥ 1 Diphoton fiducial, Nl ≥ 1
High EmissT Diphoton fiducial, E
miss
T > 80 GeV, p
γγ
T > 80 GeV
tt¯H-enhanced Diphoton fiducial, (Nj ≥ 4, Nb-jets ≥ 1) or (Nj ≥ 3, Nb-jets ≥ 1, Nl ≥ 1)
7Leptons originating from the decay of τ leptons are only
considered if the τ lepton itself did not originate from the decay of
hadrons.
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showed similar performance to that of the non-regularized
inversion of the full migration matrix and of regularized
methods [112–114] within the current statistical accuracy
and systematic uncertainties.
The correction factor is 0.75 0.03 in the diphoton
fiducial region, defined to unfold all signal events to the
fiducial definition of Sec. IX A, which is dominated by the
photon identification and isolation efficiency. The correc-
tion factor also accounts for migrations caused by detector
energy resolution and migration in and out of the fiducial
phase space due to detector effects. In addition, the
correction factor removes a small fraction (0.5% for the
diphoton fiducial region) of reconstructed H → ffγ Dalitz
decays.8
The correction factor is different in fiducial regions
defined by associated jet activity, for example, taking
values of 0.66 and 0.87 for the tt¯H and VBF fiducial
regions defined in the next section, respectively. For the
diphoton fiducial region the uncertainty in the correction
factor is dominated by the theoretical modeling uncertainty.
For the tt¯H and VBF fiducial regions the uncertainties in
the correction factors are dominated by uncertainties
associated with the knowledge of the jet energy scale
and energy resolution, as well as the theoretical modeling.
A more complete breakdown is given in Sec. IX E 6 and
Table XVI.
The measured differential cross sections in different
observables are partially statistically correlated, since they
correspond to the same data set in a given fiducial region.
These correlations are obtained using a random sampling
with replacement method on the detector-level data, often
referred to as “bootstrapping” [115]. Bootstrapped event
samples are constructed from the data by assigning each
event a weight pulled from a Poisson distribution with unit
mean. All measured differential distributions are then
reconstructed using the weighted events, and the signal
yields in each bin of a differential distribution are deter-
mined using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit of the
diphoton invariant mass spectrum. The procedure is
repeated with statistically independent weights and the
correlation between two bins of different distributions is
determined from the obtained cross sections. Figure 20
shows as an illustration the determined correlations
between pγγT , Njet, mjj, jΔϕjjj, and pj1T : the lowest pγγT
bin, reconstructing events with a Higgs boson pT between
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FIG. 20. The observed statistical correlations between pγγT , Njet, mjj, jΔϕjjj, and pj1T are shown. These correlations were determined
from an ensemble of 100,000 bootstrapped data sets which are each reanalyzed using an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit of the
diphoton invariant mass spectrum to extract the correlations.
8Here f denotes any fermion but the top quark.
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0 and 20 GeV, is highly correlated with the zero-jet bin.
The lowest pj1T bin, reconstructing events with a jet pT
between 30 and 55 GeV, is strongly correlated with the
one-jet bin. And the lowest mjj bin, reconstructing events
with at least two jets and a dijet mass between 0 and
170 GeV, is strongly correlated with the two jet bin. The
systematic correlations are obtained by fully correlating
identical error sources described in Sec. VII across bins
and observables to construct the corresponding systematic
covariance matrix. Knowledge of these correlations
allows to simultaneously analyze all fiducial regions,
differential and double differential cross sections. This
is illustrated later in Sec. IX E 8 with a simultaneous fit of
the shown five variables of Fig. 20 to set limits on new
physics contributions.
C. Measurements of cross sections of fiducial
integrated regions
Cross sections in five fiducial integrated regions are
measured that target either specific Higgs boson production
mechanisms or are sensitive to the presence of physics
beyond the Standard Model. The selection criteria defining
these regions are summarized in Table XIV and a descrip-
tion of each region follows:
(1) Diphoton fiducial: This region unfolds all signal
events after the selection presented in Section V.
(2) VBF-enhanced: This region retains all events with at
least two jets and with an invariant dijet mass mjj
of at least 400 GeV, a large rapidity separation
jΔyjjj > 2.8, and an azimuthal difference between
the Higgs boson and the dijet pair of jΔϕγγ;jjj > 2.6.
All variables are computed using the two highest-pT
jets in the event with pT > 25 GeV with matching
detector-level cuts.
(3) Nlepton ≥ 1: This region retains events that contain
at least one electron or one muon with pT>15GeV.
For electrons the pseudo-rapidity needs to satisfy
jηj < 2.47 (excluding 1.37 < jηj < 1.52) and for
muons jηj < 2.7 is required. Such events are enriched
in Higgs bosons produced in association with a
vector boson.
(4) High EmissT : This region retains events with missing
transverse momentum EmissT > 80 GeV and p
γγ
T >
80 GeV is defined to study VH production and
possible contributions of Higgs boson production
with dark matter particles. The simultaneous require-
ment that the Higgs boson system balances the
missing transverse momentum reduces the fraction
of selected events at detector level without particle-
level EmissT > 80 GeV.
(5) tt¯H-enhanced: This region retains events with either
at least one lepton and three jets or no leptons and four
jets to study Higgs boson production in association
with top quarks. In addition, one of the jets needs to be
identified as originating from a bottom quark.
The expected composition of Higgs boson events in the
Standard Model after reconstruction and at particle level is
summarized in Fig. 21. At particle level the VBF-enhanced
fiducial region contains about 65% VBF and 32% ggH
events. The particle-level Nlepton ≥ 1 region is dominated
by WH (47%), tt¯H (37%), and ZH (13%) production. The
particle-level high EmissT region is populated by about equal
amounts of WH, ZH, and tt¯H (32%, 30%, and 35%).
Finally, the particle-level tt¯H-enhanced region contains
about 80% tt¯H events.
The fitted invariant mass spectra for all regions are
shown in Figs. 22 and 23. The results of signal-plus-
background fits to these spectra is shown, displaying both
the total sum and the background-only component as
well as the residuals between the data and the background.
In the diphoton fiducial region, the Higgs boson signal is
clearly visible on the falling nonresonant background. In
total, 1491 248ðstatÞ  64ðsystÞ Higgs boson signal
events are extracted. Clear evidence for Higgs boson
production is observed in the VBF-enhanced region with
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FIG. 21. The expected composition of Higgs boson events in
each fiducial region (a) after the reconstruction and (b) at particle-
level. Details about the reconstruction can be found in Sec. Vand
the definition of the particle-level fiducial volume is given in
Sec. IX A.
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117 26ðstatÞ  4ðsystÞ signal events, corresponding to an
observed significance of 4.2 standard deviations.
The remaining three regions all show positive signal
yields with large, predominantly statistical, uncertainties:
14 11, 19 11, 6 15 for the Nlepton ≥ 1, high EmissT ,
and tt¯H-enhanced fiducial regions, respectively, and the
error corresponds to the sum of the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties.
The cross section for pp → H → γγ measured in the
diphoton fiducial region is
σfid ¼ 55 9ðstatÞ  4ðexpÞ  0.1ðtheoÞ fb;
which is to be compared with the Standard Model pre-
diction of 64 2 fb. The gluon–gluon fusion contribution
to the Standard Model prediction and its uncertainty are
taken to be the N3LO QCD and NLO EW prediction of
Refs. [7,24,31–34] corrected for the H → γγ branching
ratio and the fiducial acceptance. The fiducial acceptance is
defined using the POWHEG NNLOPS prediction for gluon–
gluon fusion [23]. The contributions to the Standard Model
prediction from the VBF, VH, bb¯H, and tt¯H production
mechanisms are determined using the particle-level pre-
dictions normalized with theoretical calculations as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV, and are collectively referred to as XH.
The measured cross section is compatible with the Standard
Model prediction and the observed ggH coupling strength
measured in Sec. VIII, as the diphoton fiducial region is
dominated by gluon–gluon fusion production.
The cross section of the VBF-enhanced region is
measured to be
σVBF−enhanced ¼ 3.7 0.8ðstatÞ  0.5ðexpÞ  0.2ðtheoÞ fb;
which is to be compared with the Standard Model pre-
diction of 2.3 0.1 fb. The gluon–gluon fusion part of the
SM prediction is constructed from the POWHEG NNLOPS
prediction for gluon–gluon fusion normalized with the
N3LO in QCD and NLO EW prediction of Refs. [7,24,
31–34]. This prediction is labeled as “default MC” in the
following and includes all theory uncertainties related to
gluon–gluon fusion as discussed in Sec. VII C.
For the Nlepton ≥ 1, high EmissT , and tt¯H-enhanced fidu-
cial regions, limits on the cross sections are reported at
the 95% CL.9
Figure 24 and Table XV summarize measured cross
sections of the fiducial regions and limits, and compare
both to the Standard Model expectations, constructed as
outlined above. The POWHEG NNLOPS prediction, without
any additional corrections, is also shown. The uncertainty
band is estimated using a set of scale variations and
includes PDF uncertainties from eigenvector variations.
The Standard Model predictions of all fiducial regions
are in agreement with the corresponding measured cross
sections.
D. Measurements of cross sections of inclusive
and exclusive jet multiplicities
The production of Higgs bosons in association with jets
is sensitive to the theoretical modeling in QCD and to the
contribution of different Higgs boson production mecha-
nisms. In the SM, events with zero or one jet are dominated
by gluon–gluon fusion production. In events with two jets
the contributions from VBF and VH production modes
become more important. Higgs boson production in asso-
ciation with top quarks (tt¯H) can be probed in events with
the highest jet multiplicities. In BSM scenarios, the jet
multiplicity distribution is sensitive to new heavy particles
coupling to the Higgs boson and vector bosons. For the
measurements presented here, jet multiplicity bins with
zero, one, two, and at least three jets with pT larger than
30 GeV and absolute rapidity jyj < 4.4 are defined. In
addition, jet multiplicity bins with a pT larger than 50 GeV
are defined for zero, one, or at least two jets. The measured
cross sections are compared to a range of predictions of
gluon–gluon fusion production:
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9The quoted CL values were obtained using the unfolded
cross sections and their corresponding uncertainties assuming
Gaussian errors.
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(i) The parton-level N3LO QCD and NLO EW pre-
diction of Refs. [7,24,31–34]. This prediction is
shown for the inclusive zero-jet cross section.
(ii) The parton-level JVEþ N3LO prediction of
Ref. [116], which includes NNLL resummation in
QCD of the pT of the leading jet which is matched to
the N3LO total cross section. This prediction is
shown for the inclusive one-jet cross section.
(iii) The parton-level STWZ-BLPTW predictions of
Refs. [99,101], which include NNLL0 þ NNLO re-
summation for the pT of the leading jet in QCD,
combined with a NLL0 þ NLO resummation in QCD
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FIG. 23. Diphoton invariant mass mγγ spectra observed in the 2015 and 2016 data at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV for events in the (a) VBF-
enhanced, (b) Nlepton ≥ 1, (c) high EmissT , and (d) tt¯H-enhanced fiducial regions. The solid red curve shows the fitted signal-plus-
background model when the Higgs boson mass is constrained to be 125.09 0.24 GeV. The background component of the fit is shown
with the dotted blue curve. The signal component of the fit is shown with the solid black curve. The bottom plot shows the residuals
between the data and the background component of the fitted model.
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for the subleading jet.10 The numerical predictions forﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV are taken from Ref. [7]. This predic-
tion is shown for the inclusive zero-, one- and two-jet
cross sections as well as for the exclusive zero- and
one-jet cross sections.
(iv) The parton-level NNLOJET prediction of
Refs. [117,118] is a fixed-order NNLO prediction
in QCD for inclusive H þ one-jet production. This
prediction is shown for the inclusive one-, two-jet,
and three-jet cross sections aswell as for the exclusive
one- and two-jet cross sections.
(v) The parton-level GOSAM prediction of Refs. [119,
120], which provides the fixed-order loop
contributions accurate at NLO in QCD in the in-
clusive H þ zero-jet, H þ one-jet, H þ two-jet, and
H þ three-jet regions. The real-emission contribu-
tions at fixed order in QCD are provided by SHERPA
[64]. This prediction is shown for the inclusive one-,
two-jet, and three-jet cross sections as well as for the
exclusive one- and two-jet cross sections.
(vi) The default MC prediction (POWHEG NNLOPS nor-
malized with the N3LO in QCD and NLO EW cross
section) introduced in Sec. IX C. This prediction is
shown for all measured inclusive and exclusive jet
cross sections.
(vii) The POWHEG NNLOPS prediction which is already
described in Sec. IV. This prediction is shown for all
measured inclusive and exclusive jet cross sections.
(viii) TheSHERPA (MEPS@NLO) prediction ofRefs. [64,65,
120–129] is accurate to NLO in QCD in the inclusive
Hþzero-jet,Hþone-jet,Hþtwo-jet, andH þ three-
jet regions and includes top-quark mass effects. The
one-loop corrections are incorporated from GoSam
[119,120] and the different jet multiplicity regions are
merged using the MEPS@NLO multijet merging
technique. This prediction is shown for all measured
inclusive and exclusive jet cross sections.
(ix) The MG5_AMC@NLO prediction of Refs. [46,105],
which includes up to two jets at NLO accuracy using
the FXFX merging scheme [106]. The central merg-
ing scale is taken to be 30 GeV. The generated events
are passed to PYTHIA8 [29] to provide parton
showering and hadronization to create the full final
state (without underlying event). This prediction is
shown for all measured inclusive and exclusive jet
cross sections.
All predictions but NNLOJET and SHERPA (MEPS@NLO)
use the NNLO PDF set following the PDF4LHC15 recom-
mendations. The NNLOJET prediction uses the CT14 NNLO
PDF set [130] and SHERPA (MEPS@NLO) uses the NNPDF3.0
PDF set [47]. GOSAM, SHERPA (MEPS@NLO), and NNLOJET
apply the kinematic selection on the final-state photons. For
all other predictions, the fiducial acceptance is determined
using POWHEG NNLOPS. The cross sections of all parton-
level predictions are multiplied with isolation correction
factors to account for the efficiency of the fiducial photon
isolation criterion. The additional uncertainties in the iso-
lation correction are determined by studying multiple event
generators and/or event generator tunes, and are included in
the uncertainty bands of the parton-level predictions. No
correction factors nor additional uncertainties to account for
the impact of hadronization and the underlying event activity
are applied, so the theory uncertainties in the parton-level
predictions may be incomplete, but example values for
such corrections and their uncertainties can be found in
Table XXIV in Appendix D. All other acceptance and
correction factors along with their associated uncertainties
can also be found in Appendix D.
No K-factors are applied to the predictions and the
contributions from XH are also included in the comparison
using the corresponding generators and cross sections
described in Section IV.
Figure 25(a) shows exclusive and inclusive zero-, one-
and two-jet cross sections and the inclusive three-jet cross
section for jets defined with pT > 30 GeV. Figure 25(b)
shows the exclusive zero- and one- and the inclusive two-jet
cross section with pT > 50 GeV. The measured cross
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XHLO + 3N
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bbH+ttH+VH = VBF+XH
FIG. 24. The measured cross sections or cross-section upper
limits of the diphoton, VBF-enhanced, Nlepton ≥ 1, high EmissT ,
and tt¯H-enhanced fiducial regions are shown. The intervals on
the vertical axis each represent one of these fiducial regions. The
data are shown as filled (black) circles. The error bar on each
measured cross section represents the total uncertainty in the
measurement, with the systematic uncertainty shown as a dark
gray rectangle. Each cross section limit is shown at the 95% con-
fidence level. The measured cross sections are compared to a
range of predictions and a detailed description of each prediction
can be found in the text. All comparisons include the SM
predictions arising from VBF, VH, tt¯H, and bb¯H, which are
collectively labeled as XH.
10The prime indicates that the leading contributions from
N3LL (resp. NNLL) are included along with the full NNLL
(resp. NLL) corrections.
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sections are in agreement with the Standard Model pre-
dictions, although there is a 1.5σ deficit in the Njet ¼ 0
cross section for jets defined with pT > 30 GeV. As shown
in Fig. 20, there is a sizeable positive correlation between
zero-jet and low-pγγT events, and a similar deficit is
observed there (cf. Sec. IX E 1).
E. Measurements of differential and
double-differential cross sections
Eleven fiducial differential cross sections are measured
that characterize the Higgs boson production kinematics,
the kinematics of jets produced in association with the
Higgs boson, the spin and CP quantum numbers of the
Higgs boson and variables sensitive to the VBF production
mechanism. In addition, two double-differential cross
sections are reported. The measurement of seven additional
variables can be found in Appendix C.
1. Measurements of cross sections probing
the Higgs boson production kinematics
Measuring the transverse momentum of the diphoton
system, pγγT , probes the perturbative QCD modeling of the
ggH production mechanism which is mildly sensitive to
the bottom- and charm-quark Yukawa couplings [12]. The
distribution at high transverse momentum is sensitive to
new heavy particles coupling to the Higgs boson and to the
top-quark Yukawa coupling. The rapidity distribution of the
diphoton system, jyγγj, is also sensitive to the modeling of
the ggH production mechanism. The differential cross
sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of pγγT and jyγγj
are shown in Fig. 26. The chosen bin widths are a
compromise between retaining a sufficiently significant
signal and providing spectra with good granularity. Each
bin is chosen such that it retains an expected significance
of at least two standard deviations, estimated using the
POWHEG NNLOPS and additional predictions described in
Sec. IV as well as using a fit to mγγ sidebands. The
measurements are compared to several predictions of
gluon–gluon fusion:
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FIG. 25. Cross sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of
inclusive and exclusive jet multiplicities for jets with
(a) pT > 30 GeV and (b) pT > 50 GeV. The data are shown
as filled (black) circles. The vertical error bar on each data point
represents the total uncertainty in the measured cross section and
the shaded (gray) band is the systematic component. The
measured differential cross sections are compared to a range
of predictions and details can be found in the text. The width of
the bands of each prediction reflects the total theoretical un-
certainty. The small contribution from VBF, VH, tt¯H, and bb¯H is
also shown as a (green) histogram and denoted by XH.
TABLE XV. The measured cross sections in the diphoton, VBF-enhanced, Nlepton ≥ 1, high EmissT , and tt¯H-enhanced fiducial regions.
The gluon–gluon fusion contribution to the Standard Model prediction of the diphoton fiducial region is taken to be the N3LO prediction
of Refs. [7,24,31–34] corrected for the H → γγ branching ratio and the fiducial acceptance. The gluon–gluon fusion contribution to the
Standard Model for all the other regions is taken from the POWHEG NNLOPS prediction normalized with the N3LO prediction and
includes all theory uncertainties related to gluon–gluon fusion as discussed in Sec. VII C. The contributions to the Standard Model
prediction from VBF, VH tt¯H and bb¯H production mechanisms are determined using the particle-level predictions described in Sec. IV
normalized with theoretical calculations.
Fiducial region Measured cross section SM prediction
Diphoton fiducial 55 9ðstatÞ  4ðexpÞ  0.1ðtheoÞ fb 64 2 fb [N3LOþ XH]
VBF-enhanced 3.7 0.8ðstatÞ  0.5ðexpÞ  0.2ðtheoÞ fb 2.3 0.1 fb [default MC + XH]
Nlepton ≥ 1 ≤1.39 fb 95% CL 0.57 0.03 fb [default MCþ XH]
High EmissT ≤1.00 fb 95% CL 0.30 0.02 fb [default MCþ XH]
tt¯H-enhanced ≤1.27 fb 95% CL 0.55 0.06 fb [default MCþ XH]
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(i) The default MC prediction (POWHEG NNLOPS nor-
malized with the N3LO in QCD and NLO EW cross
section) introduced in Sec. IX C.
(ii) HRES [131,132], which provides predictions at
NNLO with pHT resummation at NNLL and differ-
entially in pγγT . Finite top-, bottom-, and charm-
quark masses are included at NLO accuracy. The
renormalization and factorization scales are chosen
to be 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m2H þ ðpHT Þ2
p
, and the two resummation
scales are chosen to be mH=2 and 2mb.
(iii) RADISH+NNLOJET [133], which provides predictions
using a pHT resummation to NNLL and matching
to the one-jet NNLO differential spectrum from
NNLOJET [117,118]. The shown pγγT RADISH+NNLO-
JET prediction does include corrections from the
finite top and bottom quark masses.
(iv) SCETLIB+MCFM8 which provides predictions at
NNLOþ NNLL0φ accuracy derived by applying a
resummation of the virtual corrections to the gluon
form factor [134,135] and differentially in jyγγj and
j cos θj.11 The underlying NNLO predictions are
obtained using MCFM8 with zero-jettiness subtrac-
tions [136,137].
No additional K-factors are applied to the predic-
tions, which all use the NNLO PDF set following the
PDF4LHC15 recommendations, and the fiducial acceptance
for RADISH+NNLOJET is determined using POWHEG NNLOPS.
The SCETLIB+MCFM8 and HRES predictions include the
kinematic acceptance and are corrected and apply correction
factors accounting for the photon isolation efficiency as
described in Sec. IXD. As also mentioned in Sec. IXD, no
correction factors to account for the impact of hadronization
and the underlying-event activity are used. The SM pre-
diction shows a slight excess at low transverse momentum
and low rapidity, and shows a slight deficit at large transverse
momentum. The slightly harder Higgs boson transverse
momentum shown in Fig. 26 is consistent with the ATLAS
Run 1 measurements in both the H → γγ and H → ZZ →
4l decay channels [9,138] and the measured zero-jet cross
section. The Standard Model prediction is in agreement with
the measured distributions.
2. Measurements of cross sections probing
the jet kinematics
The transverse momentum and absolute rapidity of the
leading jet, pj1T and jyj1 j, as well as the transverse
momentum and absolute rapidity of the subleading jet,
pj2T and jyj2 j, are sensitive to the theoretical modeling and to
the relative contributions of the different Higgs boson
production mechanisms. The transverse momentum distri-
bution of the leading jet probes the emission of energetic
quarks and gluons. In events with two jets, the contributions
of VBF and VH productions become more important. The
differential cross sections forpp→ H → γγ as a function of
pj1T , jyj1 j, pj2T , and jyj2 j are shown in Fig. 27. The chosen bin
widths are a compromise between keeping migrations
between bins small whilst retaining enough statistical power
to measure the differential spectra. The measured pj1T
spectrum shown in Fig. 27(a) is compared to the default
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FIG. 26. The differential cross sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of (a) pγγT and (b) jyγγj are shown and compared to the SM
expectations.
11The subscript φ refers to the fact that the applied resumma-
tion is to the gluon form factor.
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MC prediction as introduced in the previous section as
well as to the NNLOJET and SCETLIB(STWZ) [99,135] pre-
dictions. Both the NNLOJET and SCETLIB predictions are
corrected using isolation correction factors to account for the
impact of the isolation efficiency. In addition, the NNLOJET
prediction is corrected for the kinematic acceptance and the
uncertainties in these corrections is included in the uncer-
tainty bands of both NNLOJET and SCETLIB. The first bin of
the leading jetpT spectrum represents zero-jet events that do
not contain any jet with pT > 30 GeV. The predicted pT
distributions slightly exceed the measured distribution at
low transverse momentum and all show a slight deficit at
large transverse momentum. Both are compatible with the
observed slightly harder Higgs boson transversemomentum
distribution. The measured jyj1 j distribution shown in
Fig. 27(b) is compared to the default MC and the
NNLOJET predictions: Both show a slight excess at low
rapidity. In Fig. 27(c) the measured subleading jet pT
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FIG. 27. The differential cross sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of (a) pj1T , (b) jyj1 j, (c) pj2T , and (d) jyj2 j are shown and
compared to the SM expectations. The data and theoretical predictions are presented in the same way as in Fig. 26. In addition, the
NNLOJET and SCETLIB(STWZ) predictions, the NNLOJET prediction, and the SHERPA (MEPS@NLO) and GOSAM predictions, described in
the text, are displayed in (a), (b) and (c+d), respectively.
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distribution is shown. The first bin of pj2T represents one-jet
events that do not contain two or more jets with
pT > 30 GeV. The measured distribution is compared to
the default MC, SHERPA (MEPS@NLO), and GOSAM pre-
dictions, as introduced in Section IX D. Finally, in Fig. 27(d)
the subleading jet rapidity distribution, jyj2 j, is shown and
compared to the expectation from the default MC, SHERPA
(MEPS@NLO), andGOSAMpredictions. The SMpredictions
are in agreement with the measured distributions and no
significant deviations are seen.
3. Measurements of cross sections probing spin and CP
The absolute value of the cosine of the angle between the
beam axis and the photons in the Collins–Soper frame [11]
of the Higgs boson, j cos θj, can be used to study the spin
of the Higgs boson. The azimuthal angle between the two
leading jets,Δϕjj,
12 in events containing two or more jets is
sensitive to the charge conjugation and parity properties of
the Higgs boson interactions with gluons and weak bosons
in the gluon–gluon fusion and the VBF production chan-
nels, respectively [139–142].
The differential cross sections for pp→ H → γγ as a
function of j cos θj and Δϕjj are shown in Fig. 28. For a
scalar particle j cos θj, shows a strong drop around 0.6 due
to the fiducial requirement on the photon system, whereas
for a spin-2 particle, an enhancement would be present in
precisely this region. The charge conjugation and parity
properties of the Higgs boson are encoded in the azimuthal
angle between the jets: For example, in gluon–gluon
fusion, its distribution for a CP-even coupling has a dip
at  π
2
and present peaks at 0 and π, whereas for a purely
CP-odd coupling it would present as peaks at  π
2
and dips
at 0 and π. For VBF the SM prediction for Δϕjj is
approximately constant with a slight rise towards
Δϕjj ¼ π. Any additional anomalous CP-even or CP-
odd contribution to the interaction between the Higgs
boson and weak bosons would manifest itself as an addi-
tional oscillatory component, and any interference between
the SM and anomalous couplings can produce distributions
peaked at either Δϕjj ¼ 0 or Δϕjj ¼ π [139,141,142].
The shape of the distribution is therefore sensitive to the
relative contribution of gluon–gluon fusion and vector-
boson fusion, as well as to the tensor structure of the
interactions between the Higgs boson and gluons or weak
bosons. This is exploited in Sec. IX E 8 to set limits on
new physics contributions. To quantify the structure of the
azimuthal angle between the two jets, a ratio is defined as
AjΔϕjjj ¼
σðjΔϕjjj< π3Þ−σðπ3< jΔϕjjj< 2π3 ÞþσðjΔϕjjj> 2π3 Þ
σðjΔϕjjj< π3Þþσðπ3< jΔϕjjj< 2π3 ÞþσðjΔϕjjj> 2π3 Þ
;
which is motivated by a similar ratio presented in
Ref. [141]. The measured ratio in data as determined by
measuring jΔϕjjj in three bins is
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FIG. 28. The differential cross sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of (a) j cos θj and (b)Δϕjj are shown and compared to the SM
expectations. The data and theoretical predictions are presented in the same way as in Fig. 26. In addition, the SCETLIB+MCFM8
prediction and the SHERPA (MEPS@NLO) and GOSAM predictions, described in the text, are displayed in (a) and (b), respectively.
12To preserve the sign information, the azimuthal angles of the
jets are ordered according to the jet with the highest rapidity. This
definition of Δϕjj is invariant under a redefinition of the ordering
by choosing the opposite beam axis, as explained in Ref. [139].
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AmeasjΔϕjjj ¼ 0.45
þ0.18
−0.24ðstatÞþ0.10−0.11ðsystÞ:
This value can be compared to the SM prediction
from the default MC simulation. The predicted value is
ASMjΔϕjjj ¼ 0.44 0.01, consistent with the measured ratio.
In summary, the measured j cos θj and Δϕjj distribu-
tions are consistent with Standard Model predictions for a
CP-even scalar particle.
4. Cross sections probing the VBF production mode
The distribution of the dijet rapidity separation, jΔyjjj,
the azimuthal angle between the dijet and diphoton
systems, jΔϕγγ;jjj, and the invariant mass of the leading
and subleading jets,mjj for events with two or more jets are
sensitive to the differences between the gluon–gluon fusion
and VBF production mechanisms. In vector-boson fusion,
the t-channel exchange of aW=Z boson typically results in
two moderate-pT jets that are well separated in rapidity.
Furthermore, quark/gluon radiation in the rapidity interval
between the two jets is suppressed in the VBF process
when compared to the gluon–gluon fusion process, because
there is no color flow between the two jets. The jΔϕγγ;jjj
distribution for VBF production is therefore expected to be
steeper and more peaked towards jΔϕγγ;jjj ¼ π than for
gluon–gluon fusion.
The differential cross sections for pp→ H → γγ as a
function of jΔyjjj, jΔϕγγ;jjj, and mjj are shown for events
with at least two jets with pT > 30 GeV in Fig. 29. These
variables are used to discriminate between gluon–gluon
fusion and the VBF production of the Higgs boson and
enter the multivariate classifier introduced in Sec. VIII A 4
that defines the categories used for the simplified template
cross-section and coupling measurements. The measured
distributions are in agreement to the default MC, SHERPA
(MEPS@NLO), and the GOSAM predictions. The accuracy
of the fixed-order parton-level prediction from GOSAM
breaks down in the lowest bin of π − jΔϕγγ;jjj and the
measured cross section moderately exceeds the SM pre-
dictions at high mjj values.
5. Double-differential cross sections
The double-differential cross section for pp→ H → γγ
as a function of pγγT and Njet, for jets with pT > 30 GeV,
and pγγT and j cos θj are shown in Fig. 30. These cross
sections are sensitive to the modeling of the Higgs boson
kinematic, its production mechanisms, and its spin-CP
properties. Both double-differential cross sections are in
agreement with the Standard Model expectation.
6. Impact of systematic uncertainties on results
A summary of the uncertainties in the measured cross
sections of the fiducial regions are shown in Table XVI.
As an example concerning the differential measurements, a
breakdown of the systematic uncertainties in the differential
cross sections as a function of pγγT and Njet is shown in
Fig. 31. The measurements are dominated by the statistical
uncertainties. For the systematic uncertainties, the uncer-
tainty in the fitted signal yield, due to the background
modeling and the photon energy resolution, is typically
more important than the uncertainty in the correction factor
due to the theoretical modeling. The jet energy scale and
resolution uncertainties become increasingly important for
high-jet multiplicities and in the tt¯H- and VBF-enhanced
phase space.
7. Compatibility of measured distributions
with the Standard Model
The compatibility between the measured distributions
and the Standard Model is tested by comparing the first
and second moments of the measured distributions.
Figure 32 shows the first and second moments (mean
and RMS) of the distributions and compares them to the
moments of the default MC prediction, as calculated from
the measured and predicted cross-section bins. The theory
uncertainties are constructed as outlined in Sec. VII C.
The measured Higgs boson transverse momentum has
somewhat higher first and second moments than the
Standard Model prediction, which is consistent with
the previous observations [9,138]. The leading-jet pT
spectrum shows the same feature. In addition a χ2 test is
carried out for all distributions reported in Sec. IX: The
resulting p-values are reported in Table XVII, which
confirms that within the current uncertainties the data are
in agreement with the SM predictions.
8. Search for anomalous Higgs-boson interactions
using an effective field theory approach
The strength and tensor structure of the Higgs-boson
interactions can be investigated using an effective field
theory approach, which introduces additional CP-even and
CP-odd interactions that change the event rates and the
kinematic properties of the Higgs boson and associated jet
spectra from those in the Standard Model. The parameters
of the effective field theory are probed using a fit to five of
the most relevant differential cross sections. The effective
Lagrangian of Ref. [143] is used which adds dimension-six
operators of the strongly interacting light Higgs formu-
lation [13] to the Standard Model interactions. TheH → γγ
differential cross sections are mainly sensitive to the
operators that affect the Higgs boson interactions with
gauge bosons and the relevant terms in the Lagrangian can
be specified by
Leff ¼ c¯gOg þ c¯HWOHW þ c¯HBOHB
þ c˜gO˜g þ c˜HWO˜HW þ c˜HBO˜HB;
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where c¯i and c˜i are dimensionless Wilson coefficients
specifying the strength of the new CP-even and CP-odd
interactions, respectively, and the dimension-six operatorsOi
and O˜i are those described inRefs. [143,144]. In the SM, all of
the Wilson coefficients are equal to zero. The Og and O˜g
operators introduce new interactions between theHiggs boson
and two gluons and can be probed through the gluon–gluon
fusion Higgs production mechanism. The OHW and O˜HW
operators introduce newHWW,HZZ, andHZγ interactions.
TheHZZ andHZγ interactions are also impacted byOHB and
O˜HB. The OHW , O˜HW , OHB, and O˜HB operators can be
probed through vector-boson fusion and associated produc-
tion. Other operators in the full effective Lagrangian of
Ref. [143] can also modify Higgs-boson interactions but
are not considered here due to the lack of sensitivity of the
H → γγ decay channel. Combinations of some of the CP-
even operators have been constrained using global fits to
experimental data from LEP and the LHC [143,145,146].
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FIG. 29. The differential cross sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of (a) jΔyjjj, (b) π − jΔϕγγ;jjj, and (c) mjj are shown and
compared to the SM expectations. The data and theoretical predictions are presented in the same way as in Fig. 26. In addition, the
SHERPA (MEPS@NLO) and GOSAM predictions are shown for all three cross sections.
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The effective Lagrangian has been implemented in
FEYNRULES [144].13 Parton-level event samples are pro-
duced for specific values of Wilson coefficients by interfac-
ing the universal file output from FEYNRULES to the
MG5_AMC@NLO event generator [46]. Higgs bosons are
produced via gluon–gluon fusion with up to two additional
partons in the final state using leading-ordermatrix elements.
The generated events are passed to PYTHIA8 [29] to
provide parton showering, hadronization and underlying
event and the zero-, one- and two-parton events are merged
using the MLM matching scheme [148] to create the full
final state. Event samples containing a Higgs boson
produced either in association with a vector boson or via
vector-boson fusion are produced using leading-order
matrix elements and passed through the PYTHIA8 generator.
For each production mode, the Higgs boson mass is set to
125 GeV and events are generated using the NNPDF2.3LO
PDF set [47] and the A14 parameter set [48]. All other
Higgs boson production modes are assumed to occur as
predicted by the SM.
Event samples are produced for different values of a given
Wilson coefficient. The particle-level differential cross
sections are produced using RIVET [149]. The PROFESSOR
method [150] is used to interpolate between these samples,
for each bin of each distribution, to provide a parameter-
ization of the effective Lagrangian prediction. The para-
metrization function is determined using 11 samples when
studying a singleWilson coefficient, whereas 25 samples are
usedwhen studying twoWilson coefficients simultaneously.
As theWilson coefficients enter the effectiveLagrangian in a
linear fashion, second-order polynomials are used to predict
the cross sections in each bin. The method was validated by
comparing the differential cross sections obtained with the
parameterization function to the predictions obtained with
dedicated event samples generated at the specific point in
parameter space.
The model implemented in FeynRules fixes the Higgs
boson width to be that of the SM, ΓH ¼ 4.07 MeV [17].
The cross sections are scaled by ΓH=ðΓH þ ΔΓÞ, where ΔΓ
is the change in partial widths due to a specific choice of
Wilson coefficient. The change in partial widths is deter-
mined for each Higgs coupling using the partial-width
calculator in MG5_AMC@NLO and normalized to reproduce
the SM prediction from HDECAY [18].
The leading-order predictions obtained from
MG5_AMC@NLO are reweighted to account for higher-order
QCD and electroweak corrections to the SM process,
assuming that these corrections factorize from the new
physics effects. The differential cross section as a function
of variable X for a specific choice of Wilson coefficient, ci,
is given by
dσ
dX
¼
X
j

dσj
dX

ref
·

dσj
dX

MG5
ci

dσj
dX

MG5
ci¼0
;
where the summation j is over the different Higgs boson
production mechanisms, “MG5” labels the interpolated
MG5_AMC@NLO prediction and “ref” labels a reference
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FIG. 30. The double-differential cross section for pp → H → γγ as a function of (a) pγγT and Njet, for jets with pT > 30 GeV, and
(b) pγγT and j cos θj separating the two regions of j cos θj < 0.5 and j cos θj > 0.5 from each other. The data and theoretical predictions
are presented in the same way as in Fig. 26.
13The implementation in Ref. [144] involves a redefinition of
the gauge boson propagators that results in unphysical amplitudes
unless certain physical constants are also redefined. The original
implementation did not include the redefinition of these physical
constants. However, the impact of redefining the physical
constants is found to be negligible on the predicted cross sections
across the range of Wilson coefficients studied. The relative
change in the predicted Higgs boson cross sections as functions
of the different Wilson coefficients is also found to agree with that
predicted by the Higgs characterization framework [147], with
less than 2% variation across the parameter ranges studied.
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TABLE XVI. The expected uncertainties, expressed in percent, in the cross sections measured in the diphoton fiducial, VBF-
enhanced, Nlepton ≥ 1, tt¯H-enhanced, and high EmissT regions. The fit systematic uncertainty includes the effect of the photon energy
scale and resolution, and the impact of the background modeling on the signal yield. The theoretical modeling uncertainty is defined as
the envelope of the signal composition, the modeling of Higgs boson transverse momentum and rapidity distribution, and the uncertainty
of parton shower and the underlying event (labeled as “UE/PS”) as described in Sec. VII D.
Uncertainty in fiducial cross section
Source Diphoton VBF-enhanced Nlepton ≥ 1 tt¯H-enhanced High EmissT
Fit (stat.) 17% 22% 72% 176% 53%
Fit (syst.) 6% 9% 27% 138% 13%
Photon energy scale & resolution 4.3% 3.5% 3.1% 10% 4.1%
Background modeling 4.2% 7.8% 26.7% 138% 12.2%
Photon efficiency 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.9%
Jet energy scale/resolution    8.9%    4.5% 6.9%
b-jet flavor tagging          3%   
Lepton selection       0.7% 0.2%   
Pileup 1.1% 2.9% 1.3% 2.5% 2.5%
Theoretical modeling 0.1% 4.5% 4.0% 8.1% 31%
Signal composition 0.1% 4.5% 3.1% 8.1% 25%
Higgs boson pHT & jyHj 0.1% 0.9% 0.2% 0.7% 0.1%
UE=PS    0.3% 0.7% 1.1% 31%
Luminosity 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2% 3.2%
Total 18% 26% 77% 224% 63%
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FIG. 31. The relative size of systematic uncertainties associated with the signal extraction, the correction factors (experimental and
theoretical modeling) and the luminosity on the differential cross sections are shown as a function of (a) pγγTt and (b) Njet. The statistical
uncertainty associated with the signal extraction is also shown as a gray band. For completeness, the relevant components of the
uncertainties in the correction factors are shown as a function of (c) pγγTt and (d) Njet.
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sample for SM Higgs boson production. For the reference
sample the default MC simulation is used.
The measured differential cross sections of pγγT , Njet,mjj,
jΔϕjjj, and pj1T are compared in Fig. 33(a) to the SM
hypothesis and to two non-SM hypotheses, specified by
c¯g ¼ 2 × 10−4 and c¯HW ¼ 0.05, respectively. The new CP-
odd gluon–gluon fusion operator results in a large increase
in rate and the additional CP-even WH operator leads to a
larger number of Higgs boson with sizeable pT and an
increased number of zero-jet events.
The ratios of the expected differential cross sections to the
SMpredictions for some representative values of theWilson
coefficients are shown in Fig. 33(b). The impact of the c¯g and
c˜g coefficients are presented for the gluon–gluon fusion
production: it displays a large change in the overall cross-
section normalization. The c˜g coefficient also changes the
shape of the Δϕjj distribution, which is expected from
consideration of the tensor structure ofCP-even andCP-odd
interactions [139,141]. In contrast, the impact of the c¯HW
and c˜HW coefficients are presented specifically for the
VBFþ VH production channel: one expects large shape
changes in all of the studied distributions and the Δϕjj
distribution is known to discriminate between CP-even and
CP-odd interactions in the VBFproduction channel [140].
Limits on Wilson coefficients are set by constructing a
likelihood function
L¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð2πÞkjCjp exp

−
1
2
ðσ⃗data− σ⃗predÞTC−1ðσ⃗data− σ⃗predÞ

;
where σ⃗data and σ⃗pred are k-dimensional vectors from
the measured and predicted differential cross sections
of the five analyzed observables, C¼CstatþCsystþCtheo
is the k × k total covariance matrix defined by the sum of
the statistical, systematic and theoretical covariances, and
jCj denotes its determinant. The theory covariance is
constructed as outlined in Sec. VII C and includes no
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FIG. 32. (a) The ratio of the first moment (mean) of each differential distribution predicted by the Standard Model to that observed in
the data. The SM moment is calculated by using the default MC distributions for gluon–gluon fusion and the other production
mechanisms. (b) The ratio of the second moment (RMS) of each differential distribution predicted by the Standard Model to that
observed in the data. The intervals on the vertical axes each represent one of the differential distributions. The band for the theoretical
prediction represents the corresponding uncertainty in that prediction (see text for details). The error bar on the data represents the total
uncertainty in the measurement, with the gray band representing only the systematic uncertainty.
TABLE XVII. Probabilities from a χ2 test for the comparison
between data and the default SM prediction.
Distribution Default MC prediction
pγγT 51%
jyγγj 57%
pj1T 32%
jyj1 j 66%
pj2T 61%
jyj2 j 56%
j cos θj 47%
Δϕjj 64%
jΔyjjj 53%
jΔϕγγ;jjj 43%
mjj 54%
Njet (pT > 30 GeV) 56%
Njet (pT > 50 GeV) 19%
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additional uncertainty to account for the factorization
assumption in Sec. IX E 8. Based on this likelihood, one
can construct a χ2 test to test the compatibility of the five
distributions with the SM and a probability of 93% is
found. In what follows, the likelihood function is numeri-
cally maximized to determine Lmax and confidence limits
for one or several Wilson coefficients are determined via
1 − CL ¼
Z
∞
−2 lnLðciÞþ2 lnLmax
dxfðxÞ;
with LðciÞ denoting the likelihood value evaluated for a
given Wilson coefficient value ci, and fðxÞ denoting the
distribution of the test statistic. The coverage of the
confidence limit is determined using ensembles of
pseudo-experiments. Form factors are sometimes used to
regularize the change of the cross section above a momen-
tum scale ΛFF. This was investigated by reweighting the
VBFþ VH samples using form-factor predictions from
VBFNLO [151]. The impact on the c¯HW and c˜HW limits is
negligible for ΛFF > 1 TeV.
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FIG. 33. (a) The measured differential cross sections as a function of pγγT , Njet,mjj, jΔϕjjj, and pj1T are compared to the SM hypothesis
and two non-SM hypotheses with c¯g ¼ 1 × 10−4 and c¯HW ¼ 0.05, respectively. (b) Ratios of differential cross sections, as predicted for
specific choices of Wilson coefficient, to the differential cross sections predicted by the SM: the impact of non-zero c¯g and c˜g is shown
relative to the SM ggH prediction, while the impact of nonzero c¯HW and c˜HW is shown relative to the SM VBFþ VH prediction.
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In Table XVIII, the observed and expected 95% CL
limits for four Wilson coefficient fits are given. The limit
for c¯g is derived by fixing all other Wilson coefficients to
zero. This additional interaction can interfere with the
corresponding SM interaction and destructive interference
causes the gluon–gluon fusion production-mode cross
section to be zero at c¯g ∼ −2.2 × 10−4. The c˜g coefficient
is also derived after setting all Wilson coefficients to zero.
Due to the CP conjugate structure of the interaction, no
interference with the SM process is possible. The 95% CL
limit for c¯HW is obtained after setting c¯HB ¼ c¯HW to ensure
that the partial width for H → Zγ is unchanged from the
SM prediction (Values of jc¯HW − c¯HBj > 0.03 lead to a
very large decay rate for the H → Zγ process that is
contradicted by the experimental constraints reported by
ATLAS [152,153]) and setting all other Wilson coefficients
to zero. Finally, the 95% CL limit for c˜HW is given after
setting c˜HB ¼ c˜HW to ensure a SM decay rate for H → Zγ
and all other Wilson coefficients to zero. The observed
limits are improved by about a factor of two compared to
the Run 1 analysis of Ref. [14].
Figure 34 shows the 68% and 95% confidence regions
obtained from scanning c¯HW and c˜HW simultaneously, with
the other two Wilson coefficients set to c¯HB ¼ c¯HW and
c˜HB ¼ c˜HW . All other Wilson coefficients are fixed at zero.
The c¯HW and c˜HW Wilson coefficients produce large shape
changes in all distributions, as shown in Fig. 33, and the
obtained limits are strongest when fitting all five distribu-
tions simultaneously. The shape of the observed 68% con-
fidence regions thus results from both shape and yield
differences between data and expectations: the operators
proportional to c¯HW can destructively interfere with the SM
contributions, a negative value of c¯HW reduces the overall
predicted cross section in the zero-jet and the lowest mjj
bins, where deficits are observed in the data. The operators
proportional to c˜HW can only increase the cross section
from its SM value and can increase the predicted cross
sections in the higher jet bins and the tails of the
distributions (cf. Fig. 33). If only shape information is
used to constrain the Wilson coefficients, the reported
limits on c¯HW and c˜HW weaken by about 20% and 50%,
respectively. As also shown in Fig. 34, these results display
significant improvements on similar limits obtained from
the Run-1 analysis [14]. All reported results assume that
QCD effects and new physics effects factorize. This
assumption cannot be avoided with the current state-of-
the-art implementation of the effective Lagrangian of
Ref. [143]. The full statistical and systematic correlations
between measured distributions and all measured fiducial
and differential cross sections are available in HEPDATA to
allow future interpretations with better models.
X. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS
Measurements of Higgs boson cross sections in the
Higgs boson to diphoton decay channel are performed
using pp collision data recorded by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC. The data were taken at a center-of-mass energy
of
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV and correspond to an integrated lumi-
nosity of 36.1 fb−1. All measurements assume a Higgs
boson mass of 125.09 0.24 GeV. The measured signal
strength relative to the StandardModel expectation is found
to be:
μ ¼ 0.99þ0.15−0.14 :
FIG. 34. The observed 68% (dark) and 95% (light) confidence
level regions from the simultaneous fit to the c¯HW and c˜HW
Wilson coefficients. The values of c¯HB and c˜HB are set to be equal
to c¯HW and c˜HW , respectively, and all other Wilson coefficients
are set to zero, except for c¯HB and c˜HB which are set to be equal to
c¯HW and c˜HW , respectively. The SM expectation at (0,0) is also
shown, together with the Run-1 confidence regions reported in
Ref. [14].
TABLE XVIII. Observed allowed ranges at 95% CL for the c¯g and c¯HW Wilson coefficients and the CP-conjugate coefficients. Limits
on c¯g and c˜g are each derived with all other Wilson coefficients set to zero. Limits on c¯HW and c˜HW are derived with c¯HB ¼ c¯HW and
c˜HB ¼ c˜HW , respectively.
Coefficient Observed 95% CL limit Expected 95% CL limit
c¯g ½−0.8; 0.1 × 10−4 ∪ ½−4.6;−3.8 × 10−4 ½−0.4; 0.5 × 10−4 ∪ ½−4.9;−4.1 × 10−4
c˜g ½−1.0; 0.9 × 10−4 ½−1.4; 1.3 × 10−4
c¯HW ½−5.7; 5.1 × 10−2 ½−5.0; 5.0 × 10−2
c˜HW ½−0.16; 0.16 ½−0.14; 0.14
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Signal strengths of the main production modes are mea-
sured separately via event reconstruction categories that are
designed to be sensitive to the specific production modes.
They are found to be:
μggH ¼ 0.81þ0.19−0.18 ; μVBF ¼ 2.0þ0.6−0.5 ;
μVH ¼ 0.7þ0.9−0.8 ; μtop ¼ 0.5þ0.6−0.6 :
The total uncertainties of both the global and the production
mode signal strengths is dominated by their respective
statistical uncertainties. The global signal strength meas-
urement improves on the precision of the previous ATLAS
measurement in the diphoton channel by a factor of two
[154]. The ggH (VBF) signal strength is measured to be 1σ
below (2σ above) the Standard Model expectation. The
precision of the coupling-strength measurements involving
top quarks improves by about a factor of three compared to
the previous ATLAS measurement in the diphoton channel
[154]. These improvements result from a combination of
the larger Higgs boson sample collected at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV,
from the use of multivariate techniques to target the VBF,
VH, and top-quark associated production modes more
efficiently, from the improved precision of the ggH
Standard Model theory predictions, and from a significant
reduction of some of the experimental uncertainties such as
the photon energy resolution. Production mode cross-
section measurements for a Higgs boson of rapidity
jyHj < 2.5 for gluon–gluon fusion, vector-boson fusion,
and Higgs boson production in association with vector
bosons or a top quark pair are reported:
σggH ¼ 82þ19−18 fb; σVBF ¼ 16þ5−4 fb;
σVH ¼ 3 4 fb; σtop ¼ 0.7 þ0.9−0.7 fb:
These values can be compared to the Standard Model
expectations of
σSMggH ¼ 102þ5−7 fb; σSMVBF ¼ 8 0.2 fb;
σSMVH ¼ 5 0.2 fb; σSMtop ¼ 1.3 0.1 fb;
and show a similar level of agreement as that obtained with
the coupling-strength measurements.
Nine measurements of so-called simplified template
cross sections, designed to measure the different Higgs
boson production processes in specific regions of phase
space, are reported:
σðggH; 0 jetÞ ¼ 37þ16−15 fb;
σðggH; 1 jet; pHT < 60 GeVÞ ¼ 13þ13−12 fb;
σðggH; 1 jet; 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeVÞ ¼ 5 6 fb;
σðggH; 1 jet; 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeVÞ ¼ 2.8þ1.7−1.6 fb;
σðggH;≥2 jetÞ ¼ 20þ9−8 fb;
σðqq → Hqq; pjT < 200 GeVÞ ¼ 15þ6−5 fb;
σðggH þ qq → Hqq;BSM − likeÞ ¼ 2.0 1.4 fb;
σðVH; leptonicÞ ¼ 0.7þ1.4−1.3 fb;
σðtopÞ ¼ 0.7þ0.8−0.7 fb:
All reported results show agreement with the Standard
Model expectation.
Higgs boson coupling-strength modifiers are reported
and two models are investigated: the first one reports results
on effective coupling-strength modifiers for Higgs boson
production in gluon–gluon fusion and decay, κg and κγ ,
respectively. They are found to be
κg ¼ 0.76þ0.17−0.14 ; and κγ ¼ 1.16þ0.14−0.14 :
The second model resolves the Higgs boson production and
decay loops in terms of the more fundamental fermionic
and vector boson couplings under the assumption of
universal coupling-strength modifiers for all fermions
and vector bosons, namely κV and κF, respectively. They
are found to be
κV ¼ 0.92þ0.08−0.07 ; and κF ¼ 0.64þ0.18−0.14 :
Fiducial cross-section measurements are reported for a
Higgs boson decaying into two isolated photons with
transverse momentum greater than 35% and 25% of the
diphoton invariant mass (corresponding to a photon pT of
43.8 GeV and 31.3 GeV), and with jηj < 2.37, excluding
the region of 1.37 < jηj < 1.52. The total fiducial cross
section is measured to be
σfid ¼ 55 9ðstatÞ  4ðexpÞ  0.1ðtheoÞ fb;
and is in agreement with the Standard Model expect-
ation of 64 2 fb. Additional cross sections in fiducial
regions probing Higgs boson production from vector-
boson fusion or associated with large missing transverse
momentum, leptons or top quarks are reported. The
cross section for the VBF-enhanced region is measured
to be
σVBF−enhanced ¼ 3.7 0.8ðstatÞ  0.5ðexpÞ  0.2ðtheoÞ fb;
which is to be compared with the Standard Model
prediction of 2.3 0.1 fb. The larger measured cross
section is consistent with the VBF signal-strength
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measurement reported above, if one scales the expected
SM contributions from VBF (about 65%) and ggH
(about 35%) in this fiducial region with the correspond-
ing measured signal strengths. For the remaining fidu-
cial regions, limits at 95% CL are reported
σNlepton≥1 < 1.39 fb; σHighEmissT < 1.00 fb;
σtt¯H-enhanced < 1.27 fb;
which can be compared with the Standard Model
expectations of 0.570.03fb, 0.300.02 fb, and
0.55 0.06 fb, respectively.
The fiducial cross sections for different jet multiplic-
ities is reported and compared to several theoretical
predictions. Eleven differential cross sections and two
double-differential cross sections are reported for events
belonging to the inclusive diphoton fiducial region,
as a function of kinematic variables of the diphoton
system or of jets produced in association with the Higgs
boson. The reported cross sections are sensitive to the
Higgs boson production kinematics, the jet kinematics,
the spin and CP quantum numbers of the Higgs boson,
and the VBF production mechanism. All measured
differential cross sections are compared to predictions
and no significant deviation from the Standard Model
expectation is observed. The full statistical and system-
atic correlations between measured distributions are
determined and are available in HEPDATA along with
the central values of the measured fiducial and differ-
ential cross sections to allow future comparisons and
interpretations.
The strength and tensor structure of the Higgs boson
interactions is investigated using five differential variables
and an effective Lagrangian, which introduces additional
CP-even and CP-odd interactions. No significant new
physics contributions are observed and the reported 68%
and 95% limits on such contributions have improved by a
factor of two in comparison to the previous ATLAS
measurement.
The measurements presented in this paper lay the
foundation for further studies. All reported results are
statistically limited and their precision will further
improve with the full data set to be recorded during
Run 2 of the LHC.
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APPENDIX A: SIMPLIFIED TEMPLATE
CROSS-SECTION FRAMEWORK
As introduced in Sec. I B, this paper includes cross-
section measurements using the so called “stage-1” of
the simplified template cross-section framework [7,8].
In the full stage-1 proposal, template cross sections are
defined in 31 regions of phase space with jyHj < 2.5.
These regions have been chosen to minimize the
dependence on theoretical uncertainties and isolate
possible BSM effects, while maximizing the experimen-
tal sensitivity.
The 31 regions of particle-level phase space correspond-
ing to the stage 1 of the template cross-section approach are
the following [7,8]:
(i) Gluon–gluon fusion (11 regions). Gluon–gluon
fusion events, together with gg→ ZH events fol-
lowed by hadronic decays of the Z boson, are split
according to the number of jets in the event in 0, 1,
and ≥2-jet events. Jets are reconstructed from all
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stable particles14 with lifetime greater than 10 ps
using the anti-kt algorithm [77] with a jet radius
parameter R ¼ 0.4 and must have pT > 30 GeV.
The region containing two or more jets is split into
two, with one of the two subregions (“VBF-like”)
containing events with a topology similar to vector-
boson fusion events (invariant mass of the leading-
pT jet pair mjj > 400 GeV, and rapidity separation
between the two jets jΔyjjj > 2.8). The one-jet and
non-VBF-like two-jet regions are further split ac-
cording to the transverse momentum of the Higgs
boson in “low” (0–60 GeV), “medium” (60–
120 GeV), “high” (120–200 GeV) and “BSM”
(>200 GeV) regions. The VBF-like events are
further split into exclusive two-jetlike and inclusive
three-jetlike events through a requirement on the
transverse momentum pHjjT of the system formed by
the two photons and the two leading-pT jets
(pHjjT < 25 GeV or p
Hjj
T > 25 GeV, respectively).
The separation between events with zero, one, or
two or more jets probes perturbative QCD predic-
tions. Events containing a very high transverse
momentum Higgs-boson of more than 200 GeV
are sensitive to BSM contributions, such as those
from loop-induced amplitudes mediated by hypo-
thetical particles heavier than the top-quark.
(ii) Vector-boson fusion (5 regions). Vector-boson
fusion events, and VH events followed by hadronic
V-boson decays, are first split according to the pT of
the leading jet. Events that contain at least one jet
with a transverse momentum greater than 200 GeV,
which are sensitive to BSM contributions, are
measured separately in a “VBF BSM” category.
The remaining events are separated into VBF-like
events, VH-like events, and events that have a ggH-
like topology (referred to as “Rest”). VBF-like
events satisfy the same mjj and jΔyjjj requirements
as for the gluon–gluon fusion VBF-like category and
are similarly split into “two-jet” and “≥3-jet” events
by requiring pHjjT < 25 GeV or p
Hjj
T > 25 GeV,
respectively. VH-like events are selected by requir-
ing that they have at least two jets and an invariant
mass of 60 GeV < mjj < 120 GeV.
(iii) Associated production with vector bosons decaying
to leptons (11 regions). VH events are first split
according to their production mode (qq¯0 → WH,
qq¯→ ZH, or gg→ ZH). Events are separated
further into regions of the vector boson transverse
momentum pVT , and of jet multiplicity. For gg→ZH,
two regions are defined with pVT (“low”: 0–150 GeV,
and “high”: >150 GeV). The “high-pVT” gg → ZH
region is further split into zero-jet and ≥1-jet
regions. Regions sensitive to BSM contributions
with pVT > 250 GeV are defined for the qq¯→ VH
production modes and two further pVT regions are
defined (“low”: 0–150 GeV, and “high”: 150–
250 GeV). The “high-pVT” qq¯→ VH region is
finally split into zero-jet and ≥ 1-jet regions.
(iv) Associated production with top and bottom quarks
(4 regions). tt¯H, t-channel tH,W-associated tH, and
bb¯H events are classified according to their produc-
tion mode, with no further separation into specific
regions of phase space.
Table XIX summarizes the acceptances for each of the
stage-1 STXS gg→ H regions, and for five qq → Hqq
regions, split into their VBF, WH, and ZH respective
TABLE XIX. The SM acceptances of stage-1 STXS regions
useful to the results presented in this paper. For the gg → H
regions each acceptance is relative to inclusive gg → H produc-
tion; for all other regions, each acceptance is relative to the
inclusive process shown at the top of the column. All regions
require jyHj < 2.5.
gg → H regions 0-jet 1-jet ≥2-jet
pHT < 60 GeV 0.562 0.134 0.025
60 GeV ≤ pHT < 120 GeV    0.093 0.038
120 GeV ≤ pHT < 200 GeV    0.015 0.020
pHT ≥ 200 GeV    0.003 0.009
VBF-like
pHjjT < 25 GeV       0.006
pHjjT ≥ 25 GeV       0.007
qq → Hqq regions VBF qq¯0 → WH qq¯ → ZH
pjT ≥ 200 GeV 0.043 0.027 0.029
pjT < 200 GeV
VH-like 0.023 0.189 0.224
Rest 0.556 0.368 0.363
VBF-like
pHjjT < 25 GeV 0.235 0.002 0.002
pHjjT ≥ 25 GeV 0.074 0.007 0.008
VH, leptonic region gg → ZH qq¯0 → WH qq¯ → ZH
0.289 0.286 0.265
Top region tt¯H t-channel tH W-associated tH
0.987 0.921 0.989
Beauty region bb¯H
0.945
14The Higgs boson is treated as stable and consequently its
decay products are removed from the jet finding.
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contributions. The table also lists the summed acceptance
for the 11 VH leptonic regions, separately for the
gg → ZH, qq¯0 → WH and qq¯ → ZH processes. Finally,
the acceptances are shown for the rarer production proc-
esses: tt¯H, t-channel tH, W-associated tH, and bb¯H. All
STXS regions require jyHj < 2.5 and are determined using
the samples summarized in Table II.
APPENDIX B: MINIMALLY MERGED
SIMPLIFIED TEMPLATE CROSS SECTIONS
In this appendix, the measurement for a minimally
merged set of fifteen simplified template cross section
regions is presented. The merged regions are defined in
Table XX and the extracted cross sections are summarized
in Table XXI and Fig. 35.
TABLE XX. The kinematic regions of the stage 1 of the simplified template cross sections, along with the intermediate (minimally
merged set of) regions used for the measurements presented in this appendix. The VH-like, VBF-like, and rest regions are defined as in
Table I and Appendix A. All regions require jyHj < 2.5. The leading jet transverse momentum is denoted by pTj. In total, the cross
sections for fifteen kinematic regions are measured.
Process Measurement region Particle-level stage 1 region
ggHþ gg → Zð→ qqÞH 0-jet 0-jet
1-jet, pHT < 60 GeV 1-jet, p
H
T < 60 GeV
1-jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV 1-jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV
1-jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV 1-jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV
1-jet, pHT > 200 GeV 1-jet, p
H
T > 200 GeV
≥2-jet, pHT < 60 GeV ≥2-jet, pHT < 60 GeV
≥2-jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV ≥2-jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV
≥2-jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV ≥2-jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV
≥2-jet, pHT > 200 GeV ≥2-jet, pHT > 200 GeV
VBF-like VBF-like, pHjjT < 25 GeV
VBF-like, pHjjT ≥ 25 GeV
qq0 → Hqq0 (VBFþ VH) pjT < 200 GeV, VBF-like pjT < 200 GeV, VBF-like, pHjjT < 25 GeV
pjT < 200 GeV, VBF-like, p
Hjj
T ≥ 25 GeV
pjT < 200 GeV, VHþ Rest pjT < 200 GeV, VH-like
pjT < 200 GeV, Rest
pjT > 200 GeV, BSM-like p
j
T > 200 GeV
VH (leptonic decays) VH leptonic qq¯ → ZH, pZT < 150 GeV
qq¯ → ZH, 150 < pZT < 250 GeV, 0-jet
qq¯ → ZH, 150 < pZT < 250 GeV, ≥1-jet
qq¯ → ZH, pZT > 250 GeV
qq¯ → WH, pWT < 150 GeV
qq¯ → WH, 150 < pWT < 250 GeV, 0-jet
qq¯ → WH, 150 < pWT < 250 GeV, ≥1-jet
qq¯ → WH, pWT > 250 GeV
gg → ZH, pZT < 150 GeV
gg → ZH, pZT > 150 GeV, 0-jet
gg → ZH, pZT > 150 GeV, ≥1-jet
Top-associated production top tt¯H
tHW
tHq
bb¯H merged w=ggH bb¯H
TABLE XXI. Best-fit values and uncertainties of the simplified template cross sections times branching ratio, as defined in Table XX.
The SM predictions [7] are shown for each region.
Uncertainty
Measurement region (jyHj < 2.5) Result Total Statistical Systematic SM prediction
ggH, 0 jet 38 þ16−15 (14 þ6−5) fb 63 5 fb
ggH, 1 jet, pHT < 60 GeV 23
þ14
−13 (13 þ5−4) fb 15 2 fb
ggH, 1 jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV 11 8 (7 þ3−2) fb 10 2 fb
(Table continued)
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APPENDIX C: ADDITIONAL UNFOLDED
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
This appendix presents additional measurements and
comparisons to theoretical predictions to those discussed in
Sec. IX E.
Figure 36 shows differential cross sections as a function
of pγγTt, the orthogonal component of the diphoton momen-
tum when projected on the axis given by the difference of
the 3-momenta of the two photons, as well as jΔyγγj, the
rapidity separation of the two photons.
Figure 37 shows differential cross sections as a function
of HT, the scalar sum of all reconstructed jets in a given
event with pT > 30 GeV, the absolute value of the azimu-
thal difference jΔϕjjj between the leading and subleading
jet in events with at least two jets, and the vectorial sum of
the transverse momentum of the diphoton system and the
leading and subleading jet system, pγγjjT , in events with at
least two jets.
Figure 38 displays measurements of the beam-thrust-
like variables τC;j1 and
P
τC;j. For a given jet, τ is
defined by
τ ¼ mT
2 cosh y
; y ¼ y − yγγ; mT ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2T þm2
q
;
ðC1Þ
where y is the jet rapidity and m is the jet mass. The
variable τC;j1 refers to the highest-τ jet, and
P
τC;j is the
scalar sum of τ for all jets with τ > 8 GeV. For large jet
rapidities, τ corresponds to the small light-cone component
of the jet, pþjet ¼ Ejet − jpz;jetj, while the sum is closely
related to the beam-thrust global event shape [156], as
measured in the diphoton rest frame.
TABLE XXI. (Continued)
Uncertainty
Measurement region (jyHj < 2.5) Result Total Statistical Systematic SM prediction
ggH, 1 jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV 4.0 þ2.1−1.9 (1.8 þ0.9−0.6) fb 1.7 0.3 fb
ggH, 1 jet, pHT ≥ 200 GeV 2.6 þ1.6−1.2 (
þ1.3
−1.1
þ0.8
−0.5) fb 0.4 0.1 fb
ggH, ≥2jet, pHT < 60 GeV 0 8 (8 þ3−2) fb 3 1 fb
ggH, ≥2jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV 12 þ8−7 (7 þ3−2) fb 4 1 fb
ggH, ≥2jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV 7.9 þ3.5−3.4 (3.3 þ1.1−0.9) fb 2.3 0.6 fb
ggH, ≥2jet, pHT ≥ 200 GeV 2.6 þ1.6−1.4 (
þ1.5
−1.4
þ0.6
−0.5) fb 1.0 0.3 fb
ggH, VBF − like 6.2 þ5.0−4.5 (4.1 1.2) fb 1.5 0.3 fb
qq → Hqq, VBF − like 3.8 þ2.5−2.3 (
þ2.2
−2.0 1.2) fb 2.7 0.2 fb
qq → Hqq, VHþ Rest −19 22 (þ21−20 þ6−7) fb 7.7 0.4 fb
qq → Hqq, pjT > 200 GeV −3.2
þ1.9
−2.0 (1.7 þ0.7−0.9) fb 0.5 0.1 fb
VH, leptonic 0.7 þ1.4−1.2 (
þ1.4
−1.2
þ0.4
−0.3) fb 1.4 0.1 fb
Top 0.7 þ0.8−0.7 (
þ0.8
−0.7
þ0.2
−0.1) fb 1.3 0.1 fb
 B normalized to SM×σMeasured
6− 4− 2− 0 2 4 6 8
top
VH (leptonic)
 200 GeV)≥j
T
 Hqq (p→qq
 Hqq (VH+Rest)→qq
 Hqq (VBF-like)→qq
ggH (VBF-like)
 200 GeV)≥H
T
 2 jet, p≥ggH (
 < 200 GeV)H
T
 p≤ 2 jet, 120 ≥ggH (
 < 120 GeV)H
T
 p≤ 2 jet, 60 ≥ggH (
 < 60 GeV)H
T
 2 jet, p≥ggH (
 200 GeV)≥H
T
ggH (1 jet, p
 < 200 GeV)H
T
 p≤ggH (1 jet, 120 
 < 120 GeV)H
T
 p≤ggH (1 jet, 60 
 < 60 GeV)H
T
ggH (1 jet, p
ggH (0 jet)
ATLAS
-1
=13 TeV, 36.1 fbs
=125.09 GeV 
H
,  mγγ→ H 
SM prediction
FIG. 35. Summary plot of themeasured simplified template cross
sections times the Higgs to diphoton branching ratio, as defined in
Table XX. For illustration purposes, the central values have been
divided by their SMexpectations but no additional SMuncertainties
have been folded into themeasurement. The uncertainties in the SM
predictedcross sectionsare showningray in theplot.The fittedvalue
of σðtopÞ corresponds to the sum of the tt¯H, tHq, and tHW
production-mode cross sections under the assumption that their
relative ratiosareaspredictedbytheSM.TheσðVH; leptonicÞ cross-
section values are determined under the assumption that the ratio of
theWH and ZH production mode cross sections is as predicted by
theSMand includesproductionfromboth thequarkandgluon initial
states. The bb¯H contributions are merged with ggH.
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Figure 39 shows the first and second moments of each
of the additional differential distributions. The data are
compared to a variety of theoretical predictions. In general,
the SM predictions are in agreement with the measured
distributions.
APPENDIX D: DIPHOTON ACCEPTANCE,
PHOTON ISOLATION, AND
NONPERTURBATIVE CORRECTION
FACTORS FOR PARTON-LEVEL
GLUON–GLUON FUSION CALCULATIONS
This appendix presents the diphoton acceptance factors
that are applied to parton-level calculations of Higgs
production via gluon–gluon fusion, in order to correctly
account for the diphoton selection criteria applied to the
Higgs-boson decay products, are shown in Table XXII for
the fiducial and differential cross sections presented in
Section IX E and Appendix C. Multiplicative isolation
efficiency and nonperturbative correction factors that
account for the efficiency of the photon isolation criterion
and the impact of hadronization and underlying-event
activity are presented in Tables XXIII and XXIV, respec-
tively. The isolation efficiency is defined as the fraction
of selected diphoton events (i.e., within the kinematic
acceptance) that also satisfy the isolation criteria, and is
determined using samples before including hadronization
and the underlying-event activity. The non-perturbative
correction factors are defined as the ratios of cross sections
produced with and without hadronization and the under-
lying event. The default nonperturbative correction is taken
as the central value of an envelope formed from multiple
event generators and/or event generator tunes, with the
uncertainty taken to be the maximal deviation observed in
the envelope. Table XXV also provides the combined non-
perturbative and isolation correction with a total uncertainty
that takes into account the correlations between the
uncertainties of both factors. Note though that no non-
perturbative correction factors are applied to the SM
predictions presented in this paper.
A summary of the binning of all differential variables is
given in Table XXVI.
APPENDIX E: SUPPLEMENT TO EVENT
CATEGORIZATION
Table XXVII summarizes the number of expected signal
events and measured background events in the smallest
interval expected to contain 90% of the expected SM signal
events, together with the expected signal purity and local
significance in the same interval, for each of the event
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FIG. 36. The differential cross sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of (a) pγγTt and (b) jΔyγγj are shown and compared to the SM
expectations. The data are shown as filled (black) circles. The vertical error bar on each data point represents the total uncertainty in the
measured cross section and the shaded (gray) band is the systematic component. The SM prediction, defined using the POWHEG NNLOPS
prediction for gluon–gluon fusion and the default MC samples for the other production mechanisms, is presented as a hatched (blue)
band, with the width of the band reflecting the total theoretical uncertainty (see text for details). The small contribution from VBF, VH
tt¯H and bb¯H is also shown as a (green) histogram and denoted by XH. The default MC has been normalized with the N3LO prediction
of Refs. [7,24,31–34]. In addition, the HRES and SCETLIB+MCFM8 predictions, described in Sec. IX E, are displayed in (a) and (b),
respectively.
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reconstruction categories. The definition of the categories
can be found in Table IV in Sec. VIII A 6.
Table XXVIII summarizes the fractions of signal events
from the different production modes expected in each
reconstruction category, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
Table XXIX summarizes the chosen background func-
tion used in each reconstruction category.
APPENDIX F: LIMITS ON μZH AND μWH
USING PSEUDOEXPERIMENTS
As discussed in Sec. VIII B 2, Table XXX shows the
observed and expected limits for μVH, and separately for
μZH and μWH, as obtained using the asmptotic approxima-
tion and ensembles of pseudo-experiments.
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FIG. 37. The differential cross sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of (a)HT, (b) jΔϕjjj, and (c) pγγjjT are shown and compared to
the SM expectations. The data and theoretical predictions are presented in the same way as in Fig. 36. In addition, the NNLOJET
prediction is displayed in (a), and the SHERPA and GOSAM predictions are displayed in (b) and (c). More details of these predictions can
be found in Sec. IX E 1.
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FIG. 38. The differential cross sections for pp → H → γγ as a function of (a) τC;j1 and (b)
P
τC;j are shown and compared to the SM
expectations. The data and theoretical predictions are presented in the same way as in Fig. 36. In addition, the NNLOJET prediction is
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FIG. 39. (a) The ratio of the first moment (mean) of each differential distribution predicted by the Standard Model to that
observed in the data. The SM moment is calculated by using the POWHEG NNLOPS prediction for gluon–gluon fusion and the
default MC samples for the other production mechanisms. (b) The ratio of the second moment (RMS) of each differential
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TABLE XXVII. The effective signal mass resolutions σ68 (σ90) in GeV defined as half the width containing 68% (90%) of the
signal events for listed for each reconstructed category. Further, the numbers of background events B90, measured by fits to the data,
in the smallest interval expected to contain 90% of the SM signal events S90 are given, accompanied by the expected purities
f90 ≡ S90=ðS90 þ B90Þ and expected significances Z90 ≡
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ððS90 þ B90Þ logð1þ S90=B90Þ − S90Þ
p
.
Category σ68 [GeV] σ90 [GeV] S90 B90 f90 Z90
ttH lep 0fwd 1.7 3.0 0.93 3.6 0.21 0.47
ttH lep 1fwd 1.7 3.0 0.99 1.9 0.34 0.67
ttH lep 1.6 2.9 2.1 2.7 0.44 1.16
ttH had BDT1 1.6 2.8 1.3 2.0 0.40 0.85
ttH had BDT2 1.6 2.9 1.6 3.9 0.29 0.75
ttH had BDT3 1.6 2.9 0.54 2.3 0.19 0.35
ttH had BDT4 1.6 2.9 2.2 14.0 0.14 0.58
tH had 4j1b 1.7 3.0 2.3 48 0.05 0.32
tH had 4j2b 1.7 3.1 0.56 6.8 0.08 0.21
VH dilep 1.7 3.0 0.84 1.1 0.43 0.72
VH lep High 1.5 2.8 1.4 2.4 0.37 0.82
VH lep Low 1.8 3.3 5.8 52 0.10 0.79
VH MET High 1.6 2.8 1.2 2.3 0.34 0.72
VH MET Low 1.8 3.3 0.56 3.4 0.14 0.30
jet BSM 1.4 2.6 24 280 0.08 1.41
VH had tight 1.5 2.8 11 47 0.19 1.55
VH had loose 1.7 3.1 15 220 0.06 0.98
VBF tight, high pHjjT 1.7 2.8 18 120 0.13 1.62
VBF loose, high pHjjT 1.8 3.1 15 250 0.06 0.93
VBF tight, low pHjjT 1.6 2.9 12 12 0.50 3.12
VBF loose, low pHjjT 1.8 3.3 17 110 0.14 1.62
ggH 2J BSM 1.4 2.6 6.8 26 0.21 1.29
ggH 2J High 1.6 2.9 26 280 0.08 1.53
ggH 2J Med 1.8 3.2 65 1700 0.04 1.56
ggH 2J Low 1.9 3.4 73 3100 0.02 1.30
ggH 1J BSM 1.4 2.6 2.0 7.1 0.22 0.72
ggH 1J High 1.6 2.9 28 240 0.11 1.80
ggH 1J Med 1.8 3.2 140 2900 0.05 2.61
ggH 1J Low 1.9 3.4 260 8000 0.03 2.89
ggH 0J Fwd 2.1 3.8 520 21000 0.02 3.62
ggH 0J Cen 1.6 2.7 300 5300 0.05 4.07
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TABLE XXVIII. Composition of the selected Higgs boson events, in terms of the different production modes, as expected for each
reconstructed category. The total expected numbers of Higgs boson events are given in the column labeled NH .
Composition [%]
Category NH ggH VBF WH ZH ggZH tt¯H bb¯H tHq tHW
tH lep 0fwd 1.0 4.1 0.2 5.6 2.2 0.6 75.7 0.9 8.2 2.5
tH lep 1fwd 1.1 1.8 0.2 1.4 0.8 0.2 79.4 0.2 13.5 2.6
ttH lep 2.4       0.2 0.1    96.0 0.1 1.0 2.6
ttH had BDT1 1.4 1.2 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 95.0 0.1 0.7 2.1
ttH had BDT2 1.8 3.6 0.3 0.8 1.2 0.4 89.3 0.2 1.8 2.4
ttH had BDT3 0.6 3.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.1 86.1 0.5 3.1 2.2
ttH had BDT4 2.5 7.0 0.8 1.4 2.7 1.7 79.4 0.3 4.3 2.4
tH had 4j1b 2.5 35.4 4.0 4.3 5.7 2.2 36.4 2.2 8.5 1.3
tH had 4j2b 0.62 23.8 2.8 1.6 9.8 3.6 39.0 8.3 10.5 0.6
VH dilep 0.93          76.9 18.9 4.0       0.2
VH lep High 1.5 0.2    76.2 3.5 1.2 16.4    1.2 1.3
VH lep Low 6.4 11.4 1.1 68.0 6.8 1.3 8.5 0.9 1.6 0.4
VH MET High 1.3 1.3 0.1 22.4 48.1 18.5 8.3    0.6 0.7
VH MET Low 0.62 11.9 0.4 23.4 48.0 15.2 0.5 0.3 0.2   
jet BSM 27 59.9 25.8 5.9 3.3 1.1 3.0 0.1 0.6 0.2
VH had tight 12 52.4 3.5 23.8 13.5 4.4 1.9 0.1 0.2 0.1
VH had loose 16 67.3 4.9 14.6 8.8 2.2 1.6 0.4 0.3 0.1
VBF tight, high pHjjT 20 46.9 48.3 1.2 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.3 1.2   
VBF loose, high pHjjT 17 69.9 23.8 2.2 1.3 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.6   
VBF tight, low pHjjT 14 13.0 86.7 0.1 0.1          0.1   
VBF loose, low pHjjT 19 32.5 66.6 0.3 0.2 0.1    0.2 0.1   
ggH 2J BSM 7.5 76.1 10.3 4.9 2.8 1.8 3.0 0.2 0.6 0.2
ggH 2J High 29 75.8 12.8 4.8 2.6 1.3 2.0 0.1 0.4 0.1
ggH 2J Med 72 77.6 12.2 4.4 2.6 0.6 1.5 0.7 0.4   
ggH 2J Low 81 79.1 9.5 4.5 2.9 0.3 1.1 2.3 0.3   
ggH 1J BSM 2.2 72.4 16.9 6.0 2.7 1.5 0.3    0.1   
ggH 1J High 32 76.0 17.5 3.4 1.9 0.8 0.1 0.3      
ggH 1J Med 160 83.6 11.7 2.6 1.5 0.2    0.4      
ggH 1J Low 290 90.5 5.7 1.7 0.9       1.1      
ggH 0J Fwd 580 97.0 1.2 0.5 0.4       0.9      
ggH 0J Cen 330 97.3 1.1 0.4 0.3       0.9      
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TABLE XXIX. The used background functions are listed: Either a power law (mαγγ), exponential function of a first
order polynomial (emγγα) or a second order polynomial (emγγαþm2γγβ) are used to describe the nonresonant diphoton
background.
Category Background function
ttH lep 0fwd Power law
ttH lep 1fwd Power law
ttH lep Power law
ttH had BDT1 Exponential of a first order polynomial
ttH had BDT2 Exponential of a first order polynomial
ttH had BDT3 Exponential of a first order polynomial
ttH had BDT4 Exponential of a first order polynomial
tH had 4j1b Power law
tH had 4j2b Power law
VH dilep Power law
VH lep High Exponential of a first order polynomial
VH lep Low Exponential of a first order polynomial
VH MET High Exponential of a first order polynomial
VH MET Low Exponential of a first order polynomial
jet BSM Exponential of a first order polynomial
VH had tight Exponential of a first order polynomial
VH had loose Exponential of a first order polynomial
VBF tight, high pHjjT Exponential of a first order polynomial
VBF loose, high pHjjT Exponential of a first order polynomial
VBF tight, low pHjjT Exponential of a first order polynomial
VBF loose, low pHjjT Exponential of a first order polynomial
ggH 2J BSM Power law
ggH 2J High Power law
ggH 2J Med Exponential of a second order polynomial
ggH 2J Low Exponential of a second order polynomial
ggH 1J BSM Exponential of a first order polynomial
ggH 1J High Power law
ggH 1J Med Exponential of a second order polynomial
ggH 1J Low Exponential of a second order polynomial
ggH 0J Fwd Exponential of a second order polynomial
ggH 0J Cen Exponential of a second order polynomial
TABLE XXX. Observed and expected 95% CL limits for the signal strengths of the VH associated production processes. The
observed asymptotic limit on μVH is compared to that obtained using an ensemble of pseudoexperiments (PEs). Separate observed limits
obtained from toys are reported for μZH and μWH. These are shown for the background-only case (μi ¼ 0), together with the 1σ and
2σ intervals.
Measurement Observed Exp. Limit (μ ¼ 1Þ Exp. Limit (μ ¼ 0Þ þ2σ þ1σ −1σ −2σ
μVH 2.3 2.5 1.5 3.1 2.2 1.1 0.8
μVH (PE) 2.2 1.5 3.1 2.2 1.1 1.0
μZH (PE) 2.3 3.1 6.2 4.4 2.2 1.9
μWH (PE) 4.5 2.7 4.9 3.8 1.8 1.4
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APPENDIX G: SUMMARY OF COUPLINGS
RESULTS
In this Appendix the expected and observed central
values and uncertainties of signal strength measurements,
production mode cross section measurements, and simpli-
fied template cross section measurements from Sec. VIII B
and Appendix B are summarized.
1. Signal strengths
Table XXXI summarizes the observed and expected
signal strengths for inclusive production and for various
production modes.
2. Production mode cross sections
Table XXXII summarizes the observed and expected
cross sections times diphoton branching ratio for
various production modes, in the fiducial region
jyHj < 2.5.
3. Simplified template cross sections
Table XXXIII summarizes the observed and
expected simplified template cross sections times
diphoton branching ratio, in the fiducial region
jyHj < 2.5.
TABLE XXXII. Observed and expected cross sections times diphoton branching ratio for various production modes, in the fiducial
region jyHj < 2.5. Uncertainties smaller than 0.5 (0.05) are displayed as 0 (0.0).
Observed σ×BðH → γγÞ [fb] Expected σ×BðH → γγÞ [fb]
Production mode (jyHj < 2.5) Result Statistical Experimental Theoretical Result Statistical Experimental Theoretical
ggH 82 þ16−16
þ7
−6
þ5
−4 102
þ17
−17
þ8
−6
þ5
−4
VBF 17 þ5−4
þ2
−2
þ3
−2 8
þ3
−3
þ1
−1
þ2
−1
VH 3 þ4−3
þ1
−1
þ1
−0 5
þ4
−3
þ1
−1
þ0
−0
ttH þ tH 0.7 þ0.8−0.7 þ0.2−0.1 þ0.2−0.0 1.3 þ0.9−0.8 þ0.2−0.1 þ0.3−0.1
TABLE XXXI. Observed and expected signal strengths for inclusive production and for various production modes. Uncertainties
smaller than 0.5 (0.05) are displayed as 0 (0.0).
Observed μ Expected μ
Production mode Result Statistical Experimental Theoretical Result Statistical Experimental Theoretical
Inclusive 0.99 þ0.12−0.12
þ0.06
−0.05
þ0.07
−0.05 1.00
þ0.12
−0.12
þ0.07
−0.06
þ0.07
−0.05
ggH 0.81 þ0.16−0.16
þ0.07
−0.06
þ0.07
−0.05 1.00
þ0.16
−0.17
þ0.08
−0.06
þ0.08
−0.06
VBF 2.0 þ0.5−0.5
þ0.3
−0.2
þ0.3
−0.2 1.0
þ0.4
−0.4
þ0.2
−0.1
þ0.2
−0.1
VH 0.7 þ0.8−0.8
þ0.2
−0.2
þ0.2
−0.1 1.0
þ0.8
−0.7
þ0.2
−0.2
þ0.1
−0.1
ttH þ tH 0.5 þ0.6−0.5 þ0.1−0.1 þ0.1−0.0 1.0 þ0.7−0.6 þ0.1−0.1 þ0.2−0.0
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4. Minimally merged simplified template
cross sections
Table XXXIV summarizes the observed and
expected minimally merged simplified template cross
sections times diphoton branching ratio, in the fiducial
region jyHj < 2.5.
APPENDIX H: OBSERVED AND EXPECTED
CORRELATION MAPS
This Appendix summaries the observed and expected
correlations between the parameters of interest of
each of the measurements presented in Sec. VIII B are
given. The observed and expected correlations for the
TABLE XXXIV. Observed and expected simplified template cross sections times diphoton branching ratio, in the fiducial region
jyHj < 2.5.
Observed σ × BðH → γγÞ [fb] Expected σ × BðH → γγÞ [fb]
Simplified fiducial region (jyHj < 2.5) Result Statistical Systematic Result Statistical Systematic
ggH, 0 jet 38 þ14−14
þ6
−5 63
þ15
−15
þ8
−6
ggH, 1 jet, pHT < 60 GeV 23
þ13
−13
þ5
−4 15
þ12
−13
þ6
−4
ggH, 1 jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV 11 þ7−7
þ3
−2 10
þ8
−8
þ2
−2
ggH, 1 jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV 4.0 þ1.8−1.8
þ0.9
−0.6 1.7
þ1.9
−1.8
þ0.6
−0.4
ggH, 1 jet, pHT ≥ 200 GeV 2.6 þ1.3−1.1
þ0.8
−0.5 0.4
þ1.1
−0.9
þ0.5
−0.4
ggH, ≥2jet, pHT < 60 GeV 0 þ8−8
þ3
−2 3
þ8
−8
þ4
−2
ggH, ≥2jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV 12 þ7−7
þ3
−2 4
þ7
−7
þ2
−1
ggH, ≥2jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV 7.9 þ3.3−3.3
þ1.1
−0.9 2.3
þ3.4
−3.3
þ0.8
−0.7
ggH, ≥2jet, pHT ≥ 200 GeV 2.6 þ1.5−1.4
þ0.6
−0.5 1.0
þ1.4
−1.3
þ0.5
−0.4
ggH, VBF − like 6.2 þ4.1−4.1
þ1.2
−1.2 1.5
þ3.9
−3.8
þ1.4
−1.0
qq → Hqq, VBF − like 3.8 þ2.2−2.0
þ1.2
−1.2 2.7
þ2.0
−1.8
þ0.8
−0.5
qq → Hqq, VHþ Rest −19 þ21−20 þ6−7 8 þ22−21 þ6−5
qq → Hqq, pjT > 200 GeV −3.2
þ1.7
−1.7
þ0.7
−0.9 0.5
þ1.7
−1.7
þ0.6
−0.6
VH; leptonic 0.7 þ1.4−1.2
þ0.4
−0.3 1.4
þ1.3
−1.2
þ0.3
−0.3
ttH þ tH 0.7 þ0.8−0.7 þ0.2−0.1 1.3 þ0.9−0.8 þ0.3−0.1
TABLE XXXIII. Observed and expected simplified template cross sections times diphoton branching ratio, in the fiducial region
jyHj < 2.5.
Observed σ × BðH → γγÞ [fb] Expected σ × BðH → γγÞ [fb]
Simplified fiducial region (jyHj < 2.5) Result Statistical Systematic Result Statistical Systematic
ggH, 0 jet 37 þ14−14
þ6
−5 63
þ15
−15
þ8
−6
ggH, 1 jet, pHT < 60 GeV 13
þ12
−12
þ5
−4 15
þ12
−12
þ6
−4
ggH, 1 jet, 60 ≤ pHT < 120 GeV 5 þ6−6
þ2
−1 10
þ6
−6
þ2
−1
ggH, 1 jet, 120 ≤ pHT < 200 GeV 2.8 þ1.6−1.5
þ0.7
−0.5 1.7
þ1.6
−1.6
þ0.5
−0.4
ggH, ≥2jet 20 þ8−8
þ4
−3 11
þ8
−8
þ3
−2
qq → Hqq, pTj < 200 GeV 15 þ5−5
þ3
−2 10
þ5
−5
þ2
−1
ggHþ qq → Hqq, BSM − like 2.0 þ1.3−1.3 þ0.6−0.6 1.8 þ1.3−1.3 þ0.5−0.5
VH, leptonic 0.7 þ1.4−1.2
þ0.4
−0.3 1.4
þ1.3
−1.2
þ0.3
−0.3
ttH þ tH 0.7 þ0.8−0.7 þ0.2−0.1 1.3 þ0.9−0.8 þ0.3−0.1
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production-mode cross sections and production mode
cross-section ratios are shown in Figs. 40 and 41.
The observed and expected correlations for the simplified
template cross sections and minimally merged
simplified template cross sections are shown in
Figs. 42 and 43.
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FIG. 40. Observed (left) and expected (right) correlations between the measured simplified template cross sections, including both the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The color indicates the size of the correlation.
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FIG. 42. Observed (top) and expected (bottom) correlations between the measured simplified template cross sections, including both
the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The color indicates the size of the correlation.
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FIG. 43. Observed (top) and expected (bottom) correlations between the measured simplified template cross sections, including both
the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The color indicates the size of the correlation.
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